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1 Introduction 

This dissertation outlines law that affects the 

known as 'comparative ,,,,,,,prH'" 

tn""u'rlc comparative <>fi'lfl>r1''''1n 

. To analyse South Africa's current approach 

author, in Chapter 2, gives a of 

with particular emphasis on ,",v."}.!,,,,,,,,, .. adver-

tising. The different groups 

regulating cornpclrative 

interests in the matter and the institutional mecha-

are OiSCu!>S~[1, 

In Chapter 3, existing comparative ad,'ertisirlg are ""'''''''''11 the 

conclusion reached that definitions are insufficiently ""'''·I'.t"l' to assess which 

principles of South African law are applicable. A definition comparative adver

tising is then given, draws a distinction between implied and non-

"''''''mAC'''' differentiative and aSSOClamre CIJmpaI1SClns. 

vU""" .. .,. 4 identi1t1es mtt~res;1:S including the 1"Pi',r>1"P'''''P 

the consumer, and the interests the comparative 

The author analyses, in '"""''''1.1<1". 5, how cornp;;lfatlve 

competitor, 

public at large. 

ests and the dissertation, inter addresses the "I' ...... ,,'v .. 

these inter

wtletller comparative 

COflcclltrated market advertising can make a to South Africa's 

structure by enhancing cOlmpletition in the market. 

After outlining parallel 

to which, 

mte:resl:s. The 

"v,,,u,,,, .. ,u!'. interests, the author how and the 

regUlating comparative advertising protect these 

aDl)roaclles this question a 

assumptions on the ""'""5"'\111'5 of interests reflected in 

question that must ultlm,ltely asked is whether 

perspective to ana

doctrines. 

"''''''''''''5 system of adver-

tising regulation, with on self-regulation, is ,,, ..... '"',.,, ... to ensure that in-

creasing demands consumers and public policy are '''UJ''Ul,",U. 

looks at similar situations the United Kingdom, the 

to establish how these balance conflicting ;nt." .. "·ct" in 

and Germany 

area of the law, 
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The dissertation addresses the instrumental mechanism of trade mark law in Chap~ 

ter 6, followed by an system of self~regulation in Chapter 7, and a 

discussion of the potential role of competition law in the regulation of advertising 

Chapter 8. 9 with the law of unlawful competition. 

This examination to the conclusion that the system of advertising regulation 

in South to be as the of 

nisms cannot ensure that enough weight is attached to consumer and public ."'t ....... ct 

While a somewhat abstract analysis regulation structure, then 

examines, in detail, South Africa's current approach to comparative advertising. 

In 10, the at the trade mark law, and crucial sec-

tion 34 of the Trade Marks Act, highlighting how the recent decision Abbott 

Laboratories and O/hers v UAP Care (Pty) and clarifies situa-

tion. It was held in decision that comparative advertising, in its most common 

form of comparative contravenes the -"-"-'=";:;;:"'=~,"""","--"=::" 

The dissertation looks at section 10(6) of the British -"-"-,=~="",,,,",=.....o..::.,,,,-,,-, 

which has substantially liberalised law to comparative advertising in the 

United ........ "6' .. v.u. 

The II, ...... ~, """"''''' question of cornp~lratlve 

and unlawful competition ~"lJl"l<l'l. In Post Np.!WSTmneY!1 (Ply) Ltd v World 

Printing and Publishing Co Ltt! the decision was in favour comparative adver-

tising, at that the law of 'unlawful competition' was not developed. 

Since the understanding law changed to the extent this ,",v_,un/ .. 

has been overtaken subsequent events and decisions.s 

The dissertation presents legal utilise in their ", ... r,rl'\"t'h to the 

problem comparative advertising, and concludes that comparative ",,,,,,,·rt,<:l,n 

should as lawful A principle the 

2 Woker Advertising Law v. 

3 1999 (3) SA 624 (F). 

4 1970 (I) SA 454 (W). 

S Van HeerdenINeethling Unlawful Competition (l995) 303. 

2 
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tion of wrongfulness ('competition principle') is presented, which strikes a new 

balance.between interests in the competitive sphere. In terms ofthis principle com

parative advertising must be regarded as per se lawful. However, Van Heerden and 

Neethling lay a solid theoretical foundation for the development of the law of 

unlawful competition, believing that comparati ve advertising falls foul of various 

forms of unlawful competition law. Therefore the dissertation examines, in Chapter 

12, whether comparative advertising, in its various forms, conflicts with unlawful 

competition law. 

Mter analysing statutory and common law positions on the issue, the dissertation 

addresses, in Chapter 13, the regulation of comparative advertising through self

regulation - the Code of Advertising Standards of the Advertising Standards Au

thority (ASA). The author looks at the position in the United Kingdom to consider 

how that country approaches comparative advertising and self-regulation,6 while 

similarities between the South African Code of Advertising Standards and the 

European Directive On Comparative Advertising are noted. The dissertation 

reaches the conclusion that the ASA policy on comparative advertising tends to in

hibit true competition. 

In Chapter 14 the conclusion is reached that South Africa's self-regulation policy 

must be altered, and that the trade mark law should be amended to effectively allow 

comparative advertising. 

6 BoddewynlMarton Comparison Advertising: A Worldwide Study (1978) 23. 

3 

I 
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2 The Significance of Comparative Advertising 

'Comparative advertising' is a .",,,,JLUU''i"'' a product is compared to a 'compet-

ing' product, with the or equivalence. In contrast, 

the traditional advertising approach nmlmol{cssales based solely on the merits of the 

orcldulct or 7 It to a competitor that 

makes the ."""", ... .t"''f'"'' unique and worthy of discussion. 

However, this to a COInp,emOI .""""JlUllI'iU"" that the most 

difficult legal 

ity of the problem 

.u" ... "' ........ , .. nrnr.priv law. The cornDtex

cOlnp~lrative advertising affects different 

fields of the law on a wide set goals. 

Additional complications comparative advertising, as it is quite different to 

the classical situation in UU'vlU,""LlCI<11 property law controversies, and not only 

volves two contrasting but interest groups whose interests must be 

balanced. balancing dichotomy is the crux, and this dissertation aims to 

present this dichotomy and has to examine the different fields 

of law, to decide if the doctrinal approach has the potential to achieve a sufficient 

balance of interests. 

Unfortunately, it lies within 

of superficiality but 

and a sound starting is 

nature of such a broad subject that a certain degree 

is acceptable for a comprehensive analysis, 

COlnpllratlVe advertising in South Africa. 

2.1 The L(Jlmll)al~at]IVe Advertising 

;:)tanaaros L\."j'hr.,,,h, (AS A) has a 

ing in 

the early 1970s was 

rU'I,-"a.,8 The ASA's position on comparative <>r"J"""""" 

to most Western European "r."ntt., .. <l Comt.1lar~lti 

1 Charney 'ASA·Who is it (1983) 8 Management 48; 'Comparative ad'\l'erti,sin~: 
Red in tooth and claw' The E'CC'nOIl7ist, May 91, 79, 

g Judin and Dickens Ad'ven'j"iru1 in the Dock' (1996) 5 Marketing Mix. 

4 
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was not in any whatsoever, but it was not an important 

as the South Mrican advertising industry was still in a development stage. Due to 

South economic competitive in was not 

and only in a rather conservative way. Vigorous competition was 

something to avoided,9 and" as a result, it was long accepted that comparative 

is unlawful in South Africa. 

advertising bec:amle "'JHUIUVil1V""''''''' in the States. 

time, emphasised that comparative advertising was still not ac-

in Soutb the ASA certain com-

parisons to be made, where it was necessary to illustrate 

benefits of a product, by comparing it to a group of products in the same 

Cotnp~mslons had to to statements of and could not contain 

embellishment. Moreover, no brand within the group could directly identified, 

nor implication. The line taken the ASA, in the 1990s was that the 

any that attacks or discredits its competitors or their products, either 

directly or implication. 

changed with appearance of the first high profile television commercial 

containing a subtle, obvious, comparison, known as the 'BMW beats the 

advertisement, produced the Cape Town agency TBWA Hunt Lascaris, 10 

1990.10 

advertisement subtly referred to a Mercedes-Benz advertising campaign. Mer-

based on a Peak in which a 

Mc~rClea(~S-It:SellZ was driving down a cliff. It was purported that the occu-

somehow survived the accident. TBW A responded their cli-

ent BMW an advertisement that showed a BMW negotiating the bends of 

9 Ibid. 

10 Woker op cit 186. 

5 
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-
Chapman's Peak faultlessly. The scene was ... n.",vAU .. '.,", with carmon 'Doesn '( it 

make sense to drive a luxury sedan that beats the bendz?' II 

The Ul;:''''U~.;:'l\.'H following the 'Beat bendz' ad'ilertls~e:ment was a controversial 

nation-wide which in 1994 was resolved in a change to the It 

was O. H. who, in to the the controversy, legally ad-

dressed issue in 1990. He concluded that, in view of the attitude of the advertis-

ing industry of the legislature, comparative advertising, 'whether utilising a 

registered 'rode mark or some other means to identify the product of another, is an 

unfair trading nrllr:/,Irl' and is in South Africa contrary 10 established norms of 

unlawful competition. ,12 

then, been various in ne1NS[)aners and journals SUf;l:R;e:,tltllg 

that the South African law amended to comparative ...... '.".uOJ'u~ 

permissible. O.H. Dean, for instance, in 1996 concluded: 

'It would seem that the approach of South African intellectual property law to 

the subject of comparative advertising is out of step with modern international 

de\'elclprnremfs. Perhaps our legislature needs to look afresh at this .13 

om:tht::less, with "tri,n ... p'nt ASA and restn(:tlo,ns, there are very 

fewexamples '4 attempts at comparative advertising in South Africa. gov-

emme:nl, when drafting had plans to explicitly allow 

rect comparative advertising by implementing a particular provision the UK 

11 Ibid. 

12 Dean 'Comparative Advertising as Unlawful Competition' (1990) 2 SA Mercantile LJ 4048. 

13 Dean 'Intellectua\l"m"",l'1tv and rnlmril.n>l;vf' Advertising' (1996) 7 Stellenbosch LR 2528. 

14 The 'Beat the bendz' campaign was the first and most famous one. The ASA ordered the with-
drawal of the advertisement from television and media, the which devised 
the Mercedes-Benz advertisement, did not any complaint the The ASA had 
acted of its own volition, in keeping with its powers. Wille Sonnenberg, a prominent 
SUlllpol1er of comparative advertising, stated in response to the ASA decision: 'If comparative ad-
VPrltIC"W is badly or done, then it serves nobody' s interest But if it draws attention to 
the difference between with style and humour, then there's a place for it '; see Peagram 
Comparative Advertising 30. The reaction of the Newspaper Press Union (NPU), a founder mem-
ber of the ASA, was The NPU stated: 'The to-ing and between the two car 
manufacturers was in good and did not constitute knocking.' The NPU sent a letter ~ .. "M"A~' 
to the ASA over the decision 

6 
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marks 

tial marketers. 

but nr£1"""um was not adopted, to pressure from influen-

2.2 Interest Groups involved in Comparative Advertising 

dissertation set:1ar(l,tes four groups with j.J<U,ll";;;l and, or "'VIUll'~"1J'i5 in-

terests on the of comparative advertising. interest groups are: 

• A t! "p .. ti "$'''''' the undertakings who wish to compare own product or 

"PT'UU'P with a product ofa competitor ('comparative advertiser'), 

.. The competitor who serves as rei1erelt1Ce for the comparative advertisement 

'reierelDce brand connpetitclr' 

Consumers, 

The at with inti:rests in the issue. 

2.3 Institutional Mechanisms regulating Comparative Advertising 

can be Africa strongly on this 

Additionally, common law of competition typically plays a 

in the "'J=;~'H"j'VU of comparative advertising, although its importance is rather 

retical due to the influence of self-regulation so the 1n"I,,,,nTlru 

advertising cases seldom come to court. Furthermore, comparative advertising can 

be regulated through for instance the Usually the 

tion advertising is a mixture of 

tion Commission, can "".,"' .. <1' 

been used in Africa. 

methods. A public body, like the Comped

"i5l'UUIVU"', but this option, has not, as 

7 
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3 Definitions of Comparative Advertising 

author analyses existing definitions of comparative to consider if 

they are specific enough the of dissertation. Comparative advertis-

ing is usually ael:me:(1 in terms of three features;ls 

.. two or more specifically named, or recognisably demonstrated, brands of a 

product or C;:PT'V't"P are compared; 

.. the comparison is based on one or more attributes of the products or ser

vices; and 

.. it is stated, implied or demonstrated that factual information has been used 

asa comparative _._ ..... ,vr I6 

Jager and Smith define comparative <I(1'JPrr,c;:"t'lO' in South 

'Comparative advertising is a technique of advertising containing visual, print 

or audio material. which has the effect of making direct or indirect compari

sons between products or services of identifiable competitors or non

competitors as to the price. qualities. attributes or characteristics of these 

nroaUCIS or services. ,11 

by De Smith highlights rer,erencf:S can be direct 

or indirect, and it is a question of the intensity of reference, which is crucial in trade 

law. 

Comparative advertisements can be critical of a competitor, or could seek to associ

ate their performance with that of a well-known competitor. This distinction is cru

cial, when it comes to the law of unlawful and of the ASA. It 

is therefore worthwhile to consider the definition of Webster and Page, which ad-

IS BoddewynlMarton op cit 7. 

16 Ibid. 

11 De Jager/Smith Ad'verl'isi/7l! and the Law (1995) 67. 
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vances this distinction and is the only definition that has received legal recognition 

in South African law to date,IS as follows: 

'Comparative advertising. as the name suggests. is advertising where a party 

(the advertiser) advertises his goods or services by comparing them with the 

goods or services of another party. Such other party is usually his competitor 

and is often the market leader in the particular trade. The comparison is with a 

view to increasing the sales of the advertiser. This is typically done by either 

suggesting that the advertiser's product is of the same or a superior quality to 

that of the compared product or by denigrating the quality of the compared 

product .• 19 

From this definition, it is clear that comparisons can be categorised by the degree to 

which the competitor is identified (direct versus implied),2o but also with respect to 

the direction in which the comparison is made (associative versus differentiative),zl 

Clear distinctions between these forms are not yet drawn in South Africa. This lack 

of a clear distinction between the different forms of advertisements referring to 

competitors, and the indeterminate distinction between comparative and non

comparative advertisements, is recognised as a major legal stumbling block when 

dealing with comparative advertising. The Association of Marketers (AOM) argues 

that comparative advertising is against the trade marks law, but this would only be 

the case where direct comparative advertising is concerned,22 as it is not necessary 

for the comparison to name a product directly.23 

18 Cleaver J referred to the definition in Abbott Laboratories and Others v UAP Crop Care (Pty) Ltd 
and Others 1999 (3) SA 624 630 (I). 

19 WebsterlPage South African Trade Marks (4ed) (1998) 12-35. 

20 Dean 'Intellectual Property and Comparative Advertising' op cit 25. The author distinguished be
tween direct and indirect comparisons; Woker stated in this regard that 'it is not necessary for the 
comparison to name a product directly. It may be that the comparison is by the way of inference 
only.' (Woker Advertising Law op cit 186). 

21 As stated in James/Hensel 'Negative advertising: the malicious strain of comparative advertising' 
(1991) 20JoA 5363. 

22 Woker 'Comparative Advertising - A Change in Attitude?' (1995) Mercantile U 239245. 

23 Meyer Die kritisierende vergleichende Werbung (1991) 12. 
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Some comparative subtly to a competitive (like 'Beats 

the bendz'), while others explicitly name and show the competitor?4 Some legal au-

thors criticise comparative offensive character, especially where 

it is disparaging to other competitors. However, this argument may not hold water 

"8' ..... ". the special form of comparative advertisements known as the ass,oclatlve 

advertisement. Non-comparative claims can be as 

,2s but a comparative claim will be as a 'statement of fact' and there-

has ,to be true and not deceive a consumer. 

Clear j . '?tinctions can help overcome uncertainty as to the common law principles 
t .:; 

applicable, amounts to trade ; .... f'''''n, .... ",,_ 

ment. 

3.1 Comparative versus Non-Comparative Advertising 

dVi~rtlsmIC must related non-comparative ap-

proaches such as 'superiority' claims or 'puffery' advertising?' This is because the 

common derlorrun~~tor of all <>"h"""rl .. " .. ,,,, "''''''l''hl'''~C a:SSOClatea with the term 'com

parative advertising' is some kind 

included. In many ways all ",h:·",rt:",," 

reference to another product or service being 

is comparative. Ultimately, all advertise-

ments include some reference point, and are, at least implicitly, comparative. To 

state that 'BMW gives you a smooth ride' su~~ge:sts that other cars do not, or at least 

not to the same extent,28 The advertiserrleht is COI1BPara and 

what ''''''''l',t",l' form cOlnp,aris:on is depends on the 

The differentiation based on the mtcenslty 

modeL In the step you have a low 

of reference. 

seen as a tnree··S«:D 

the reference is non-

comparative. In the second step you have a higher intensity, because a reasonable 

24 Ibid 13. 

IS Van HeerdenJNeethling op cit 157. 

26 Some authors use the term 'comparison advertising' instead of 'comparative advertising'. 
27 Die kritisierende vergleichende Werbung op cit 15. 

28 IOA.""p'''' taken from BoddewynlMarton op cit 6. 
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.. "'.. .. 

consumer would identify the competitor and reference is implied as compara

tive. in De Beers Products v international General Co 

of New Yoril'9 categorised comparative statements as statements directed against the 

a reasonable man would • take statement as a serf-" 

ous claim.' In third step you have the highest intensity of reference: a direct 

reference depends on the the . 

comparative phrase, and whether any particular competitor or consumer can iden-

tify it as a to the or 

To draw a line between comparative and non-comparative claims, the 

hpjr"".".., 'statements of fact' and 'puffery' can A 'puffing' has 

accepted for non-comparative claims, Le. which apply to claims not capable 

measurement (e.g. 'Bayer Works Wonders'; Cola is the "Real Thing"') or 

not by advertiser to be taken seriously 'Esso puts the tiger in your 

tank'). :seltlSltHe consumers are not by claims, and usually not re-

gard such of 'puffIng' as product claims.30 Van Schalkwyk J in the Elida 

Gibbs quoted the following remarks with approval: 

'If I say that my pills are 'worth a guinea a box' (though this is, in a 

sense, a statement offact), flO one could possibly understand the exnres.\,inn as 

I"pf~'l"l"j,1U to anything but my confident opinion of the intrinsic merits of the 

pills, or a 'guinea' as more than a mere laudatory phrase. but if I say my 'bile 

beans' contain a new ingredient discovered by sllch and such an in 

such and such a tropical country. or thai my 'carbolic smoke ball' is a prophy-

lactic against cat.chilll?' a cold, if used so many times, I am stating facts, and 

cannot escape if the facts by that were embedded 

in a mass of encomiastic ,32 

Obvious examples Such 'puffery' will often be non-comparative "rl"p1'ti"',,.o 

reterenc(:s are so-called nUJ'Tl_.,rH'p n~IereI1lce:s, com-

29 [1975] FSR 323 329. 

J() Pitofsky 'Beyond Nader: Consumer protection and the regulation of advertising' (1977) 90 Har
vard LR 661677. 

31 Elida Gibbs (Pry) Ltd v Palmolive (Ply) Ltd 1988 (2) SA 350 (W). 
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pare old prices their new or advertise product discounts cornpared 

to market price. In such cases no competitor can be singled out by the ret(~reIlce . 

.... f:"' .. "',,,,.,, claims 

comparative claims. 

to be must be regarded as 

The differentiation can even more difficult determining constitutes an 

reference against a non-comparative reference. This is particularly true in 

context of oligopolistic are of and 

superlative language without express reference. Expressions such as 'a better class 

of car' and 'the best restaurant in Cape Town' are cornmonl'lac:e in advertising 

n111~'t"""lt and in many cases 

ticular competitor. 

'puffs' cannot construed as a .. "'t." ..... , ... " .. to a 

In other cases, such do constitute to goods or services of a com

petitor. In the UK case Lyne v Nicholls. 33 the claims that the circulation of a local 

ne\iVSD'aD(:r was' 20 to 1 of any other paper' in the .... "' ...... ' ... and 

had the guaranteed circulation in the mining and china clay district in Mid 

Cornwall', were to be regarding the of the only 

other in district. 

The difference these two situations is that in the there are 

too many potential objects the comparative for any particular 

to identifY it as a to goods or In second case, 

be there was only one to 

whom the comparison applied. In a German case, a television advertisement 

compared and unidentified cola was held to imply a 

erence to 'L-U, ....... ...,'c"a.
34 

Jllbid 359. 

33 [1906]23 TLR 86. 

34 Cola-Test BGH GR 87 49 50. 
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Another "".,HljJ'" is refC~relrlCe to Vodacom via using the slogan <The Bet

ter Connection' .36 the slogan breached the comparative advertis

ing rules contained in the as it had not been substantiated. The 

that the slogan did contravene the However, consumers who saw 

claim stated that they regarded the use of the slogan as simple puffery.37 

FedEx, a ran an "'''"'Al,,-,,n with the slogan 'Absolutely, positively 

the best in business'. Two competitors UPS and DHL, international operating car-

rier this advertisement. They argued that 

claim 

to 

because 'best in business' could only refer 

company doing so should be able to support 

regarded the reference to Du!ilm~ss as 

a refi~rellce to 39 

CX,UUl>ICS it can crucial whose opinion is decisive, oDlmOin of 

consumer or ASA. 

VS. Implied Comparisons 

ao()Ve-mcmuonc~a """Llli'''''.'U by De Jager and Smith U'f,uUf,'"'' that a refierel:1ce 

can or depending on the intensity 40 

Jackson, 

into two 

and Harmon4
! were the first to classify comparative ad'vertisl~menlts 

They hold that references to a competitor are 

aa'vertlsi~m,ent explicitly names or shows two or more COInp(~tlrlg ..... " ... ll11't" 

35 MTN and Vodacom compete in the South African cellular phone service 

36 The Star 21 July 95. 

37 Ibid. 

38 ASA & Reasons no. 14 (1999) 2. 

39 Ibid. 

40 De l"" .. r/~'mith op cit 67. 

market. 

41 Jackson/Brown/Hannon 'Colmparaltive Magazine Advertisements' 19f6JoAR 21; 
conducted a research where they assessed 9,471 advertisements from US maga-
zines. 

42 Some authors define this direction of reference as · .. v,~ ..... ,.· 
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will often be achiev.ed via identification of the competing product's, package, brand 

name, slogan or Spi)i((:sp,erson. Webster classifies direct references as 'comparative 

brand to the danger of trade mark infringements.43 

In contrast, implied or indirect comparisons do not name the competitor and there is 

thus no of the Such comparisons focus 

on innuendo, which includes advertisements where one can readily surmise the un

named competing brand.44 If, for the of only two brands, 

or if there is one wen-known brand on the market, such competitors will ""'~Vl"'a. .. -

cally be in the mind of consumers. 

'Beat bendz' advertisement is a good example of an implied retere:nc1c, as 

far as the claim of road-holding is concerned. In this advertisement, the reference 

was achieved through using same location on Chapman's Peak Drive to shoot 

the advertisement and by the use of 'bendz' instead of 'bends', so that consumers 

could easily identify Mercedes-Benz as competitor. 

The definition of comparative advertising offered in the EC !?[1!!:£,tnY!"~nJ~!!ru!m:: 

""-'-"-'-=.:...:.::..;:;== is broad and likely to give difficulties 

pretation.4S To constitute comparative an must identify 

'a competitor or goods or services offered by a competitor'. Article 2(2a) makes it 

clear that the covers direct and implied to a or 

his goods or services. 

The author proposes the following definition to 

comparative, direct and implied comparisons: 

An advertisement is comparative when it claims that the aa~'p'rll'.,pn 

between non-

or 

service is as good as, or better than, the competitor 's product or service and re

fers to the competitor in a manner that a reasonable consumer would identify as 

43 Webster 'Beware trade mark infringement' Mail and Guardian, 27 Sept 96. 

44 As in the famous Avis 'We're Number 2!' or in an American advertisement for coio"r"'ltt",,, 

in which Carlton cOl1l1pared itself to brands M, V,K which obviously referred to Marlboro, 
and Kent. 

45 In this dissertation, the author refers to the Qi!~iYl<...Q!l:..Qm1l;!lID~'$!..JMlYmi!i!l!i simply as the 
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the competitor. If the ret.'r!rel'lCe explicitly shows a trade name or the 

reference is direct, while in any other case it is implied. 

3.3 Differentiative vs. Associative Comparisons 

It is to between 'differentiative' 

sons, as distinction is relevance when it comes to the protection of goodwill 

the of the ASA. Countries that 

explicitly authorise comparative advertising, like the United States, not make 

such a distinction. Nonetheless, in it is to make this 

distinction. 

Differentiative Comparisons 

While the definition De and Smith41 does not classify the direction in 

which the comparison is Webster and 

ferentiative comparative advertisement adversely 

that the advertised or are 

petitor.49 

< .. 1\1""""'''' this distinction; Dif

to a competitor by stating 

to the com-

Probably most famous case of differentiative comparative advertising comes 

the 'Cola wars' United which some the 

most creative commercials. 50 The Cola wars have locked Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola 

in an expensive battle many years. 

In 'chimps' advertisement, two Chllml)aI1lZel~S are participating in an ex-

np''1rn,,,.nt on of the 

chimp successfully pounds into holes with a hammer. The second chimp, 

a regular Pepsi drinker, int."rpd in the is seen down 

46 The German law uses the term 'anlehnende vergleichende Werbung' for 'associative comparative 
advertising' . 

47 De Jager/Smith op cit 67. 

48 Webster/Page op cit 12-35. 

49 For 'more effective', 'have a better 
it washes cleaner and brighter than Omo'. 

, 'less side effective', washing power, 
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a sunny beach in the company of several beautiful women, with music blaring. An

other remarkable was a Pepsi advertisement in which young people in 

the distant future find a relic (a Coke bottle) so ancient they cannot identify it.51 

comparisons can, but need not 

Recently, Daimler-Chrysler, of Germany, a direct differentiative com-

parative was possible the German Bundesgericht-

ruled in favour of comparative in implementing 

a Volvo through a little 

with the copy: 'The security drivers-cell was invented in 1951.' It then shows a Por

sche some with copy: 'The electronic stability 

program (ESP) was invented in 1991'. Finally it shows a BMW with the copy: 

'Automatic Braking System (ABS) was invented in 1978.' No Mercedes car or 

symbol was seen until this point. The screen fades black showing: 'Everybody who 

drives a car knows how important our inventions and shows the M"·r,,~·rf .. ·~_ 

Benz symbol. None of the competitors complained about the advertisement. In fact, 

Porsche appreciated the publicity as their car was as a high-profile 

secure car, while Volvo felt upgraded as their car appeared 

AssO(~iatiVe Comparisons 

Where a reference is not differentiative it is associative, namely when 

to another competitor's product or service to claim substitutability or some

thing very similar.53 This form of comparative advertising does not contain any 

paragement of the rival's goodwill,54 because it on claims of equivalence. 

so 'Comparative ".,h,,,ri;:ci.,a· Red in tooth and claw' op cit 80. 

51 Ibid. 

52 Gennan Court. 

S) Woker Advertising Law op cit 185 .. 

54 Van HeerdenJNeethling op cit 202; BaumbachlHefennehl op cit §l para 604. 
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This method is often 

product.ss 
to share the reputation a competitor's 

A good example is the Klep Valves (Pty) Ltd v Saunders .rr" "'"'''' where 

advertiser that his is a phrase • all KLEP dia-

phragm valve parts are interchangeable with SAUNDERS diaphragm valves,.57 

this the claimed product is 'as the cornpe:tltc)r's 

or that it is made the same way.58 

"'15t~..,,,,,, the fonowing definition to distinguish between ditt(mmtjati' 

and aSS'OCl:aU\I'e 

A comparative advertisement is differentiative when it claims that the adver-

tised product or service is as better than. the competitor's product and 

when the reference is intended to be nefl'otil!e. critical or disparaging. if the ad-

vertiser claims sub'stitutabW:ty or Wl},n/pnrp the con'll1anSlm is associative. 

3.4 Truthful vs. False Comparisons 

A final Glsum:ucm has to be as to the of truthfulness versus falsehood 

in comparisons. 59 This ,dissertation focuses solely on true comparative advertising, 

as only true claims can that serves consumer public 

ests. Therefore guiding principle for this dissertation is clause 4.2 of the 

specifically states that: 

'advertisements should not contain any statement or visual presentation which. 

or by implication. omission, ambiguity. or exaggerated claim is likely 

to mislead consumers about advertised, in particular with regard to 

characteristics such as the nature. composition. method and date of manufac-

SS Klep Valves (Ply) Ltd v Saunders Valve Co Ltd 1987 (2) SA I 

56 Ibid. 

57 Ibid. 

S8 Bodewig 'The Ke~;ulallOn of Comparative Advertising in the European Union' (1994) 9 Tul. Eur. 
& elv. L.F. 179 
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lure, fitness for purpose, range of use, mm'nlll'V, commercial ar geographical 

origin,(jI) 

It is necessary to mention 

clause, as Su]ppl,enlenltmy criteria, 

7.1.2 of 

terms 

the so-called sut,stant1:fl.tlcln 

this dissertation, that comparative 

have to meet. The intention of substantiation clause is to pro-

hibit claims that cannot be proved as truthful. Substantiation means claims must be 

capable of proof, for exatnple that they are with an acceptable "''''.'''.u'u," 

Unsubstantiated 

tation.61 

fall foul of the provision and are not a subject of 

comparative are often upon the fact 

that relatively instances of comparisons can provide an absolutely true reflec-

tion the relative of the reSI)eclt1Ve performances. 62 COlnp~lfI can be 

true, but may still mislead a consumer. 

mstarlce an compares his own with the of his conlpet:I-

tors, he create the impression that his product the same quality as that of 

competitor, but is cheaper. Therefore, clauses 7.1.3 and 7.1.7 of the re-

quires a 'like with like' comparison, and to only use facts which are relevant, objec-

representative and to prevent 

59 Van He(~rd,enIlNe(:thlim! 
leading the public as to a 

cit 283; these instances may also be described as 'deception or mis· 
perfonrnallce', BaumbachiHefennehl op cit § 1 para 372. 

(jI) Woker Advertising Law 01' cit 101. 

61 The ASA carried a report on the BMW skid pan television commercial. This advertisement drew a 
comparison between a BMW fitted with automatic stability control, and a masked which 
looked like an Audi and led to a complaint against BMW by AudL The commercial ended with a 
visual of skid marks that looked like the circles of the Audi logo. Audi complained that the com· 
mercial its name and goodwill, contravened the advertising clause of the 

and the Audi brand. (Rulings and Reasons No 10 1997). 

The ASA asked BMW to provide independent third party substantiation proving that the skid pan 
visuals were in accordance with research findings. BMW replied by stating that it had conducted 
its own research, but failed to provide details. This substantiation was found to be unacceptable by 
the ASA and the advertisement had to be withdrawn. 

In tenus of the Code, advertisers are required to provide available substantiation by an 
independent, credible source. In-house research or other documentation emanating from within the 
advertiser's company or closely related associated companies will not nonnally be as 
sufficient. (Rulings and Reasons No 3 Jan/Feb 1995). 

62 Van HeerdenlNeethling op cit 304. 
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general comparisons superlative will fan this 

as claims do not 'objectively compare one or more mJ'lrft>l'ml relevant, 

able and representative features of those goods and services' ,63 

the require that the 'basis comparison must be the 

same', clause not require that goods or services must be identical, 

that they meet the same or be for the same purpose. 

more, this must clearly in the advertisement, so that it can be seen that like 

is being compared with For a comparison between and or-

anges' be seen as potentially misleading, Another example would be a 

bellwl::en two .. ,~, .... ;u"." packages, not cover 

same risk, The crucial test in this regard depends on the substitutability of the com-

pared or services. 

The justification for clauses is comparisons that are not with like', 

or are not in with the criteria, provide no infiJrraatiion 

important for a rational purchasing decision and have a 

leading consumers. The to provide 

role, and the subject of this thesis is consequently limited to comparative claims 

within dissertation criteria, 

Can a 'puffing' defence apply in cases of comparative advertising? The courts out-

a distinction statements' and <fundamental mt'~l"plf'1l"p"pnltl'l_ 

tions',64 This dissertation does not with this question, as 'puffing statements' 

or 

effects on 

not 

market structure, 

3.5 Conclusion 

laU:VUc;tl consumer 

The focus of this is to 'comparisons', where 

or have 

rpti",rPlnl"P allows a reasonable consumer to identify the competitor. When 

63 Tilmann 'Richtlinie verlglel,chende UfQ_""~' (1997) 11 GR 790795. 

Aaverllsll'irl!Law op cit 97. 
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." . 

the trade mark """"rt.,j",n" only with comparisons. In Chapter 

9 (the law of unlawful competition) and Chapter 13 (the system of self-regulation) 

the at """'"v''''' Fi

dissertation only addresses truthful comparisons nally. it is emphasised that 
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4 Interest Groups in Comparative Advertising 

This ....,,,,,,, .. ',,. highlights conflicting and coincidental interests of ",,,.h,,.,.j',,,,,..., com-

Det:!tors. consumers and the public at involved in comparative advertising. 

is necessary to assess, in Chapter 5, the and how, com-

advertising serves, or conflicts, with these uU'~'''''''''' 

4.1 Interests of the Public At Large 

4.1.1 Protection of Intellectual .... G .......... " Rights 

, <Intellectual property' is of great importance to many businesses. rights 

by property statutes consider this a distinct of property. may 

be some most valuable assets owned by many businesses, which make sub-

stantial investments in brands. The public at large is therefore 

.nt"r",c't",,-! in guaranteeing, and in protection these How-

ever, nature of intellectual property is such that it is restrictive of competition. 

Granting inevitably what can do. However law rec

OgJllSf~S that, in certain circumstances, monopolies can be beneficial, provided they 

are strictly and are not to outside 

intellectual property law inhibits competition in the market, the public in 

the protection of such rights is two-fold. 

4.1.2 Enhancement of Competition in the Market 

,"-,VJl11lJ''''H,'VU in the market seems inherently desirable. It describes a market condi

tion which between sellers existence of mo

nu:OJv""",,,,, market power over price and output. In the Dallas case,65 Van Dijkhorst 

J describes: 

65 Lorimar Productions Inc v Sterling Manufactures (P~v) LId; Lorimar Productions inc 11 

HVI,prllmn Ltd and Lorimar Productions Inc 11 Dallas Restaurant 1981 (3) SA 1129 
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'in terms competition involves the idea struggle between rivals en

deavouring to obtain the same end. It may be said to exist whenever there is a 

potential diversion of trade from one to another. For competition to exist the 

articles or services of the competitors should be related to the same purpose or 

must satisfY the same need. Ai(; 

Competitive markets are regarded as economically in that they produce 

optimal use and allocation of resources. The of competition is based on the 

assumption that consumers will always choose the better performance.67 The under

lying theory is that. the more fully consumers are better eqluPI:>ed 

they will be to make purchasing decisions, thus facilitating consumers in the proper 

ec()nC,mllC resources to benefits con-

trast, in the absence of competition, inefficiency will prevail. Consumers will not be 

able to express preference by via between COlnDI~tIIU.! 

products or services. 

Therefore, the public must ensure that, within the overall framework of competition 

policy, marketplace and consumers' .1""''''''''''''''''6 U"'~,!"'l'lJU'" 

are not affected by misleading or deceptive practices. Hence, it is in the public 

terest to a of rules which in such a way 

is effectively regulated without being unnecessarily stifled.69 

4.1.3 Creation of Public Welfare and Promotion of Market Transparency 

Competition promotes public and welfare. as COlnpj~t1tlon 

thereby redistributes income from producers to consumers.7
() Many major compa

nies in South Africa have maintained, and still maintain a highly and 

66 1981 (3) SA 11291141. 
67 'Competition Act and Comparative Advertising in Real Estate' (1996) at 

68 Macildowie Consumerism: The rights of the consumer (1990) 18. 

09 BoddewynlMarton op cit 71. 

70 'A New Competition Law for South Africa: The View of Business' 
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market structure and built to entry new 

cornp(~tlt,ors 71 Dr. Pierre Brooks, Head of the Competition Board, stated in 1996: 

The South economy is characterised by (a) a degree of economical 

concentration (dominance) and cO/lse'7ue'ntial absence of competition parity in 

a number of markets, (b) extensive corporate conglomeration and vertical inte

gralion which enables a relatively small number of white persans to exercise 

control over a substantial portion of the country's resources, and (c) wide dis

parities in the wealth the country's citizens and levels of unemploy

ment. n 

To a certain degree, these barriers to are to advertising, inter alia re

of proihtf:ratmg brands, 

promoting trade marks through intensive 

anjtl-c:onlDe:tltllve structure of the economy creates an 

products 

Such a highly concen-

lrOltnn,ent In 

anti-competitive conduct, such as restrictive horizontal and vertical practices, are 

more likely to occur. 

Such monopolistic structures may and frequently are, abused to the detriment of 

consumers, potential and actual competitors, small firms and new entrants to the 

market.73 Accordingly, the stresses Competition 

mission's responsibility in implementing measures to increase market transpar· 

ency.14 

4.2 Consumer Interests 

It is easy to on individual eXJ}erllenlCe to that of 'perfect com-

petition' cannot exist. Consumers have a choice, which is more p",.l'Ip.nt 

theory in pracuc:e. COOSiUllllers often simply not know nature of 

71 Paukte Die kartellrechtliche j<:rl,r'R~'~n(T 
(1998) 16 - 2 !; !.llm:Jl:ti.~~!ill!J~~Q£§/:l22~l!ll!2!~h!!:rJ.,. 

72 Competition Board, 

73 Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), Explanatory Memorandum To Competition Bill, 1998, 
May, Government Gazette NO.1891361. 

74 Section 2I(1)(a). 
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products on offer. They want to buy the 'best' product, yet may well be unable to 

make an What consumer of the 

dividual product on offer? The perfectly operating market system makes assump-

tions informed delivered the market 

consumer, which are unrealistic in an era bewildering technological advance. 

lack of information affects the sent by consumer purchase to produc-

ers. 

4.2.1 Commercial Information 

Consumers· have an interest being as completely informed as possible, and are 

increasingly demanding further rights to information.'s I,. .... '''' ... , '"' .. 

consumers perceive an int;ornlatlion Ilet'we(~n available information, 

that 

the 

amount and quality needed for good-decision making. A study conducted in the 

United States revealed about 45 per cent of respondents considered that 'most 

advertising today tries to deceive people rather than inform them', and 70 per cent 

stated that the Vt:lIllllt:ln should provide product information, as producers and 

distributors do not give aU essential information.76 

Nowadays, consumers want to know what are what they are eating and 

drinking, how long a product will last, what it will do and whether it will be for 

them and 

that: 

enV'lfoJ!UTIl~nt. The United States "':1I1nr", ..... p went on to observe 

'A consumer '3 interest in the free flow of commercial information ... 

may be as keen, if not keener by for, than his interest in the day's most urgent 

po/'ttle,al debate . .n 

1S Bodewig op cit 184. 

16 BoddewynIMarton op cit 60. 

11 Virginia State Ed of Pharmacy v. Citizens Consumer Council inc. 425 U. S. 748 (1976), 
the United States Supreme Court that the First Amendment to the United States Constitution, 
which freedom of speech, protects advertising that conveys truthful, non-deceptive mes-
sages to consumers. 
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sum up, as long as consumers are given infonnation, which is to be 

true, relevant focused on objective properties in a 

way, consumers value infonnation. 

Education 

Consumers also want to be educated about the products they buy, as are often 

unaware of their of product or of effects.78 This is particularly 

true for poorly educated consumers. Proper advertising serves a legitimate and 

III by e<1w~atlIlg consumer as to available awern.atl'ves 

and to overcome brand loyalty. It is submitted that South African consumers are 

very as markets are dominated by strong and ."'<"".'" 

brands.79 Generally, in situations where producers can gain nothing more through 

CO:SI~I:::m:lInll! or objective I.IU·<1HI.<1U they use image to 

differentiate their brands. If consumers are brand loyal, a product or service can 

have such an entrenched position that consumers not even think of a com-

petitor's perfonnance as a alternative. Even if a competitor provides a better 

pelrfOJrm:anc:e consumers will often not '"'VI.''''''''"'' this product, as they are so attactle<1 

to their usual buying habits. This however, creates irrational brand preferences that 

bring this into focus: 'Some years ago, of many conducted 
manut:acttuing and packaging processes without to their effect on the air, water 

and other aspects ofthe world in which we live, and they made that themselves were 
harmful to the environment. on by interest groups and consumers became 
aware ofthe harm that some products and were inflicting on the environment. 
Their newly knowledge fueled concern in tum, became reflected in their purchasing 
decisions. a short time, products production and packaging methods 
were altered, and today, throughout the States and much of the rest of the world 
are filled with products touting their friend Iy" attributes. These changes in 
ncts and methods and packaging occurred almost entirely because consumers 
to demand products likely to the environment, and market forces manufac-
turers to respond to that demand. Such would be rare and, at best, much slower to occur 
in a managed economy in which decisions have been made, perhaps years ago, based on assump-
tions that protecting the environment was not important or was too and in which neither 
consumers nor producers can exercise sufficient influence to compel the changes absent of gov-
ernment fiat.'; and the Free Market', at 

profession' Financial Mail (online) at 
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mislead consumers as to actual differences between products.80 consumers 

have an interest education to overcome irrational brand loyalty. 

4.2.3 Competition in the Market 

According to neo-classical economic theory, the consumer is best protected when 

conditions competition 81 has shown that compe

tition provides low prices, enhances product improvement and delivers high quality 

goodS.82 Where intellectual property law inhibits competition, consumers are 

a)<,., ..... ,,, it. This can seen the statement of the European Lo,nsl1mers 

salion (BEUC) regarding the prohibition of parallel imports through the trade mark 

law: 

'The current EU legislation leads to a situation in which the use of trade marks 

anli-competitive behaviour. It prOVides Trade Mark holders with the 

possibility to segment global markets and to maintain high prices. Furthermore, 

competition is limited and the level held artificially high in the Commu

nity. to Ihe detriment of European Consumers.{. . .} Competilion in the EU and 

on a globalleve! will lead 10 and better quality for consumers. ,s3 

Competition can ensure a greater freedom of choice between types and qualities of 

and services, and can provide consumer satisfaction.84 Competition policy 

can spur economic growth, and is an incentive for business efficiency and innova-

85 In this sense competition policy is a form of consumer con-

sumers are interested in effective advertising regulation~ 

80 FTC v Procter and Gamble Co 386 U.S. 568 (1967) 603. 

81 See in Kartellrecht (1994). 

U MenschlFreemann 'Frontiers of Legal T"'~ ... ~ •••. Efficiency and Image: Advertising as an Antitrust 
Issue' (1990) Duke LJ 321 326. 

83 'Trade Marks - the Principle of Exhaustion - a BEUe position' at .Y!Cl'!~1!2llii.&!g. 

&4 Van HeerdenJNeethling op cit 3. 

8S Van He,erd,enllNe,~thlin{t op cit 19; see also the case FTC v Indiana Fed'n afDentist, 476 U.S. 447 
(1986). 
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4.2.4 Protection agllim$t Deception and Unlawful Practices 

Consumers wish to base purchasing decisions on rational information and not to 

tlse:ments or other 

involving irrelevant aspects of ""F',-t",rrn'UI can distort a decision, which is not in 

4.3 Reference Brand Competitors Interests 

4.3.1 Intellectual Property Protection 

The retiere:nce brand competitor has a mtlere:st m un" .. """'''';« property 

tion. Brands have Dec:onle the new 'currency', and brands can be a com-

pany's most important asset. example, the Company is 

made up primarily of goodwill - around 97%. Hence, a potential buyer would have 

to $56 billion to end up with a name.86 The l'In'JPrlt,<!@,.,.' name may 

an assurance of quality, and the value of this benefit is demonstrated by the general 

""'"0''''''''' of consumers to pay a premium the brand.87 Justice 

Frankfurter describes the value of trade marks: 

The protection trade-marks is the law's recognition the psychological 

function of symbols, Ifil is true that we live by it is no less true that we 

purchase goods them. A trade-mark is a merchandising short-cut which in

duces a purchaser to select what he wants, or what he has been led to believe us 

what he wants. The owner of a mark this human propensity by making 

every effort to impregnate the atmosphere of the market with the drawing power 

of a congenial Whatever the means employed. the aim is the same - to 

convey through the mark, in the minds customers, the desirability of 

the commodity upon which it appears, Once this is attained, the trade-mark 

owner has something 

86 Penstone 'Brand Ownership' (1999) M",-irpfincr 37. 

87 MenschiFreemann op cit 330. 

8g Mishawaka Rubber and Woollen Mfg Co v Co, 316 u.s, 203 205; see in general 
Mostert 'Trademark Dilution and Confusion of Sponsorship in the United States, German and 
English Law' (1986) l7 ICC 80 86, 
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Competitors with or leading brands fear advertising as it may 

dilute,89 or infringe on the advertising and distinguishing value of their brands. 

4.3.2 Suppression of Comparative Information 

Competitors whose pelrfOJffi1iflfi(:e serves as a reference point in comparative adver

tlse;me:nts will usually a specific inter-

est in revealing a minimum of information about their products or services in their 

advertisements. A monopolist, or near monopolist, concentrates promotional 

on image advertising on the basis that it has nothing to fear from competition, and 

therefore needs not product qualities to maintain position.90 is a 

ther reason why competitors fear the disclosure of information in comparative ad

vertisements. 

4.3.3 Fair Competition 

The reference brand competitor also has an interest in having products and services 

judged by consumers on their own merits, as comparison to a competitor will al

most always be biased. At least, the competitor has, at a minimum, an interest in as-

that the comparative advertisements are that are in no way 

misleading, and that they do not its reputation. 

4.4 Interests of the Comparative Advertiser 

4.4.1 Free Commercial Speech 
. 

The comparative advertiser has a general interest in free commercial speech in tell-

ing consumers and the public its own opinion on matters considered important.91 

The wants to consumers about their performance, wishes to 

light the positive of its products or services, and to persuade con-

89 Later on the dissertation will explain the 'dilution concept'. 

9(1 Pitofsky op cit 665. 

91 Bodewig 'The Regulation of Comparative Advertising in the EI11',m,.'",n Union' op cit 179 186, 
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sumers to buy its products or 

to be the best method for advertiser to COlnp(~te, then 

""hIPn."..,,(t should happen 

advertiser wishes to di-

compare products and l;!Pf'VU'Pl;! with competitor.93 

4.4.2 Performance Merit Competition 

An "'"ll .... n,,,',. is mt(~res:tea in the most means information to 

advertise products or services, as it reduces ",<>,rvF'ttt'l,,,. costs and allows real 

formance COlnpl;t1tl0n wbile able to in some of tbe 

reference brand competitor's good reputation. 

4.5 Conclusion 

K ptp,,"'nr'p brand COlm1)letitors who serve as 'background' comparative adver-

_ tisements have a strong interest in not being exploited by otbers for They have 

an .nt,,.,.,,,,,t in 1)rotectlon of property, namely the goodwill 

tinguishing value of their brands. If they are market leaders, they also have a spe-

little about their or the 

very least, have an interest in comparative claims not being biased, and that the 

are objective, ''''''''11-,,,hl 

comparati ve ~tt'J(>rtl <:'f'" 

ucts and services, to 

not 11Ili)!0;;;,1UI.Ilj<;. 

an interest in informing consumers about its 

them to buy and ,,,"rvlr'-" and 

use the most marketing tec.tl!uQue available. 

to 

Consumers have an interest in free flow of information so as to be as com

pletely informed as 1.1"""'''1,l0;;;. vUll"'.Ul1'o;;;." information acquired through 

tising as it makes decisions easier and reduces current or search 94 They 

want to educated products buy and about the 

92 This is the constitutional interest in free commercial 

93 l:joclewll!: op cit 186. 

94 MuehlingiStoltmaniGrossbart 'The impact of comparative advertising on levels in-
volvement' (! 990) 19/4 JoA 43: A study conducted in the United States and showed that 
aaverb'~lnI' is the most source of product and purchasing information available to con-
sumers in industrial with market economies. 
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between products. Consumers value commercial information that is representative, 

objective, relevant and verifiable. 

The public has an interest in intellectual property protection but also in effective 

"F.'''''''''''' so that can freely, and the allocation of re-

sources is not affected by misleading or advertising practices. It therefore 

has an in utilising the informative advertising if it 

leads to lower quality, to the introduction new products and ser-

or ifit can barriers to entry new competitors. 
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5 How Comparative Advertising Affects Interests 

Following on the of the various mtlerests, in ,-,,,,uu.',,,. 4, this '-'L""V"~' con-

how comparative advertising serves or conflicts with each of these interests. 

5.1 Affected Interests of the Public At Large .. 

Comparative Advertising's Competitive Effects 

Comparative advertising can an incentive for "'UJ"('U .. ''''''''' competition in South Af-

rica. It is important, tbe:reltorl~. to realise that comparative is an mtiegr;al 

part of competition. is particularly for Africa, as many ANC 

melnbers who from exile came from amrerlllSlnlI··m-;:e for-

mer Eastern-block states, and 

urulecessary activity, to cost for the consumer.95 HnUlP'vpr 

today the 

by 

The story of Federal Trade Commission in the United underlines 

the of comparative to contribute to a 

It was in 

• discovered' <ln1'/PT"''''''' 

Commission 

effects. 

in the United States 

bec:arrle aware of the 

possibility of utilising advertising regulation as a measure to enhance anti-trust 

.. policy,97 found could effects, while 

non-informative image advertising has the ability to increase concentration in the 

98 They the proper functioning of the concept of 'competition' 

95 Information from Abrie du former lecturer at Stellenbosch Univeniitv. who was involved 
in the issue before Parliament in 1993. 

96 Act 96 of ! 998. 

97 Sullivan Antitrust 308. 

Menke 'Die modeme funktionsokonomische Theorie der Werbung und ihre Bedeu-
Wettbewerbsrecht, dargestellt am dervergleichenden Werbung' (1993) GR 
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depends on the ready availability of truthful information and the 

misleading information.99 

5.1.2 Promotion of Market Transparency 

Comparative , .. VA .. ,,'V sllgnuH;aIlLUY more infiJrnrtatllon 

advertising. and the information furnished is more useful to consumers. 

comes from refi~rel[1Ce to a cornpe:tltclr. 1OO 

of 

higher 

flow of 

information brings more firnrlS into competition with each other, and provides 

O"f'~t.· .. rivalry between competing 101 Marketers and Qn''' .. rj·'''' .... " ~)nSlOerea 

the former ban on comparative advertising as a 'set-up to shield the inferior' .102 

Comparative advertising provides information about the product and competitors 

for free which lowers the overall cost of the product. Reasoned and informed pur-

chasing decisions nl""",,,<,,,, DIsrlKe, etlicl(:llC'Y. optimise resource allocation, and en-

hance transparency in the market. 

"""""'rtt""",, to the contrary, must be sceptically regarded, as it the ability 

to artificially differentiate products and services from competitors' performances. 

try to create differentiation neltwf~en 

where physical differences are hardly perceived by the consumer. t03 Such brand 

dltterentlatlon nrf'vpnT!: the competition working, 

ers to entry through the proliferation of brands. 104 Image advertising campaigns can 

and costs can serve to cornpl!ttt,ors or en-

718; Mettang • Die venneindliche Liberalisienmg des kritischen Werbevergleichs' (1988) GR 106; 
Moeser 'Neue ror vergleichenden Werbung' (1987) NJW 1789. 

99 Woker Advertising Law op cit 9, 

100 Meyer gives the example, that the infonnation in an advertisement concerning the fuel consump-
tion of a car is much more worthwhile, when it is in to the competitors' fuel 
consumption; Meyer op cit 291. 

101 Azc:uefliaga op cit. 

102 'Comparative advertising: Red in tooth and claw' op elt 80. 

103 See in BoddewynlMarton op cit 7. 

104 Mensch/Freemann • Frontiers Thought: Effiiciencyand Image: rlve'rtj~,inl>' as an Anti-
trust Issue', (1990) Duke LJ 321 351. 
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tering the 

little 

105 Image advertising campaigns have attacked for contain-

and for 'sweet UV'dU""''', e.g. 'Things go 

Coke!', coupled with unsupported superiority, 

direct by the consumer. IOn 

with 

do not 

If, for eX~lml)le, a market leader's competitor provides the same product at a 

the light of competition policy. com-

petitive pressure on the high-priced market who might, in reaction, lower 

advertising, can 

make consumers unwillingly to "'u,"' .. ~'" to the better n;>rt"n".... This means that the 

Brand resulting from non-informational 

market I .. ",rl",,.',, competitor, aS5.UDrung he is a new entrant into market, may 

to spend substantially more to make the same uUli-'''''"''<, which eW:::ClllvellV increases 

capital 

1991 draft108 

that cornpara 

entering the t'\"'I~'rle,"t 107 The explanatory memoranawrn to the 

can stimulate cornp!~tltl 

newcomers to challenge leaamlg brands. 109 

especially if it ... 11"1.}1I'''' 

Vigorous comparative has 

ability to put competitive pressure on the market leader, and the concept of compe-

tition 110 

can overcome product differentiation by stressing 

measurable, ('I1'\1!P('i'IV;> and verifiable and allowing more 

campaigns new entrants market-III 

lOS Costs to enter into a market are 'harriers to entry' for potential ('/'In""",!;!"", The lower the barri-
ers to entry. the better it is in the of competition 

106 BoddewynIMarton op cit 61. 

!O7 MenschlFreemallll op cit 326. 

lOll COM(QI) 147 final-SYN 343. 

109 Ibid, paras 3.7. and 3.8. 
110 'Vergleichende und Markttransparenz' ZRP294294. 

III BoddewynlMarton op cit 7. 
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5.1.3 Ability to Spur Innovative Activity 

Comparative advertising encourages innovative activity. III Comparative 

ing is basically a marketing technique for new products and but lit

tle sense for an established brand.lll Market leaders usually gain nothing by giving 

their exposure, while new and ean a by refer

ring to the market leader,"4 and comparative advertising is an effective marketing 

tool with a on the development new For 

example, the company General Mills successfully launched its breakfast cereal 'To-

tal' by advertising it was 

mins.1IS 

same as i""'.HV~'J<; 

5.2 Affected Consumer Interests 

but with more 

Consumers have an interest in flow of commercial information 

information is objective. relevant and Furthermore. con

sumers want to be edueated about the products they buy and about the actual differ

ences between them. have an in competition, as C01np4~tlt.IOn 

might lower prices, or bring out better product features. The informational, educa-

comparative are further analysed in 

tum. 

5.2.1 Informational Aspect 

use of comparative advertising provides opportunity to inform consumers 

more fully.116 It can be that consumers are through the 

ess of COInp~ln - either directly, ....... 'r""' ..... n,F'r<1''\"<1I in shopping for 

112 Ibid 80. 

III McGraw and Hill Advertising Communications and Promotion Management (1996) 254. 

114 Cornnaratl'lIfl advertising: Red in tooth and claw' op cit 80. 

115 Ibid 79. 

116 JacksoniBrownlHannon op cit 21. 
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and products - or indirectly "U'JU~,u. comparative data oOltaulea trusted 

friends and acquaintances, d ., d ~ 111 a verttsmg an lrom consumer reports. 

advertising is as it out real by contrast-

products side-by-side, thereby reflecting the real-life situation of a competitive, 

situation. I 18 consumers 

more aware of a product's features. As consumers associate brands with quality, the 

meaningful way to compare is by to trade 119 

. Wilsenach, a South African marketing director the following comment: 'Ads 

should informative. so a ban of comparative advertising is a big are 

withholding information. ' 120 Here, is a distinction between direct and implied 

A direct with best infiomlation. 

When the ret~:renlces are implied. value of the information decreases, because 

the consumer 

meant.121 

to research further, or cannot be competitors are 

Robert stated, in the infommlional effects of 

advertising, 

'Comparative advertising SUrJSllll~les search costs by consumers 

ing in a convenient and usable way information necessary consumers to 

make choices among available brands. alld in the process facilitates the func-

!!1 Beller 'The Law of Comparative Advertising in the United States and around the World' (1995) 
291nt'l Law 917 921; see in Meyer 'Vergleichende Werbung und Markt1tranISpatrenlZ' 
(1993) ZRP 290 29! 

!l8 Muehling/St()ltnlan!Gr,osslbart 'The impact of comparative l)cl\rertIS!fll1 on levels in-
volvement' op cit 43. 

H9lbid 73. 
120 ""'1. •. __ . __ cit 48; the author referred to a Datsun car advertisement where a car was dropped 15 

stories remained in working order: 'In a place like the opposition would have an ad-
vertisement which shows you can't drive off in !he Datsun. Here [in South Africa] you can get 
away with crap like that'. 

121 This was realised by the FTC chainnan Pitofsky in 1972, who then enc;oulllg(:d 'brand compari
sons' instead of the usual 'Brand X' cornpa:ris()Ils. 
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tioning of a market economy. There is no other way to communicate enough in

formation about enough products to enough people with enough speed. .122 

5.2.2 Educational Aspect 

Comparative advertising has the ability to edtlcate consumers making them more 

conscious of their responsibility to compare before buying,I23 Research has shown 

that consumers' advertising is significantly more 

cal compared to non-comparative advemsements. 124 result is a changed con

sumer as consumers the claims in a comparative advertisement as 

potentially misleading. The outcome is a consumer that carefully checks informa-

tion provided questions his brand perceptions. 125 

A good example relates to a Kellogg's breakfast advertising campaign in 

1980s. Kellogg ran an advertisement highlighting the relationship between 

more and lowering of cancer. As more people of they 

modified their eating habits; an example of how ad .. rertlsjlll~ inspired develop-

ment and acceptance of foods. A Trade Commission (FTC) study 

found that, after the introduction of advertising discussing relationship 

between fibre and cancer, the number and fibre content new product intro-

ductions in the high fibre market jnc:re~iSe(i. The UU'V'U,l<'"lVU''' content 

tlse:me:nts led, in tum, to greater consumption of high fibre cere-

ais and to a O1'.'!>r,>r consumer awareness of the benefits of the diet.126 

122 Pitofsky op cit 677; for the German law, Kuppelmuffenverbindung BGH GR 67 596 598; Schorn
steinauskleidung BGH GR 1969283 285; 40% konnen sie sparen BGH GR 68 443445; Wenzel 
'WettbewerbsliuBerungen und Informationsinteresse' (1968) GR 626. 

123 BoddewynIMarton op cit 60. 

124 Meyer 'Vergleichende Werbung und Markttransparenz' op cit 297. 

l2I Ibid. 

126 Complaint, Co, 99 F.r.c' 8, II (1982). 
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5.2.3 Competitive Effects 

Comparative advertising is a very " ..... ,,,,,nc.,hti of advertising, 

when compared to image advertising. Price comparisons stimulate price competi-

which in 'price , to the consumers' compara-

tive shopping by consumers competition nerwefm sellers to cut and 

develop new products that satisfy consumer demands. 

8(11/eI'1t1S1ng which stimulated COInlJ(~titjon was the so-An "A<l,U!V'" of co.r:nparnti 

'cellular war,121 np"UJ'F'PTl v,""",",v,: .. and MTN South Af-

rica. MTN conducted comparative advertisements to prove that they run the 

better GSM cellular network. Vodacom, in turn, was not complacent, and re

sJ)olna(~a with an barrage attempted to counter MTN's that 

better network. Vodacom also announced that its rescean:n showed it had 

<l1'.-'h",,,,, would .. "".p,,,,p access to their voicemail MTN was not willing 

to fan in consumer preference followed quickly with a an-

nouncement. 128 In this manner, consumer Derletlted as cmnn4~tltlon this 

particular product available for 

Compare an associative comparative advertisement between generic and branded 

Infonnation chemical is indisputably important to deci-

sions about drug purchase, as it relates centrally to function that the product is 

"'"" .. 6'·'''' .... to serve. Making such infonnation as as VV'~"!I"'''' is comd 

patible with goal patent once a patent has '"''''1&.1' .. ''' ..... cl:>m:peti-

tion in the production the is encouraged. Such competition in both the 

production and advertising of drugs will keep prices low, with lower 

community be~lltllicrure costS.129 

127 A similar 'cellular war' took between AT&T and BT in the UK. BT has failed in a bid 
to block a comparative J"l~,"rr:""n:acampaign by rival AT&T. AT&T claimed a ruling in BT's fa-
vour would have prevented promotion of alternative services in the residential market; 
see~~~~~~~~~uaza~~~ 

128 Seen 

129 Ohly/Spence The Law a/Comparative Advertising (2000) 85. 
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The claims and counter-claims made in comparative advertising, as frequently seen 

m United States, often to build attrib

utes' into products, - as the best way to effectively neutralise a competitor's com

parative advertisement is to produce a better product, and the competitor of 

comparative advertising opportunity. DO An example shows comparative adver-

to stimulate - A cooking spray arulcl<€~d 

a cornOf:tit(,r's product smell as its weak point. The latter reacted with the reformu-

lation product to eliminate the offensive smell, obviously to consumers' 
131 

It is important to distinguish between informational and non-informational advertis

ing, as advertising and competition have a clear bond. Comparative advertising is a 

form of informative which is consumers, as it ensure 

that the promotional advertising increase useful information available to consumers. 

5.3 Affected Reference Brand Competitor Interests 

"How cornp~lratlve advertising affect the cOlnp,ctltOI 

mark and goodwill protection?" 

5.3.1 Infringement oHntellectual Property 

!"pt."!"pn ... f· .... explicitly naming a competitor's brand name, can on the 

value of trade marks. Trade mark law stresses that marks are indications of origin, 

though, for many years now, the actual source goods has less and 

to consumers: for example, people continue to buy Smarties irrespective of Nestle's 

,,,,",pc,,,,,,,,, of Rowntree 132 most appreciated function pres

ently is their to distinguish an entrepreneur's own performance from similar 

competitive performances. Therefore, the value of modem marks three 

130 Tannerbaum 'Better Products Through Comparative Advertising' before the San Fran-
cisco Club, 6 October 

I3l 8oddewynIMarton op cit 71. 

132 Groves Intellectual Property Law (1997) 511. 
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different unc:tto,ns: to lU" .... "','-' the origin of the product or service, to distinguish 

product or service others, and to advertise trade marks. m 

The from w. <In.:nf<l'rt1t mOllcl;l,tes that comparative advertising does 

not infringe on origin-function of a trade mark: 

'Infringement cases arising from the comparative are simi

lar to the New Kids case [New Kids on the Block II News America Publishing 

Inc 971 F2d 302, 23 1534 (CA 9 no infringement was found), 

and would normally be exT.lec,'ed ta lead to the same result reached there. As-

sume that you and I are competitors and that in an advertisement in which you 

advel'Sel'v compare my product to yours, you use my trade mark as a way of 

identifying my product. You are using my trade mark in the course 

ing a point or conveying information about the products, without creating a risk 

that consumers will become confused about whose product is whose. Your com-

nnlrnt.vp advertisement thus does not legitimate trade mark law con-

cerns. ,134 

Jacob J came to the same conclusion in the British case of British 

James Robertson & Son Ltd,135 when stating: 

'Second, I think one must distinguish between a use mark by way of an 

honest comparison and other uses. I see no reason why the provision does not 

a fair comparison between a trade mark owner's goods and those of the 

defendant. The comparison would have to be honest, but provided it was part 

of, for instance, quality or price, I think it would be within the provision. Such 

honest comparative use might well upset the mark's proprietor (proprietors 

particularly do not like price comparisons, even if they are true) but would in 

no Wqy his mark as an indication Indeed the defendant 

would be using the proprietor's mark precisely for its proper purpose, 

to refer to his goods. I can see nothing stated in the purpose of the Directive in

nir'ntina that trade mark monopoly should extend to the point a 

nrtlnr;ptllr to suppress competition use of its trade mark in this way. Never

theless, direct comparative nnIJPru.,<"nu can the competitors' interest in 

Il3 Woker Advertising Law op citl26. 

134 Wheeldon 'Brand-Comparative Advertising' 

135 [1996] RPC 281. 

9 De Rebus 585 588. 
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the protection of tlte distinguishing-function of his trade mark. Precisely be

cause the trade mark or trade name individualises and consequently distin

guishes the product or undertaking - the mark or name therefore has 

distinguishing value. ,1)6 

ability of to with competitors' interests in trade 

mark protection, is given by Schechter in his dilution concept, a concept to protect 

trade distinguishing and value, he as 'the 

upl whittling away or dispersion of the identity and hold upon the public mind of 

the mark or name by its use on non-competing goods. ,m 

Dilution su(:cel~as in harming a mark when (i) it is repeatedly used by a 

way that causes it to lose distinctiveness and association with the trade mark 

owner and his goods, or (ii) it becomes, some way, 'tarnished' by its use 

in an inappropriate context. I 31> Schechter explained the trade mark infringement as 

follows: 'ljyou allow Rolls Royce restaurants, Rolls Royce cafeterias, Rolls Royce 

pants and Rolls Royce candy, in len years you will not have the Rolls Royce mark 

any more. ,139 

Direct comparative advertising is partially prone to dilution, when advertisers use 

competitors' names or as a On the other hand, implied 

comparisons do not interfere with a competitors' interest in intellectual property 

ntringem,ent of Goodwill 

The competitor has an interest in goodwill protection. This can be affected by all 

forms of comparative no matter whether the reti~rel[lCe is or 

reet or whether it is difterc~ntltati 

136 Ibid 298. 

m Schechter The Rational Basis for Trademark Protection' (1927) Harvard LR 813815 and reprint 
60 TR 334 342. 

138 Ohly/Spence op cit 25. 

139 Salmon 'Dilution as a Rationale for Trade-Mark Protection in South African Law' (1987) 104 
SALJ647648. 
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protection is att,ect~:<1 through 

advertising when the comparative advertiser disparages or denigrates a 

competitor's performance. 140 Interests can affected an associative 

comparison, as is case where !li1,,,pr1'. 

of a competitor, even though 

associate 

"p,rtr.:l"'171iOnr'p is of a 

Disclosure of 

performance with that 

quality. 

competitor's .nnpor .. ,,. in avoiding the disclosure of information can be ",ni,.,..t,·r! 

through cornOR.ra advertising, as it provides sig~nif:lcllilltly more mt,ornlRtllon than 

nOitl-c:onlpa,ratl ve claims. sum up, comparative advertising affects competi-

tors' mtc~re:sts. intellectual protection is am~cte:d by direct 

comparison, 

forms 

interest in goodwill protection can be through all 

COInPllfatlve advertising. 

5.4 Affected Interests of the Comparative Advertiser 

comparative advertiser has a interest in mt,orrnmg consumers 

its products services using most effective marketing technique available, 

it is concluded that '"'v'uv':u serves the int.crests of advertisers. 

It the competitor to effectively his perfornlance to consumers, in 

most way to be included in 'mental mindset' of a consumer, by 

ring to a product or service which already holds an entrenched market vv".uvu. 

The comparative advertiser can point out his own lower prices l41 or superior 

prCIQUiCI features. 142 It is a particularly way for new to break into 

markets, or for established but tired brands to regain lost share. 143 ASA 

gal advisor iU.' .. ., ..... Judin states: 

140 Van Hel:rde~nfl'leethlirlg op cit 302. 

14! This could be done with 'associative cOflopa:rati 

142 This could be done with 'differentiative comparative .rhJ'prli,oin,,,,' 

143 'Comparative Red in tooth and claw' 79. 
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'During the sanctions era we became a very brand consumer 

Without comparative advertising. newcomers to the market will find it difJicult 

to explain to those consumers the advantages of their We believe the 

restriction in the Trade Marks Act will find its way before the Constitutional 

Court. who will find it is not constitutional. The industry should get itself ready 

comparative advertising .• 144 

5.5 Conclusion 

From this examination, author concludes that is potential for substantial 

conflict 1"~l"w""> ... "",·r""·,,, ... ,-,,, brand on the one hand. and 

consumers' and the public at 

However, the public mt,ere:st 1S as the interest intellectual .,..,."", .. ·,*u 

goodwill protection with the interest of effectively re!l:uI~ltmgadvertising. 

The author "".I-...... "t" ''''',UV'U of law to effectively balance and 

delimit these diverging analysis of the instittltional meChaln1S:1DS regu· 

lating advertising in Chapter 6 shows, that some of the mecha-

reflect 

This 

doctrines, that cannot safeguard an ~I"l",."t,,,,. 

to the conclusion that the current 

tively regulate comparative advertising. 

144 Judin 'Bright prospects and hidden pitfalls for n .. "f"",«:;"n ' op cit. 
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6 Trade Mark Law to Regulate 
Comparative Advertising 

"""',","'''''''1'. is regulated through a mixture of institutional mecha

nisms. The most important legal mechanism is the South l.l rr'·f'<ln ~=-==""-'"'= 

that only comes into play cases of direct comparative advertising. It cannot 

cover the whole field of comparative advertising, and trade mark law is only a 

complementary means of comparative advertising. An analysis of the 

South shows the current doctrinal approach is in-

consistent with of effectively The South Af-

mterp,ret;aUCID of the crucial section 34, of the ==..:..:.:::="-"-'=-=-"-=-, 

leaves no room to COllS111er advertisers' or public interests. 

The corresporldirlg P'()SltlOn in and British trade 1<;;.!;'1)W'llVIl1, and the 

first Directive of the European Community, to bring legislation concerning trade 

marks of member countries into agreement - the 

shows how these a of interests in the field of trade 

law, more in line with a goal of achieving an effective balance. 

6.1 The Protection of Trade Mark's Distinguishing Function 

The trade mark law does not n .. ,,!tpl't different functions of a trade mark to the 

, same extent. 'traditional function', i.e. to malcate the of a ", .. ".l1n,". or 

.. service, is always protected, while the • distinguishing function' is not necessarily 

protected. Hence, the author concludes that the scope of trade mark protection is 

crucial in balancing the various interests in the light of trade mark law. 

145 First Council Directive of21 December 1988 on the Laws of the Member States Relating to 
Trade Marks (89/1 04/EEC). 
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law .""u".,,, depends mainly on the I.IUI;':'U,"'" 

does not 
doctrinal approach a 

whether a reference to another 

origin function of a trade 
mClUUU1J;:. a rctierCll1Ce through comparative I1U'V"'l'''''-

ing), amounts to the 'use of a mark'. 

The emphasis of South African mark legislation has shifted away from 

,function of merely indicating of goods,I46 and, in fact, the current South 

African Trade Marks Act. 1993 extenclS the scope of protection of a trade mark, 

thereby also unconditionally the distinguishing function of a trade 

mark.141 

'6.2 British Trade Marks 

To fully understand 

consider South 

utes have, to a n .. ,.<;ttl ... 

utes. For a proper intlemretlaticm 

look at the corresponding 

of 1938 

mark l"'J;:.,'l:>l<1,UV'", it is nec:essary to 

....... ,/" .. ", South African stat-

based on corresponding stat-

South African statutes it is '''''''''PT'!ltn,p to 

Marks Acts. 

Historically, the United NflgQiOm dealt with the problem of comparative <>rh1l""1'u'_ 

ing through the trade marks British case of Irvings Yeast-Vite v FA 

Horsenail (tla The Herbal Dispensary)148 highlighted a shortcoming in the 

Trade Marks Act, 1938. claimed the respondent's 'use' of the trade 

mark, in the context of claim 'yeast tablets as substitute for con-

stituted an trade mark. The claim was <1lsml:sse<1 as the 

British .=.....:~'--"-!~~~'-l:1......!L..:~ only protects against 'use' a 'as a trade 

must 

be for the purpose origin of goods and reSlll0DI<1eIlt with the 

146 Woker Adverlrisilzl1' Law op cit 153. 

141 WebsterlPage op cit 12-9. 

148 [1943] 51 RPC 110 Dean 'Comparative Advertising as Unlawful Cornpeltition' op cit 41. 

149 An associative ",,,","<I,mt"JP advertisement. 

ISO Wheeldon Advertising' op cit 585. 
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substitution claim did not upon the origin function. ISI The British 

orc)te::tecl the function trade mark. 

To eliminate this snoirtciOmmg ~=~~~=~~ broadened the 

scope of a trade mark proprietor's exclusive right. A provision was made 

in this Act for a a registered trade mark to be infringed by the use of it or a confus

ingly similar mark in such a manner as to use upon or in 

physical relation to goods, or in an advertising circular or other advertisment issued 

to the public, as 'importing a t(lsome person the wider 

scope of protection was confirmed in the case v Amblins (Chemists) Ltd, 152 

where the defendants a products. The court found that 

the new subsection did indeed prevent the 'use' of a registered trade mark in com

parative advertising, where such use obtained for the a benefit the 

reputation enjoyed the plaintiffs' Here the broader definition of the Act 

also protected the distinguishing function of a trade mark. 

6.3 South African Trade Marks Act of 1963 

South African ~~~~~::::.!:.L.~=was closely based on the 

=='-"-':::=......:..:;..=...=. -
It is important to describe the way in which the former 

~~~='-"-"-= 
dealt with a trade mark, before on to 

the position under the current section 34(1) of the ~~~~~:=....::~=--

To overcome problems as seen in the 

rn'Jp.rf~(1 two forms of infringements. 
~~~=....:::..::;.~ 

The relevant section 44(1) 

the Soutb 

The rights acquired by registration of a trade mark shall be infringed by: 

A dv'ertl:.mg as Unlawful Competition' op cit 43; This was also the position 
lSI Dean 'Comparative "" 

in the South African law under 

lS2[1940] RPC 209. 

153 Supra .. 
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(a) unauthorized use as a trade mark in relatioll 10 goods and services in re

spect of which the trade marks is registered. of a mark so nearly resem

it as to be likely to deceive or cause confosion; 

(b) unauthorized use in the course of trade, otherwise than as a trade mark, 

ofamarkso resembling it as to be likely to deceive or cause can-

use in relation to or in connection wilh or services 

for which the trade mark is re£istered and is likely to cause injury or 

nre,iuafice to the proprietor of the trade mark; 

Section 44(1)(a) covered classical infringements when the trade mark was 'used as 

a and on the function. l54 Section 44(1)(0) was " ........... ... 

to overcome the shortcomings of the Yeast-Vile case, and covered infringements. 

when the trade was used as a trade 

Klep Valve caselSS was the 

the ~~~~~~....!:..:::=. 

case concerned with comparative .. rI'l1P .. ti<!ino-

court that the use by Klep Valves of the 

mark 'Saunders' in the context of the • all KLEP diaphragm 

valve { .. } are interchangeable with SAUNDERS diaphragm valves' breached 

section 44(l)(b). it been comparative 

amounts to an infringement of section 44(1 )(b). Here the South African Trade 

.... ",. ... 5~ .. ".u .. 5 function th"'C\'H"h 

enactment of this special provision. 

6.4 South African Trade Marks Act of 1993 

The intention of Africa's ~=~=~=~~ was to bring South African 

trade mark into line with the Community. I 56 In 1991, when it became 

clear that South Africa would be re-admitted as a member of the international 

154 This means using the mark to denote the or trade source of the which are the subject 
of the infringement claim; see Berman (Ply) Ltd v Sodastream Ltd & another 1986 (3) 
SA 209 (A); Protective Mining & Industrial Equipment Systems (Pty) Ltd (formerly Hampo 
tems (Pty) Ltd v Audiolens (Cape) (Ply) Ltd 1987 (2) SA 961; Miele et Cie GmbH & Co V Euro 
Electrical (Pty) Ltd 1988 SA 583 (A); and WebsterlPage op cit 12.18.2 .. 

ISS Klep Valves (Pty) Ltd v Saunders Valve Co Ltd 1987 (2) SA 1 

l56 Dean 'Quo vadis South African Trade Marks T (1998) 10 SA Mercantile LJ 96 91. 
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'i 

and Others.l65 that ",.", .. ><,,"'<, nmctlon of a mark is to ,.m,'uul,"'''''' the goods 

services of one person from provided by someone else in circumstances 

where are involved in meant a from the 'badge 

of element to the protection the distinguishing capability of a trade 

mark. 166 J says: 

'The • element of the trade mark is no at the forefront 

and has been replaced by the distinguishing capability the mark. It would 

seem that, in to persuade me thai the respondents have not infringed the 

(JPJmcant·s marks, Mr. Louw has in effect highlighted the 'origin' element of the 

mark, which is the brochures. but has overlooked the 

distinguishing element of the marks. ,161 

Ron Wheeldon ('nl', ........ 1'1 the "',","" .. .u~'" and believes that ,"-,u"""",,, J uUO''''VJct"", the 

meaning of the word 'use' in context of section 34 in particular and in the Act 

as a whole,168 and that the South does not Of()tel;t 

"" • .,"Uj"' .... 'u ... 1'0 function. He argues further that Abbott Laboratories and Others 

v UAP Crop (Pty) Ltd and Others South African trade law 

out with European was 

''''lAlu,"" ... !69 He argues that South Africa has law the 

United and that United Kingdom last 

1 00 years in the interpretation of various Trade Mark ActS. In fact, although there is 

a marked of similarity the South 

the current British ~=c..=~~.=!~~ 

bot! Labaratories l71 case, 

165 1999 (3) SA 624631(F-G). 

166 Ibid. 

161 Ibid. 

168 Wheeldon 'Is our law now out with the EC' (2000) 9 De Rebus 2 L 

169 This follows from a memorandum on the 
lished in the Government Gazette. 

of the Trade Marks Bill 174 of 1993 pub-

116 Dean 'Trademarks in South Africa - the 1993 Act' al ~1L:lL~~~~~~ 
111 
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'As 1 have already pointed out, there has been a shift in our legislation to ele-

vating the distinguishingfealure trade mark as its main purpose. ,172 

He goes on to state: 

'Finally, when comparing the United Kingdom legislation with our own, it must 

be remembered that the United Kingdom Act 1994 implemented an EC Di-

reclive which makes simple cor."Dtlrris,rms a/the Act with our Act somewhat hoz-

ardoZ/s. For the above reasons, and having regard to the changes brought to 

our law in the J 993 Act and the reasons for these changes, I am not prepared to 

accept this portion 0/ Jacob J's judgment as basis for finding that comparative 

advertising is permitted in terms of our law. ,173 

This view was recently confirmed by Van Dijkhorst J the case Abdulhay M Ma

yet Group (Pty) Limited v Rennassa Insurance Co Limited and another,174 

'Although Section of the Act deals with the use of a mark it does not give a 

definition of the word 'use '. The word 'use' Iheref.nre bears its ordinary mean

ing namely 'the Act 0/ using a thing for any a profitable) purpose; .... 

Utilisation or employment for or with some aim or purpose. ' 

To sum up, the courts interpreted South in a 

manner which the scope of protection of trade mark legislation, .and also 

unconditionally protects the a The author 

concludes that the trade mark law, in its current version, adopts a doctrinal ap-

proach and attaches more to the reference brand competitor's int(:re~;t 

It is also necessary to examine how German and British trade marks legislation 

to balance an,er~1l1l1lll IIUC]ces'!;S in comparative advertising. Although 

countries the to modernize and harmonize 

trade mark legislation, these countries follow a different doctrinal approach to 

achieve an effective balancing of interests. 

172 1999 (3) SA 624 635 (C), 

173 1999 (3) SA 624 636. 

114 1999 (4) SA 1039 (T). 

17S Webster/Page op cit 12-9. 
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British Trade Marks Act of 1994 

The Trade Marks Act, 1938, was amended after the Yeast-Vite decision, and 

4(I)(b) prohibited any use a trade mark to identify 

trade mark owner's goodS.176 

in the United ~~ •. ",~~ ... 

comparative advertising was almost unknown 

and al-

though implied retf~ren:ces were fre,qu~:nt, to complaint. 

The law in relation to the 

use marks in comparative advertising. The preamble 

=-===..;.= notes the function of a trade mark is 'in ... ""-#,""/", .. to guarantee the trade 

mark as an indication of origin'. The application of 

on the regulation of comparative advertising has, however, never 

for courts. 

This is due to section 1 0(1) the -"-'--'=~~"'-!..=~=.!. which simply provides 

that it is an a identical 

to those for which the trade mark is registered. One must conclude that 'trade mark 

use', according to section 10(1), encornlpas:ses the origin and the 

.\,uO'\lU,J<;"",,,U,'UJ<; function of a trade mark. Quite different to South Africa's approach, 

the British trade marks a subsection 1 0(6), to explicitly 

allow advertising. m Subsection 10(6) is derived neither from 

European Union nor intemationallaw. It reads: 

Nothing in the provisions this section shall be construed as pre-

venting the use registered trade mark lJy any person the purpose 

identifying goods or services as those of the proprietor or a licensee. 

But any such use otherwise than in accordance with honest practices in indus

trial or commercial matters shall be treated as the registered trade 

mark use without due cause takes unfair ativ'tmt,(IP'e oj. or is detrimental to 

the distinctive character or repute of the trade mark. 

176 Bismag Ltd v Amblins (Chemists) Ltd [1940) 57 RPC 209. 

m Cable and Wireless pIc v British Telecommunications pic [1998] FSR 383; WebsterlPage op cit 
12-36. 
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The effect two of the High Court, 

Barclays Bank Pic v RBS Advantal18 and Vodafone PIc v Orange Personal 

Communications Ltd. 179 

Vodafone. a telecommunications company, brought an against Orange for in-

fringement trade mark 'Vodafone' in a advertisement. 

Orange claimed that users would, on average, save 20 J 

missed the claim and held that under the subsection 10(6) 

comparative ",11·"",r't",,, was it was not to, and 

did not take unfair ad\l'antal!c of a registered trade mark and Jacob J held that this 

was not case. ISO 

These decisions were and a gloss added, in British Telecommunica-

tions Pic v AT & T Communications Services Lti81 in a subse-

quently been approved. ls2 summary constitutes the first 9 13 points made in 

this case, with the a further four: 

(1) The primary "hi,.,..ti, ... 10(6) .... is to permit comparative amlerti.fill'!1' 

(2) As trade mark is honest, there is 

wrong in of the relative merits or ser-

vices marks to identify them .... 

(3) The onus is on the rp.pi.~tp..rp.d nrnnrh,tnr to show that the factors indicated 

in the proviso to s 10(6) exist ... 

(4) There will be no trade mark infringement unless the use of the rellistered 

mark is not in accordance with honest practices ... 

(5) The test is object,lve: would a reasonable reader be likely to say, upon be-

ing given the foil facts. that the advertisement is not honest? 

(6) Statutory or codes are not a helpful as 

to whether an advertisement is the purpose oj s J 0(6). has 

178 [1996] RPC 307. 

179 [1997] FSR 34. 

180 [1997] FSR 3439 

181 Ch. D, 18 Dec. 1996, Mr ,...._.~._1· r\," unreported. 
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to be what is reasmlaDIY 10 be expected by the relevant public 

of advertisemenls for the goods or services in issue ... 

(7) It should be borne in mind that the general public are used to the ways of 

advertisers and expects hyperbole .... 

(8) The 1994 Act does not on the courts an nh/i",n;rirm to try and en-

the back door trade mark legis/ation a more puritanical 

standard than the general public advertising copy ... 

(9) An advertisement which is significantly misleading is not honest for the 

purposes ofs /0(6) .... 

(10) The advertisement must be considered as a whole .... 

(J J) As of the 1994 Act cOlnD"ro/'ive adver-

the court should not hold words used in the advertisement to be seri

ously the purposes unless on reading of them in their 

context and against the background of the advertisement as a whole they can 

really be said /0 justify that dl2.~·criJnti(J,YI 

(12) A minute textual examination is not something upon which the reason-

able advertisement would embark .... 

The court should therefore not encourage a mil:r02~CODic amlro.lcn to the 

construction of a comparative advertisement on a motion for mt~1rlocut,orv 

It is clear from the summary that the courts have dramatically liberalised the trade 

mark law in to comparative From the Laddie J in 

Barclays Bank v RBS Advantai83 and Jacob J in Vodafone Group v Orange 

JJP1 ... <:n,nnl l-O'm1.nW11c.7lf(')ns Services it is clear that nU;)l"'«""'''l'> advertis-

ingmeetsthe requirementofsection 10(6).185 

It can be that, due to subsection 10(6) and its the refer-

ence must in accordance with honest practices, the United hlngclorn follows a 

more flexible C0I1Celilt to balance in cOlnpllrative 

182 Cable and Wireless v British Teieco'mn1un'ico'tiQns 

lS] (1996J RPC 307 315. 

J84 (1997] FSR 34. 
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The of point 2 - ' ... there is nothing wrong in telling the public of the 

relative merits of competing or services ..• ' - clearly shows that the consum-

ern' be unnermClfe. point 6, reference to 

try-agreed of conduct, and 8, ' ... enforce ,ny,,,,,,, .. , the back door of trade 

mark legislation a more puritanical standard ... " are clear signs that the traditional 

understanding of trade mark has shifted the mere recoglllltlc~n 

of the competitor's interest in intellectual property prcltec:tioJn. High Court 

consumer interests and ised it to more to 

summary is a pointing this direction. 

6.6 German Trade Marks Act (Markengesetz) 

Historically. lierm,my dealt with the problem of COlnp~lratlve advertising through 

the law on competition. German law marks is 

was passed in compliance with the ~~~!;!!:: 

Mark Directive. German courts interpreted the infringement section 14, of the 

the 'use of a mark' in comparative is not ·m:lT.kJen-

miiBige .... " .. " ..... '00 .... .,'6 , which means it is not 'use as a . Here it was accepted 

that the German mark law not protect the distinguishing function of a 

trade 

The European of Justice's (ECJ) BMW v Deenikl86 
inh-rn,r",t,,·;1 the scope 

application 5(1) of the as on wnem~~r 

the trade mark is used for the purpose of distinguishing 

question as vUI:;H1<:U""6 a 

or services in 

as a trade mark 

as such, or it is used for other purposes. Accordingly, the reference to a 

trade mark in a comparative advertisement cannot be as a classical trade 

mark infringement, but rather, according to article 5(5), as the use of a sign other 

than for the purposes of distinguishing or services. emphasised 

that classifying the one, or an<)ml~r specific provision of article 5 

ISS Ibid 40. 
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does not necessarily detennine whether the use in question is pennissible. In 

6 7 of the contain the 

the proprietor of a trade mark, under 

mark. 

5, to prohibit a third party using 

Article 6 inter alia that the proprietor a trade mark may not prohibit a 

third from where it is necessary to the intended pur

pose of a product, provided it is used in honest practice in industrial or commercial 

matters. The court found that BMW v fleenik falls within the provi-

. sions of article 6 of the ='--""'=::::...:.=~=.;== which pennits the use of a trade-

mark persons other consent 'where it 

is necessary to indicate the intended purpose of a product or service .. , provided ... 

(the use is) , .. in accordance with honest practices ... " use was, therefore, 

legitimate as use the mark was only way Deenik to describe the services 

rendered. 

Ho!terhojj87 is a recent case where Advocate Jacobs of the in 

September 200 I, offers an discussion on use of a third registered 

trademark to describe characteristics of goods, and, in particular, how articles 5 

6 be applied. Regional of 

DUsseldorf (Obedandesgericht) asked the for guidance in a dispute between 

owners trademarks SUN and 

many for diamonds and precious stones respectively - and another producer of 

stones who, negotiations with a dealer, reference to those 

marks to describe characteristics own products. The trade mark owners 

sought a order and on the of trade 

Obedandesgericht found that, although the defendant had certainly made oral 

reti;:reltlce to the marks, the of the goods dur-

negotiations, and the buyer was not under the impression that the 

offered were produced by the plaintiffs. 

186 CaseC-63/97 [1999] I CMLR I0991110. 

187 Case C-2/00 [2002], 
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indicate whether mark infringement, in terms 5 (l) 

M1rrK1l!~:llY:~ occurs where the uses plaintiffs'trademark 

describe jJ'U""'HIU characteristics of the goods for sale, and reveals the 

to 

of the 

produced, with no question of the 

dicative of the finn of origin. 

being perceived as a 

In his opinion, Mr refers to the ECJ's juclgelmeIlt in BMW v Deenik,188 exam

ines the relevant provisions of law. and COltlCliuac:s that a trade mark owner cannot 

~oo W a~ 

referring orally to 

third party 

own goods for sale, nr(,IVltlP£I 

that the trade mark owner did not produce the goods and 

there can be no .... ""·.,t,,, ... the mark being "'''''',f''''''''''''''' trade, whether at that 

or subsequently, as indicating the origin of the 

circumstances 5 (1) does give 

otte:red for sale. Even 

tra,oernat'K owner the 

vent use, preCiuaes the exercise use is for 

of indicating ... h"l"",C"tp,M"f'i ... " of the goods in "I"" .. iin,vu, as long as such use is in ac-

cordance in industrial or matters. Interestingly, 

a definition of what must be considered 'honest practice in commercial mattelrs 

Mr Jacobs to which allows advertising to identify goods 

fered by a competitor, provided the advertising is not misleading, COIlfu:sinlg, 

not discredit or aerugrate the trade marks, or of a competitor and not 

present goods as or replicas of or bearing a third 

trademark. 

In the light of this conclusion is that use a mark in compara

tive advertising can constitute trade mark infringement under section 14(2) Nol of 

the but only if the use is contrary to practice. It is concluded 

that the European Community Law, and the harmonised Gennan trade mark ''''1':,''''';0-

tion, seeks to VU1<U.l',,", 

law principles in 

IS8lbid. 

various interest 

The doctrinal "n' ........ ,"l'h appeats to be more flexi-
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ble and courts are enabled, the of vague terms, as 'hon-

est in commercial matters' to balance the interests, 

6.7 Conclusion 

The of African, and German trade legislation 

shows that each of these countries follow ditterlent legal aoc:tntles. The South Mri-

can approach is not aligned with 

sue. The outcome of South 

German or position on 

unconditional Dr()te(~tioln of the ..... "u1115 .... ''''111IU5 

trade is prohibition of any form of direct comparative adver-

underlying approach creates a legal which 

informational aspect of comparative advertising and can therefore not 

tively balance various intl:re:sts. 

The '-'''''''.,''''' ''''''"rn!>,'''' is different. 

~='-=~~==~, and provide a 

countries Iml)lelrneJllt the EC 

orc.tec:tio,n focussing on the 

in public and consumer 

interests. It seems that Europeans 111\,"'rO"pnt int(!res:ts with a con-

on the ODc::n-{eX[llU test, which is to the 

cOrlCel)t of goodwill competition, 

British to explicitly comparative "''',4>,",''''_ 

ing, only protecting the trade distinguishing function under exceptional cir-

cumstances. position by British courts is significantly from 

South African position, and is mainly due to subsection 10(6) the Trade 

the courts liberally and favour of comparative 

seems to be the better concept, as a flexible balancing of mtf:rests 

IS more ProfPiet Delport in this 'My opinion is that South 
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rica 's "'"'-'="-C.=--'=-""-"'~:...::...::..::!. will have to 

comparisons. ,189 

amended to clearly provide Jor brand 

189 Statement in response to a question from the author (Septcimb<er 1999). 
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7 System of Self-Regulation to Regulate 
Comparative Advertising 

;:selt-n~gUtlatlon is a that can a range distinctive It 

is possible to entirely eliminate State involvement in the conduct trade. 

then occurs is purely and the of ac-

tivities of a trade association. Such State withdrawal may occur on the explicit or 

.. uIJu...... understanding that, if the or the industry'S own 

regulation in particular, proves ineffective, then the State will intervene. 

The South African dve:rtlsing industry t" ......... ,; the Standards Authority 

(ASA) as a self-regulatory in 1969, when rumours spread in the advertising 

that Parliament was contemplating introduction of stringent ad\fert!Slt1lg 

controls in South Africa. 19o the ~UJUa,C1"''-' of the Association Accredited 

Practitioners Advertising (AAP A), involved in advertising 

formed a committee to nei~Otllate with the government. The go'vernmlent was 

persuaded that it would be in the best interests of consumers, the industry and 

country control of to be and not at the mercy of the 

courts. 

. The power of the ASA has strengthened recognition of their Code in the 

!ru;~~gm~IQj~1!§!]tn.g...ili~m~.191 This in a legal 

duty to comply with the in respect of aU broadcast advertisements.192 The 

is a 

condition for all 193 and it enables ASA to report non-

conformance to the Broadcast Monitoring and Complaints Committee Inde-

190 Sinclair/Barenblatt The South African Advertising Book (1997) 238. 
191 

192 Section 57; Jeena 'Don't cry over spilt milk - be a 

193 Section 57. 
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'. 

pendence 

position 

roaacast Authority.194 ASAdoes as they see their 

IICJrlgrncllca by official rec:oQ'nitlion 195 

types do not involve the same of State withdrawal. 

The State may set standards, but leave it to the industry concerned to police com-

vH .... "" .... Alternatively the State may that standards be set by the industry, 

check the adequacy those "' ... llUrulUi>, and then policing compliance to the 

industry. 

Self-regulation, its nite:staltionlS, has both costs benefits. The 

pean Union (EU), for example. believes that self-regulation by the advertising in

dustry is not as as as it effects the 

EU therefore decided to publish the necessary public transparency.196 

live, which all member I'm .... ,., .... " to implement in law, 

which may require careful revision of national trade mark, unlawful competition 

law and even copyright law. Otherwise, the Court of Justice may con-

m<;:mller states not the to national 197 

The==::.:...=. most member states to substantially liberalise their attJltucles 

towards cOlnp~lratlve 198 while partners, like South Africa, are 

also encouraged to harmonise their law. 

For the of to analyse the 

two In the first step. it is necessary to discuss the advan-

tages, disadvantages, of in In second the au-

thor discusses the structure South Africa's self-regulation authority, ASA, 

194 Section 65(1). 

195 Du Plessis op cit 

196 Reader 'Comment' Is The Best Option For The Advertising Industry In the 
European Union? An Argument For The Hannonisation Of Advertising Laws Through The Con
tinued Use Of Directives' (1995) 16 U.PA.J.int'L Bus.L. 181200. 

191 Greece and Belgium were condemned in 1989 by the European Court for not the neces-
sary changes to their national laws. Greece enacted a new ordinance to comply with the'Directive 
in J990, see 'Law and Practice Relating to in the Member 
States of the EC' (1990) 211nt'[ Rev. of Indus. Prop. & Copyright L. 620 638. 

198 tlOClew'll! 'The Regulation of Comparative Ail,""",.,, ••• O' in the t;uIiDpe~lO Union' op cit lSI. 
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and examines wnlem~~r "''''''''''''''F. structure can self-regulatory disadvan-

tages while maximising "",r,,,,,..,,,, The author also briefly the British ASA. 

7.1 Advantages of Self-Regulation 

7.1.1 Cost of Advertising Regulation 

argllment in of selt-r4~!.!ullatlon is it can overcome many 

difficulties a;)lIu'"".at~;u IIIAlIUtVl) and common law ."5, .... "''"''"',,.. It is usually faster 

and less expensive regulation, as it l"I""·l"l'It.",,,, outside the legal 

system and does not have to deal with the procedural of court actions.199 

The Department and Trade (DIl) chose to function of 

advertising control over to 

an area that does not cause 

ASA, as it felt that it would 

problems?OO 

to regulate 

Furthermore, '"'F._"'''UJU can be efficient, as it is more adaptable to 

changing social and eC()Dc,mIC conditions.201 An a self-regulatory 

body's rapid response to a event was recently in the United 

Kingdom, during the broadcast of the funeral, following the death of Diana, Prin-

cess of Wales. The event was broadcast free of advertisement 

tain period after the special attention was given to 

to identify potentially in<lnnlrnnri<lltP campaigns, with 

alcoho1.202 

199 Woker Advertising Law op cit 16. 

200 Du Plessis op cit. 

201 Woker Advertising Law op cit 10. 

202 ASA Rulings and Reasons no 11. 
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Disadvantages of Self-Regulation 

Uncompetitive Advertising Regulation 

self-regulation system to critically viewed the light of public competi-

.. u ..... "u ... , .. mem-

can and 

advertising.203 Self-regulation associations are typically conservative in tbeir policy 

on comparative advertising,204 and industry codes 

standlU'd required by law. in Chapter 13, it is 

go beyond the .. n., ... .,' ....... 

that the entc)rce:melnt 

the in particular through ASA rulings, goes hn"tl'l,· .. than required by common 

An of this is in 8.2.3 on the protection of advertis

ing goodwill through ASA rulings.20s This wide scope of protection was not ac-

to the courts,206 as it was found that of the 

.......... """ ..... "'1 property pr()te(~tlcm creates a legal monopoly that prevents the working 

of COIlcelpt of competition. Pccltessor Delport I'IPIIIP\l'~<:' ' •.. there is a 

that ;:"UlfleITlll'lfJ;( like the could be seen as agl'1in.st the COlnplUlllOn 

,207 Pitofsky. ofthe Trade Commission states that: 

'industry self-regulation must be carefully designed if problems under the anti· 

trust laws are to be avoided. Where groups se/lr·ref!Ulato,rs exclude new en-

trants or significantly deter competitive opportunities 

ernment or private suits charging an illegal boycott .• 200 

203 Woker Advertising Law op cit 17. 

204 Cranston Consumers and the Law (1978) 62. 

20S See infra Chapter 8.2.3, the so-called 'Beer war' case. 

run the risk of gov-

206 This was emphasised from Van Deventer J in the Union Wine Ltd v E Snell and Co Ltd 1990 
SA 189 

207 Statement from Professor Pie! 
Freedom of Speech Trust in 

200 op cit 669. 

of the Association of Advertising Agencies (AAA) and 
question from the author (September 1999). 
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Impartiality has always been a problem in self-regulation. For example, it is thought 

that the majority of members of the Advertising Properties Committee (APC), 

which ruled on a dispute between Namibian Breweries Ltd (NBL) and South Afri

can Breweries (SAB), had a vested interest in the adjudication of the dispute?09 

They included major suppliers to SAB, members of SAB's major advertising 

agency, and a former marketing director of SAB.21O This case indicates that impar

tiality in self-regulatory bodies is a difficult concept. 

Self-regulation often lacks in transparency and coherence in its decisions. There

fore, it is often impossible to precisely determine the policy adopted by a self

regulatory body like the ASA, inter alia because the ASA does not publish all its 

decisions.211 

7.2.2 Representation of Public and Consumer Interests 

There are many consumer arguments against self-regulation. Private consumer or

ganisations and regulators have never really accepted South Africa's self-regulatory 

approach to advertising, and believe that self-regulation systems are basically de

signed to pre-empt more stringent legislative alternatives.212 Furthermore, they 

doubt that the ASA will properly serve consumers' interests, as the body is purely 

industry-funded. Consumers level the criticism that the ASA's activities involve too 

few consumers and too many industry-selected representatives, sometimes 'token' 

outsiders, and meek participants in the self-regulatory process.213 

209 See infra Chapter 8.2. 

210 Situation reported by Paddy Pirow, Marketing Director of Namibian Breweries Limited (NBL). 

211 The ASA publishes a brochure called Rulings & Reasons every 3 months. In this publication, the 
ASA reports briefly on recent decisions. The South African ASA and their rulings have been criti
cised for not being transparent. An ASA executive told the author in 1999, that the ASA is work
ing on an Internet page, which was finally launched in October 2002. The page can be accessed 
via www.asasa.org.za. Online research requires ASA online library membership, which costs 
R785.00 for a yearly subscription fee. 

212 The statement of a fonner legal advisor of the ASA, in 1995, that 'the self-regulation system in 
the fonn of the ASA has functioned as a buffer against advertising legislation for 25 years' dem
onstrates that these are very real concerns. 

213 Boddewyn Global Perspectives on Advertising Self Regulation (1992) 17; due to pressure from 
consumer groups, the ASA, in 1997, finally became aware of the consumers: 'Note was taken of 
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In fact, the 

ers,214 and 

is designed to protect the interests practitioners and 

ASA has aCCllsed of a of its 

members.215 Interest groups represented in the ASA reflect views of their most 

important clients, who are often market leaders or have a strong position. 

Such have built strong brands, dislike comparative advertising, and not 

want to be 216 Many and clients scruti-

nise their competitors' work with a view to using the ASA as a tactical weapon.217 

Consequently. competitors ' ... a lat of complaints aimed at knocking ,?ut 

COI'IIDc:!lltors' campaigns tactically prevent competitors from /lflt.'''''''''' 
,;!lS 

7.3 Structuring and Functioning of Self-Regulation Authorities 

South Africa 

ASA is governed a board of directors, rer1res.enltatl of all 

5'UU""'UV·<"', and is a directorate. Supported by more than 20 

industry with a of more than 4.000 companies and 

ASA is a non-statutory, industry-funded, self-regulatory body. 

ASA investigates complaints received any source and can identify prob-

lems advertising. If a complaint is upheld, the ASA can administer a range 

sanctions against the offending advertiser. As a first step, the advertiser is asked to 

withdraw or. to amend the the to comply, the 

ASA publishes a so-called <Media . ASA meml:)lers. ass:ocilate:d with advertis

eXllml)Ie. refusing to publish offend-ing the media, give effect to HU..UE.", by, 

growing consumerism and participation and co-operation of consumer bodies was encouraged. 
Consumer were invited to serve on the Advertising Standards Committee and the 
ASA Board.' 

114 Charney op cit 48. 

2IS Ibid 45. 

216 Ibid. 

217 Ibid. 

218 Ibid. 
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advertisements. The ASA a regular 

which are identified name, and can 

('Rulings 

members 

Reasons') in 

codes, while it can also UUjp'v" ..... on an advertiser.22o 

The has 

exploitation 

duty to COfilSlOler matters 

concerning cOlnp,lrative 
221 

7.3.1.1 Examination of the ASA Structure 

Africa's the main, 

goodwill and imita-

the ASA, consumer or-

ganisations have little substantial influence in 

the APC 

ASA, and particularly not within 

ASA is industry funded, it is probably fair to assume that funding companies 

are the ASA's most influential members, and are to determine policies. 

Such lobbying was seen in 1, when the government had plans to implement a 

provision from the UK marks to explicitly allow comparative "'''.1'''T''''''_ 

ing.222 Overseas alerted some the major marketing companies to the ef-

these have legalising The 

Association of Marketers (ASOM), which re[lres.ents most major marketers of con-

sumer as members Toyota, Nestle, Pen, and ....... ,E>~ U J, 

immediately drew a distinction between 'comparative advertising' and 'compara-

. They came out favour and stated ' 

that this of comparison would still enable advertisers to provide sufficient in-

that are unnecessary to on informa~ 

tion.:m They argued that use of a competitor's trade mark would "",n",.."t" little 

219 Ibid. 

no BMW/Hunt Lascaris 'Skid Pan Visuals' Ruling and Reasons no 9 1997. 

221 Woker Advertising Law op cit 23. 

221 This became section 10(6) of the Trade Marks Act 1994. 

m Infonnation in reply to the researcher's question from Abrie du fonner lecturer.at Stel-
lenbosch University, who was involved in the issue before Parliament in 1993. 
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The author the is mainly to protect of the 

community,224 although ASA itself describes main purpose as tw.o-

fold.225 As comparative advertising the ability t.o infringe .on industry interests, 

it is clear why the ASA adopts a ,."."tri{·ti'U'''' policy on this issue.226 

The ASA defends its restrictive approach with the argument that its main c.oncern 

relates t.o credibility. It stresses key .objective is t.o pr.omote 

hold standards of fairness and ethical dealing amongst marketing and advertising 

227 The ASA relies .on the that, through the protection .of ad-

vertising's credibility, the consumer is also pr.otected. This argument is valid in the 

case .of misleading and advertising serves nobody's Decep-

advertising, if not controlled, can eventually undennine the whole c.ompetitive 

system by reducing the extent to which consumers .on product and 

scriptions. 

Nonetheless, it is dear, from the analysis in Chapter 5, that this argument does not 

hold water in the case Cmnp!lratlVe advertising, as it was f.ound that 

dards advertising credibility can prevent information disclosure and advertising 

t.o consumer tntlerestS. 

7.3.2 United Kingdom 

It appears that the British system .of self-regulation has several structural advan-

a "",",n"," in KUlgdom commerce, 

an essential in advertising practice. Comparative advertising· has been used· in 

the United Kingdom at least 1968, and has had a impact' 

on the development of comparative advertising in the United Kingdom.228 

224 Charney op cit 48. 

225 Section I clause 1 of the 

226 Woker Advertising Law op cit 17; infra Chapter 13. 

127 ASA Review 99. 

m W oker Advertising Law op cit 167. 
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Besides various professional organisations, the Committee of Advertising Practice 

(CAP) and the British Advertising Standards Authority (,British ASA') provide 

self-regulation.229 They monitor the two most important codes of advertising self

regulation, namely the British Code of Advertising and the Code of Sales Promo

tion.no ' 

The British ASA is classified as the largest, most active, and best-financed self

regulatory system in the world. It is, contrary to the South African ASA, governed 

by a minority of advertising industry members, and a two-thirds membership of 

people from outside the industry, chosen by the Chairman of the Authority, to re

flect a diversity of backgrounds.23 I 

The CAP and the ASA publish all their decisions,232 and also issue regular reports, 

where offenders are identified by name, expel members for violation of the codes 

and refer members to the Office of Fair Trading. 

7.4 Conclusion 

Self-regulation can be an effective mechanism in regulating advertising. It has sev

eral important advantages, but can also have important disadvantages and must 

therefore be critically examined. The self-regulatory system functions reasonably 

efficiently when the interest of the advertising industry, consumers and public in

terests coincide, as in the prevention of misleading advertising. However, compara

tive advertising, in particular, is a field where a substantial conflict of interest can 

occur. In such a situation the mechanism of self-regulation will not generally adopt 

an approach where interests are equally balanced. The state is primarily concerned 

229 Meyer op cit 298. 

230 The Codes and the decisions of the British ASA can be accessed via Internet at 
http://www.asa.org.uk. 

231 Petty' Advertising law and the social issues. The global perspective' (1994) 17 Suffolk Transnat'l 
L. Rev. 309 319 available via Lexis-Nexis Database LR. 

232 All decisions of the British ASA can be accessed via Internet at http://www.asa.org.uk. 
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with protecting consumers competitors, is the means by 

which the advertising industry can internalise high advertising standards.233 

From examination of the British the structure of the self-regulation body 

itself is of major importance to achieve effective regulation. The British system of 

"vl1-l''')<;lJlUUIUU has advantages over South 

The most important one seems to be the better representation of consumer and public 

IrttlennOlre unlike South Africa, is based on 

ous self-regulation authorities, including Radio Authority (RA), the InOlep(:naent 

Television Commission (ITC) and the British ASA and CAP. This safeguards the 

against a monopolistic approach, repres(:nts a diversity of 

interests. 

To achieve effective advertising regulation and an effective balancing of interests, 

'"'J<".uu .• vu should function as one, complementary, means 

ing constructive regulation.234 The that South Africa's 

current approach, with the emphasis on self-regulation, to be altered. 

In the following Chapter it is noted that by a competition authority can 

act as a mechanism towards overcoming the structural shortcomings of self-

23l Boddewyn op cit 14. 

234 Woker Advertising Law 01' cit 18. 
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8 Competition Law to Supervise 
Regulation 

8.1 General Principles 

Public cornpc:!tltlon policy has had little "UI: ... " •• ",",. to date, on 

comparative in South Africa. it is submitted that COlnp(~t1-

tion policy is a ':"'l';,U"'",,(LJ'A< element of the the 

consumer deal with commercial parties, 

they are 

enforcement 

at most, as an indirect form of consumer protection. The 

implementation of competition policy is in the public and con-

sumer interest, and competition law is an instrumental mechanism with 

to counteract <fic ... rr.nnrl'I",n<l1 balancing of mtl~re:)ts. inter 

strong influence of self-regulation authorities. 

There is a comparative competition policy, and it 

is clear that the public from the effective 

mentation of policy. The strong ,",V""''''lVU between public competition 

policy and private 235 leads countries to link maintaining 

ri valry with broader ' and social 236 The author therefore 

at the position of the the USA, which implementing compe-

tition policy of 

regulation authorities. 

m Pitofsky op cit 669. 

236 DelJartmelllt of Trade and Memorandum to COInpe:titi()fl Bill, op cit 
61. 
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. ' " . 

8.2 Competition Policy 

South Africa's new introduces fundamental changes 

to the existing competition law regime.237 It is strongly influenced the COirnpletj~ 

tion laws of the United States and Union. from ju-

risdictions, including the Trade Commission (FTC), the European 

Commission and the Office of 

and applying its provisions.238 

will provide guidance in interpreting 

The !&ml~!.!.Qj~~.J:l2§. seeks to nrn.,..,nt", a competition policy 

fit. 

public bene-

'Apartheid and other discriminatory laws and practices of the past resulted in 

excessive concentration of ownership and control within the national economy, 

weak of anti-compelitjve trade practices, and unjust restrictions on 

full participation in the economy ... [and that high levels 

nomic concentration in South Africa have major negative consequences on so

cial equity .. 239 

The overriding objective of competition policy and associated instruments, is the 

promotion of to adaptability and of 

the economy, to stimulate international COlmpetltl to lower access barriers 

new entrants into the market,240 to create new employment opportunities, and 

to provide consumers with product 241 Competi

tion Commission is inter alia responsible for implementing measures that increase 

traJnsJ,ar,enc:-y 242 in mind the competitive comparative ad~ _ 

vertising, it becomes obvious that that they are in with above-mentioned 

237 Rutherford 'The new Competition Act' (1999) 7 BML 2. 

238 Ibid 8. 

m Preamble of the ~!!!J2;Illi!lQ!l.ill~;LQW~; !:!!!IrJ1~~~fll!!.,&!l~i{gg~~~<2.!!~Y:!1!illn. 
240 Section 2(a),(b),(d). 

241 Section 2. 

242 Section 
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8.2.1 Harmonisation as a Measure to Enbance International Competitiveness 

A major objective of the new Competition Act, 1998 is to stimulate international 

competitiveness. The biggest step in enhancing competitive forces is to lower trade 

barriers. The Marrakesh Agreement243 binds South Africa to such a process of trade 

liberalisation. Allowing comparative advertising could act as an incentive and ex

pand the opportunities for South Mrican participation in world markets. 

The process of convergence is clearly gathering pace, Advertising law, once a 

purely domestic affair, is being transformed by the need for competition authorities 

to co-operate, and international principles are being developed.244 World-wide 

globalisation, new technologies like the Internet and the need for global brands are 

of relevance. With ongoing globalisation, multi-national companies have to develop 

global communication programmes?45 The ASA states: 

'As we approach the Millennium, advertising regulation is set to become a 

global concern. The latest forms of international communication, via satellite 

broadcasting, have little respect for national or geographic boundaries and 

present a new challenge for existing advertising control mechanisms. ,246 

It is of significance that the European Court of Justice emphasises that different na

tional laws on advertising are restrictions on trade between member states.247 The 

preamble of the Directive reads: 

'Given that consumers can and must make the best possible use of the internal 

market, the use of comparative advertising must be authorized in all member 

243 An international trade agreement inter alia regulating the liberalisation and hannonisation of 
international trade. 

244 Bodewig op cit 208. 

245 Kotler Marketing Management (1997) 614; the fact that satellite TV and the Internet can reach 
worldwide audiences has led more advertisers to favour global brands for example, 'Nike' favours 
a standard global advertising programme designed at corporate headquarters, with some slight ad
justments in each market. Gillette chose a standard global advertising campaign when it launched 
its Sensor Shaver in 19 countries. 

246 ASA Annual report (1999) I. 

247 For a recent decision, see Case 362/88, GB-Inno-BM v Confederation du commerce luxembour
gois, I ECR. 667 (1990), 2 CMLR 801 (1991). 
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states since it will help demonstrate the merits of the various products within 

the relevant range. ,248 

The memorandum249 notes that crc.ss··oo,ra(~r r1",ort;,~;", ..... is increasing will con-

tinue to do so after the establishment of a single European market. Differing 

laws could force adaptations by companies to of their 

global campaigns within "V","H"" legal restrictions. This functions as a barrier to en

try for these cOfll1panies, national standards advertising make cost-

advertising difficult, or sometimes impossible.2so com-

panies are then forced to develop different promotional campaigns tailored to dif

national rules.2S1 A specific strategy for one country may not be successful in 

more restrictive countries. In these situations, the only way for a company to be 

is to follow and to in line with the of 

the most restrictive state, or to decide not to partake in that market. 

South Africa's strict rules on comparative advertising are barnelrs to entry for for

companies,252 and Judin is succinct, when pointing out: 

248 HOae'II'Jll: op cit 208. 

249 COM(91) 147 final-SYN 343. 

the Commission to support the need for harmonisation 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~rmi§i!!g, Europe~tn Economic Community, (1984) pre-

2S1 The case of a United States comparative advertisement conducted by Pepsi the need 
for global companies to change their global campaigns in order to align it with the more restrictive 
rules of other countries. The campaign had to be changed inter alia in Germany, Japan and the 
United Kingdom. The advertisement can be described as follows: 'M.C. Hammer, a famous rap 

is performing on for thousands of enthusiastic fans in his usual macho rap Dur-
ing a brief break, someone his crew hands him a can of Coca-Cola. Much to the chagrin of his 
fans, Hammer suddenly lapses into a soft rendition of . Just as Hammer gets to the 
sappy chorus, a fan saves the day by opening and handing him a can of Pepsi, a sip from which re
turns Hammer to his upbeat, rhythmic style.'; example taken from Beller op cit 917. 

In the United Kingdom, the Coke can had to be replaced with an anonymous soft drink under the 
Trade Marks Act. In Hammer was handed a white cup cola drink 
due to the German law of unlawful competition. The commercial was the comparative 
advertisement in and a shock to the Japanese culture. Coke was successful with an interdict, 
pteventing television stations from broadcasting the advertisement; see Beller op cit 917-
937; Comparative advertising: Red in tooth and claw' op cit 79. 

m For one of Pepsi's most important weapons is comparative advertising, particularly, 
through the so-called Challenge'. However, South Africa's 'restrictions on the use of com
parative advertising may mean this device will not be used, and may have to brace itselffor 
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'Consumers with access to the Internet are bombarded every with com-

advertising. US and European corporations are used to in a 

climate of comparative advertising and they find the inability to do so is a bar 

to entry, particularly in a country in which afew companies dominate . • m 

It is submitted that restrictions on comparative can also amount to 

crimination South African companies. South African COlnp':lml~!':i e:)(p~~namg 

their activities into international like the United States or the European Un

ion are suddenly by competitors who use advertising 

claims to prevent these companies from entering the market Clearly a global 

alignment of is not only but is also necessary to 

strengthen the position of South African companies in the world-wide market.254 

In summary, South apt)rollch to comparative advertising is a bar-

rier to entry for foreign companies who wish to advertise their products or services 

world-wide and to the South market, while South ban on 

comparative advertising might also disadvantage South African companies in global 

trade. 

advertising can function as an associative measure of public competi-

tion policy, with the ability to by better in-

formation, generally lower "llll"U'~"U international cornp(:tItl 

8.2.2 Application on Advertising Regulation 

The application to advertising is important, 

as Act governs all eC(JinOlnIC activity that ha..<; an within South Mrica?S6 

a hard ",ru,,,,,,,,_'; see Adfocus: 'Cola wars' Supplement to the Financial Mail, 12 May 95, 
86. 

for profession' Financial Mail (online) at 

2S5 Research conducted in the United States on the "UIIO""'"'''' market showed significant differences 
in the structure affected by The study compared the price structure 

sungla!;Ses before and after was allowed. It showed that 
em:Cli'/eIV 20 percent lower became commonplace. 
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The Competition Commission is the executive authority for the implementation of 

an altered approach in South and will publish COlnp;etltlon 

guidelines2s7 

The Commission 

CO:mIIlISStOn intends to 

p"'I"I'"f,up power to ""I'iVLJ""" aJlJ:ee:ments with any re.l!iUI<llOIY 

indicate the 258 

body, to co-ordinate and exercise of jurisdiction over 

competition matters.259 The Commission therefore has the power to participate in 

the proceedings of regulatory authority,260 to advise or receive 

this authority.261 it has the to review legislation 

public regulations to ensure compliance with the competition policy.262 The 

of executive that the can a role in 

South 

The ASA clearly fall ambit of the Competition 

Commission, .. u"u ........ J'O the aspect of comparative advertising. Hence, the ASA 

and its rulings. must be reconciled with the approach adopted by the Compe-

tition Commission, can Code and 

ings to ensure the consistent application of the prn1C1lues of the !&!!!Ii~t!Ql~!&!. 

Hypothetical examples an investigation by the Competition Commission. as it 

might relate to ASA are: 

(a) Advertiser A a complaint with the against competitor B 

because of comparative advertising. The ASA then rules against B in 
terms of 6, 7, 8 or 9 of the the 

256 Section 3(1). 

251 Section 79( I). 

Competition COmIIllSSl0n and allege that to a 

258 Guidelines have not yet been published; the Commission has launched a website in late 2002, 
which can be accessed via www.compcom.co.ZlI.. 

259 Section 21(I)(h). 

2(;0 Section 21 (I){i). 

261 Section 2 J (I)G). 

262 Section 
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strictive practice263 

therefore preventing or 

ordinary course 

the application of sanctions on B, and is 

B from competing lawfully in the 

(b) The Commission may ASA as a whole, as an ar-

rangement adopted for or in connection the 

creation or of a for the 

ASA's stance on or ASA rulings terms 

of the exploitation clause or clause,264 

The 'Beer War' Case 

nPf'tln,pnt case for analysis is the case as 'beer war' between Namibian 

1-1 .. ",\"". .. ,,,.,, Limited (NBL) and South ruJl."""U ....... p,\1J"'""''' (SAB). The case shows 

policy prevented the opening of and curtailed information to 

I.OUl' .... <1.I.O and assist consumers in their The ASA policy was 

clearly against the objectives of competition policy. 

'"''_'''' ... ''' that ASA 'incorrectly and 

tool and competitive advantage' and that the 

nn~>.rajrl? 265 

f)re,'UQI'CeS NBL of a mnrlu)"_ 

was 'not allowing market 

un(ler~;tarld how the ASA was in nrl',Vf'IU!t1IO' competition, it is nec- . 

essary to also consider the market structure in holds a virtual mo-

97% of the distributes 

most the country. Advertising played its part, historically, in building con-

sumer ore:tel~ences like 'Castle'. SAB has 

through its heavy image advertising and ers to 

barri

pr(]tUu.;I proliferation?66 

A COrnpllnY like NBL usually does not have the funds to 

on advertising ,to challenge a monopolistic cornpl!titlor 

263 Section 4( I ). 

264 cxamples taken from De Jager/Smith op cit 32. 

265 ASA on the unpublished. 
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more, it will often difficult to on the as 

tential to achieve economies of scale in their production and advertising.267 . 

t~e po

last 

'resort is to compete on the 

tive marketing and successful 

of quality.268 This, however, 

cornp€:titi.on. Comparative advertising can 

very cost-effective in this regard, allowing a small, unknown finn to successfully 

compete much 269 

NBL, with its 3% market share, is a typical small competitor, struggling to include 

a brand 'Windhoek in the portfolio' of consumer. NBL 

therefore embarked on a marketing strategy promoting its pure beer. To promote 

the quality of beer make use of quality advantage, NBL 

launched their 'No additives, no no hurry' carnpa.lgn t<>1",<l'""t,in premium 

beer drinkers in South Africa. The campaign was intended to promote the fact that 

NBL brews to the Gennan 270 

Unfortunately, most South consumers do not know of the advantages of 

brewed in terms of the German NBL intended with its campaign 

to educate consumers as to why this is an important criterion, as beer brewed under 

German ~~'-'!:;:!.=z.. inter alia a positive UU1'",",'''V''' on blood and bone 

tion and the enhancement of protein breakdown. can 

Gennan =-==-::,;'-==:..;.. has aelllll1te advantages over beer that 

little doubt that a 

additives, as in 

all SAB products. company also intended, with its 'No additives' campaign, to 

force SAB to disclose the ingredients of their products. 

266 Sinclair The South African Advertising Book: Make the other half work two too? (1997) 57. 

261 This is because after a certain level of domination, there is an increased return rand 
spent on advertising from media discounts and consumer loyalty. 

268 Its inroads into the South African market is solely achieved by on quality. 

269 MuehlinglStoltmannlGrossbart op cit 41. 

270 In the case of beer, (Reinheitsgebot) dates back to 1516 as one ofthe 
oldest food laws in Germany. The art of beer 
Malt, Hops and Water. This is still the case with any 
into and no! complying with the criteria of the ~~~~~~ ~1,"""UI""3b""'V';' 
need to successfully disclose its ingredients and additives on 
1",,,.1\01",,,,,,,,.1 20 % of the brewing industry produces its beer accordling 
method. 
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Paddy Pirow. marK€mo,g manager stated: 

It must 

terest in 

'We don't want to upset a company like SAB, but we are willing to discuss the 

quality of our beer and promote our unique selling proposition. We only want 

SAB to tell the consumers about the additives in its beer. <271 

leaders, like SAB, usually have a 

u,", .. "" ...... of information about their products or in ad-

vertisements. A monopolist or near monopolist usually concentrates his 

advertising, on the basis that it to fear 

from .... "" ....... " .. ., not discuss moidUiet 

same occurs in tight oligopolistic markets 

to maintain its 

may 

away same reasons 

avoid price-cutting and emphasis on price terms - a fear 

...... 'MF,."V.'" clompetltIon. By emphasising undesirable 

tng;germg mutually dis-

an 'octane 

claims 

• a 'tar and nicotine derby', a 'beer war' 

pe~.tlCICleS' or 'flammable fabrics', may be as destructive oli-

gopolistic int.",..."."t" as a war. Thus, when no one company a rI"','"'''''''' com-

petitive over others, all may reach the conclusion that the avoidance of 

are mutually advantageous.273 

'No additives, no secrets, no hurry' campaign was 

to U."L,ll"" the quality. SAB, not 

and consumers 

advertis-

COlnm:tltl.on. tried to counteract the NBL SAB launched its 

water, 

Natural', a 20 million Rand "''''U!-,':Uf',U, where SAB pro-

with the words 'Not every I1n'''''~'r in the world can turn 

malt into gold'. The campaign was an Imlime:a n:aCllon to the NBL 

mtienclect to create the are purely natu-

lodged a formal complaint to claiming that NBL's 

271 Personal statement after being questioned by the author. 

272 op cit 665. 

mlbid. 
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campaign had created the impression that other beers competing in the South Afri-

can market "'VI ....... ' ..... u ...... n:' ...... 

Unfortunately, the Natural' campaign was not NBL an 

ASA complaint about the campaign, as NBL regarded it as misleading. The cam-

" .. ~·"'Te.1'1 the that SAB are natural or even brewed 

ing to the ~~-=:..:.:.., which was untrue, as there are additives in SAB products. 

The ASA with NBL's view and ruled that the campaign had to be with-

as it was likely to create the impression that only ingredients specifically 

mentioned are used in the brewing process of the product. The ASA ruling, con

sumer concerns and publications finally SAB to reveal, in own 

advertising, that the company adds other ingredients to their However, SAB 

was unwilling to be attacked by such vigorous implied comparisons, and insisted 

that NBL's 'No additives, no no hurry' infringed 

ment clause of the Code. SAB stated that such '0 campaign is disparaging and not 

directed at consumers' attention to the ofNBL's products, that 

'it sought to highlight the demerits ofSAB products'. 

NBL on the "', .. "'","', .. argument, that: 'SABcould launch 

a similar campaign, if they can substantiate the claims. But, the Project Natural 

campaign showed that they could not substantiate their claims [and] that ifSAB did 

not comply with the criteria, they had no right to complain, and should not be pro

tected by the ASA. ,274 

Nonetheless, ASA regarded the canapa.ign as Ih"'r'\~r'HJlrU' ruled 

such as 'unlike others, we declare all of the infJ'rp..'iient'l on our label' and 'because 

we brew according to the German Purity Law, we don '/ have to hide anything' 

amounted to an implication that SAB's beer is of an quality, thus the 

274 Ibid. 

27S The Appeal Committee of the ASA decided that the 'No additives' campaign was ulSlpuntglIlg 
and misleading and therefore in contravention of clauses 6.1,6.2 and 4.2.1 of section II of the 
Code. 
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.... ",allpa'I",ll infringes on 

clause. 

This case clearly lU ... ""'""",,, 

'underdog', as a 

goodwill, and hrp!~('hl~!:: 

is, in fact, !>r11lf .. rt'~1 

a monopolist like to 

. disclose information 

comparative 

competitor was able to 

products. On the hand, the ASA, through the 

disparagement was instrumental in Ula.UU,.'UU'"l5 

monopolistic SAB and prol;ect(~d the mOJrlopc)hst 

claims. The ASA tiP,"\n\IPti NBL of an opportunity to gain market share by 

the merits of its to promote their brand.276 result could an 

improvement to brewing process, to counter the claims or to counter any 

market share gained NBL. The outcome could wen have been enhanced compe-

on the or price; and and education to consumers 

th .. ,nllil,h the mcrea:sea cOInm:tltilon. The do a good 

venting misleading by SAB. 

8.3 Competition Law and Advertising Regulation in the U.S.A. 

It is worthwhile to a closer look at Federal Trade COJrnn:nsslon 

(FTC), to potential role the Competition Commission could play in the 

regulation 

The law of comparative advertising in the United States is regulated by Fed-

Slli!Umg~&nllll!illQ!L~ and section 43(a) Compe-

tition Commission, in terms of the South .f"'L<1.I'-":U ':!=~~'!:!!:!!:!!!".£!:!:.!:J.....:!~!:!" the FTC 

has responsibility enforcing the nation's competition laws, and is the agency 

that <1UlUU.'''''''''' federal statute to protect consumers or de-

216 Pitofsky op cit 665; in the United States, one integrated oil based an adver-
tising campaign on octane content, even octane content varied from brand to 
brand. One reason for avoidance of octane was that it would have the sub-
stantially octane ratings of high-priced advertised brands and unadvertised 
brands. Since the market survival ofindependents depended on their a cost advantage 
by saving on and other marketing expenses, they could not easily have undertaken an 
expensive campaign to educate consumers and offer comparative data about octane 
ratings. 
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ceptive practices. The works towards ensuring that advertisers do not dis:setni-

nate bstantIatt:d or otherwise deceptive ""~'J", ... t;"i, ... claims.277 

Comparative advertising is commonplace in United States. About 30% of the 

25,000 shown year on l1ptuU'I,rv television are colnp:arative; 

most of which are direct However competitors less than 1 % 

of the advertisements, mainly as a result of a sophisticated substantiation policy, 

which was chairman of FTC,· found 

typical 'Brand X' comparisons219 deceptive to the consumer.2llO He believed that the 

consumer could misled through 'Brand as consumers could 

never be certain the The conducted an investigation of industry 

trade associations and the advertising media concentrating on their comparative ad-

vertising policies. In the course of investigation, numerous industry 

statements of policy, and standard:s were examined, many of which 

contained language that was interpreted as discouraging use of comparative 00-
281 

8.3.1 Endorsement of Comparative Advertising 

reacted accordingly, and endorsed comparative advertising to promote a 

.... "' ..... v·"' .... '" of product to place additional buying information 

the public's hands.282 The FTC published a statement, calling upon the advertising' 

to name competing brand:s in commercials rather than 

tional 'Brand X' comparisons,283 which a:s follows: 

277 Sears, Roebuck & CO. V. 

278 Beller op cit 918. 

258 F. 307 311. 

the tradi-

279 When advertisers made they claimed sllnerinintv over an unknown 'Brand X'. 

280 JacksonIBrownlHannon op cit 16. 

281 Ibid. 

282 Beller op cit 921. 

28J JacksonlBrown/Hannon op cit 21. 
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'Commission in the area of comparative nrl'J"'II"I'i~i.,,, encourages the 

naming or ret.ereirICe to competitors, but and. 

disclosure to avoid de(:epl'ion of the consumt?r. Additionally. the use of truthful 

comparative should not be restrained by broadcasters or 

regulation entities. The Commission has supported the use of brand cmnntlri-

sons where the bases of comparison are clearly ,/1p,,.tIlIP/1 Comparative adver-

tising, when and non-deceptive, is a source of important information to 

consumers and assists them in n1JJ"rhl'1.~" decisions. 

imr..m"pmpnt and innovation, and can lead 

in the marketplace. For these reasons, the Commission will con-

live am1ertisitlll e,nC£IUr,ClIlE?S 

to 

tinue to scrutinise carefully restraints upon its use . .:!1!4 

The Guidelines, set out 1974, stipulate that identified products must actually 

compete; competitors must be fairly and properly identified; related or 

be connpaJrea; 

'value or "''''",''''''U'''''''' 

compared property must 

to the consumer; 

must be me:asl,lrable significant;285 ~tl''' .. rTH''''T'' must not U'<'''''''''''''' Ulspara,ge 

or unfairly attack competitors, their products or services. Identification 

petitor must 

tion'. 

comparative purposes not simply to upgrade 

com-

acceptance COInpllratlve advertising by the major television networks was 

the major VU.<U\, .. llV .... /<.U comparative in the United 286 Em-

boldened by regulatory viewpoint, (h",.rt"", .. ,..., overcame us-

ing the name of a competitor's product In an advertisement would the 

competitor publicity. or that it an unflattering way result in an 

emotional swing of support back to the competitor.287 

It was 11""·,,\,,,,,1'\ the endeavours that comparative advertising be-

came COlmlllOiltplllce the United 

21!4The FTC Statement- 'Pitofsky-Memo' - rel>arliinl> 

Pompeo, Cath. U.L. Rev. Vol. 36 (1987), 556 

285 Peagram op cit 16. 

286 Ibid 21. 

are the 

281 M"vPlrnu,il ... 'The Developing Law Cornparati've Advertising' (1985)70 B M 81. 
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FTC, after adjudicating formal aH€~galtloI1S lV"'I<.U'J1Ui':'. or obtaining voluntary 

VUj;'''''"'w', may ImlDo~.e orders, enforceable through the consent of the .. "' .... ,, .... 

courts, requiring the 

an order is violated, the advertiser 

or deceptive advertising. If such 

being required by the courts to pay mone-

tary civil penalties, which can substantiaL In some instances, the FTC's 'cease 

and desist' may also respondents to make affirmative disclosures 

in future advertisements to prevent further harm to consumers, or to make correc-

statements to eliminate lingering false impressions 

they may have created.288 

8.3.2 ..., ..... ~."'. ,R,s:n,c.;IIlIU(l'U vs. Federal Trade Commission 

The United States case LaUTt:trnlra Dental Association v. Federal Trade Commis

sion289 is instructive an approach to implement informational adver-

tising a body. The case 

advertising rp!:trll'tll'.nq lmloos.ea, as a '"'v." .... .., .. membership, by a United States 

professional a"~'V"J,a .. vu. 

misleading l'IiI'vp.rtiqina 

of conduct prohibited 

...,.,v,-,.,aU",'1l had so broadly iTlt'~ ...... 'rpb·rI en-

forced that it effectively prohibited all comparative advertising. The association 

made it clear that it regarded virtually all advertising about quality of " .... \fI£",,.,, 

'likely 10 be false or mU'~leQ'al11!g', as it is not 'susceptible to measurement or 

cation '.290 

The an a ...... uu._,,,,, complaint charging that the petitioner re-

strained COlnpl~tttlOn hPt',u"~'n i'I,~ ... tl'''tq in California by restricting truthful, non-

deceptive and quality of dental services. The complaint al-

leged that were 'unfair methods of competition' in violation sec-

S of The FTC found that the association's 

288 AzI;;ue~laga op cit 

2[19 FTC v Indiana Fed'n 

290 Ibid. 

those consumers who rely on to 

LJ.m,,,,,,,,, 476 U.S. 441. 460 (1986) (ItD). 
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that 'broad categorical prohibitions' were emon::eu, ' ... without any 

PI1f.l1JH-V as to how prohibited claims might be construed consumers whether. 

as construed, they are true of the particular practitioner making the claim ,.291 

association the FIC ruling, but court found the association 

applied advertising rules to ban a vast range valued 

. by consumers. It concluded that the restraints significantly interfered with the 

proper functioning of the and were mereII[)re anti-competitive.292 It found 

that the association's advertising bans were not to the purpose of ",""'\l",,,,t_ 

ing ." .. ";,.",,,.,,,,,,,1"> price and am'errlsl11lg with 

'broad strokes', without regard to its potential for deception.293 

case clearly 111"""'''''',,'' the significance of information dissemination through 

advertising for the policy, and the FTC was instrumental in 1<1"11",;n1.lj,1'< 

transparency and competition in the market. 

The examination of FTC policy shows a method of implementing a competition 

policy, ae1iPlIte a restrictive policy by a selt-r<~gullat,or body. was achieved 

through an conducted by the public in combination with 

semination of guidelines to outline an acceptable approach towards comparative 

in light of the {"ntnnl~t1tl(\n 

8.4 Conclusion 

The and rulings based on within the ambit of the Competition 

ct.-r • ..,nrllu r~~cOlnnlem1s that Competition Commission 

should comparative advertising's potential, and should scrutinise the 

ASA policy on The ASA policy on comparative 

must reconciled with the adopted by the Competition vUUllJC11'''HVJl1. 

291 Ibid. 

292 Bates \I State 433 U.S. 350, 364 (1977); see also Virginia State Bd of Pharmacy v 
Citizens Councillne, 425 U.S. 748, 765 (1976); 94 F.T.C. 1004; Mas-

sactluse'tts Bd. of Registration in 110F. T.C. 549 (1988); American Dental Ass'n, 94 
F.T.C. 403, 405-406 (1979), 100 F.T.C. 448 (1982). 

293 FTC v Indiana Fed'n of Dentists op cit. 
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From the examination of the 

comparati ve advertising. 

policy, Ira!~erntent is U":;\;UI;;U to introduce 

It is SUj2:.I1:e~;ted that the Competition Co:mrrllSSlon should agree on a SLilIlualfU to en-

dorse comparative advertising to prevent the informational effects of comparative 

advertising Such a standard should be published in guide-

in with 79.1 ofthe~OOl!!llil!Q!L~~~. 

self-regulatory system should supervised by Competition Commission, 

to ensure that ASA policy does not go beyond the minimum standard required by 

the proposed guideline. This aims to safeguard that an adequate priority is 

consumer and public interests, that does not possibly 

power. The Competition Commission should also ask the ASA to change 

to 

its 

admin-

structure to ensure consumers are sufficiently represented, and require the 

ASA to make its decisions more transparent. 
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9 Unlawful Competition Law to 
Regulate Comparative Advertising 

9.1 South Africa 

It is function law of unlawful competition to recognise and to protect 

terests involved in N,\T,.,n,~titit\n and to delimit in relation to each other.294 In 

. the majority of cases, the conflicting interests of competitors are, on the one hand 

the to free economic and, on to 

will.295 The major objective of the law of unlawful competition is to weigh these 

divergent interests, which are, ex post facto, a balancing the defendant 

promoted through his act, and that which he 296 
Imlnn~~ea. 

. The of unlawful cOinDletltlOn is delict on the A""'''''U principles 

the lex Aquilia,z97 

ests, is the boni mores 

general principle of South African law,. to weigh-up inter-

and '-'UUI"'''' focuses on the underlying 

pIe in determining the honi mores yardstick, and interest must be considered. 

The boni mores yardstick also considers public and 

consumer un'"""""". or if the doctrinal amlro:ach is to conflicting 

intf:res:ts of competitors. 

9.1.1 General Principles 

lack common law retlerenc(~s ....... _ .. J de<:idt::d the in cases of com-

conflict, to seek assistance and guidance English law, without trying 

. to base 

294 Van HeerdellfN!:eth.lingop cit 4. 

295 Ibid 16. 

296 Ibid 123. 

291 Nec~thlinw'Potgiel:er/'{isser 

298 Van HeerdenINeethling op cit 53. 

principles of the law 298 At a certain 

(1999) 313. 
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point, nn""'''''PT courts started to base their deC:Isu:ms on the general principles of the 

lex Aquilia, with all delict. elements of the Aquilian action needing to to 

find liability. Thus, it a wrongful act or fault, which may 

either by negligence or by intention, causation that must not be too remote, and 

must 

The wrongfulness lies in the infringement a competitor's right to goodwill 

('werfkrag') 301 and Neethling down a solid theo

retical foundation for the development of the law of unlawful competition, when 

they conclusion that unlawful competition is invariably chalI'ac:ten by 

the infringement of a competitor's g~dwilL302 The goodwill is an immaterial

property right, which they tenn the 'reg op • 'the right to drawing 

power or attractive force of an l11"il>rt<oll'in 
303 

adopts the description of goodwill by Lord Macnaghten the 

British case of Commissioners of Inland Revenue v Muller & Co's Margarine Ltd: 

'It is the benefit and advantage of the good name, reputation, and connection of 

a business. It is the attractive force which in custom. It is the one thing 

which distinguishes an old-established business from a new business at its start. 

The goodwill of a business must emanate from a particular centre or source. 

However widely extended or diffused its influence may be, goodwill is worth 

nothing unless it has power of attraction sufficient to customers home to 

the source from which it emanates. Goodwill is composed of a variely of ele

ments. It differs in composition in different trades and in different businesses in 

300 Van op cit 66. 

301 In Alias Organic Fertilizers (Pty) Ltd v Pikkewyn Ghwano (Ply) Ltd 1981 (2) SA 173 (T) 186; 
Dun and Bradstreet (Ply) Ltd v SA Merchants Combined Credit Bureau (Ply) Ltd 1968 (1) 
SA 209 (C) 216; Stelfenoosch Wine Trust Ltd v Oude Meester Group Ltd (3) SA 152 (C) 
161; Stellenbosch Wine Trust Ltd v Oude Meester Group Ltd 1977 (2) SA 221 248; Van Heer-
denINeethHng op cit 117. 

3IJ2 Van op cit 59; See in general Domanski 'The Nature ofthe Right Infringed in 
Cases of Unlawful Competition in South African Law' (1993) SA Mercantile LJ 127. 

303 See in general Van Heerden: Grondslae van die Mededingingdreg (1961). 
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the same trade. One element may be preponderate here and another element 

there. 0304 

An infringement of goodwill is, in itself, insufficient to create liability. The in

fringement of this goodwill must be accompanied by the violation of a legal norm, 

as the objective of competition, particularly of comparative advertising, is to draw 

customers away from a specific competitor, which will naturally infringe on a com

petitor's right to goodwill, but, in itself, cannot be unlawful, as the objective of ad

vertising, and competition in general, is to create a market, and by doing so the 

markets of competitors are often eroded. It is necessary to ascertain the limits of the 

right to goodwill. It was correctly stated in Matthews v Young305 that: 

'In the absence of special legal restrictions a person is without doubt entitled to 

the free exercise of his trade, profession or calling. But he cannot claim an ab

solute right to do so without interference from another. Competition often 

brings about interference in one way or another about which rivals cannot le

gitimately complain. ' 

A crucial question, at this juncture, is how this legal norm should be determined. 

Firstly, the norm of fairness and honesty, in trade and competition, is applied to 

limit the scope of the protection of goodwill. In Stellenbosch Wine Trust Ltd and 

Others v Oude Meester Group Ltcf°6 Diemont J comments: 

'It must be conceded that these phrases, fairness in competition and honesty in 

trade, have an old-fashioned ring about them which may cause the cynic in 

business to smile, but it is right that the courts should have regard to and em

phasise these virtues. Moreover the phrases are somewhat elastic, as difficult to 

apply in some cases as the concept of the reasonable man is difficult to apply. 

Nevertheless, if our law is to develop and is to offer the commercial man pro

tectionfrom unlawful competition in his business, the courts will not disregard 

the words fairness and honesty. ,307 

304 [1901] AC 217 (HL) 223-4. 

30S 1922 AD 492507; last sentence added by Van HeerdenINeethling: op cit 119. 

306 1977 (2) SA 221 (C). 

307 1977 (2) SA 221247. 
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9.1.2 Boni Mores PrincipJe 

nnr",,,{'h is subject to criticism, Van Dijkhorst J and hon-

estyas for wrongfulness in the decision Organic Fertiliz-

ers (Pty) Ltd v Pikkewyn Ghwano (Ply) Ltd, 308 where he stated: 

'/ have come to the conclusion that the norm to be applied is the one 

of puhlic policy. This is the general sense of justice of the the boni 

mores, manifested in the public opinion. In determining this norm 

in a particular case, the interest of the competing parties have to be weighed. 

bearing in mind also the interest of society. the 

not exist in vacuo. the morals of the market 

weal. As this norm can

the business ethics of that 

section of the cO~l1mlmil'v where the norm is to be applied, are of major impor. 

lance in its determination .• 309 

Since Atlas Organic Fertilizers (Ply) Ltd v Pikkewyn Ghwano (Pty) the limits 

to the goodwill have ascertained as the bani mores, or the 

general sense of justice the community. The court said that the sense of justice 

must be interpreted as the community's legal policy e.g. the 

ture and the court. The court that various are of relp.v:~nc~p. 

mining the boni mores. The courts should regard (i) protection already afforded 

by and by remedies as off' ii) the of the 

market and especially that section community where the norm is to be 

applied. In regard (iii) importance a 

competition the system.311 it is stated (iv) the ques-

tion whether the parties concerned are competitors, is of importance. This ap-

proach was adopted cases,312 and finally by the • 1 ................. <'" 

Division in Schultz v Butt.313 

308 1981 SA 173 (T). 
309 1981 (2) SA 173186-187. 

310 Supra. 

311 Lorimor Productions Inc \I Sterling Clothing Manufacturers (Pty) Ltd 1981 SA 1129 1153. 

m Lorimar Productions Inc \I Sterling Clothing Manufacturers supra. 

III 1986 (3) SA 667 (A). 
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9.1.3 Policy Considerations 

general boni mores criteria provide ajudge with a mandate to in each 

case, which interests are worthy of legal and what the extent of such 

tection should be.314 The doctrinal approach with the boni mores concept is flexible 

..... "' .. 8,<> to to social and or to de

velopments in culture and technology.315 This leads to the conclusion that the deter-

mination of wrongfulness, on the boni mores is, in a 

policy in mstances a clearly recognisable activity is 

Van J in Poyen Components SA v Bovic stated in regard: 

'However esoteric it may sound, it is, in my lliew, the general considerations 

equity, reasonableness, good faith and public policy which underlie the 

value judgement ~nn·,,'~<"1 Court when it is called upon to establish whether 

or not a has in unfair 01' competition. These con

siderations are all relevant to what Chief Justice Corbett refers to as 'policy 

decisions '.n Such decisions must be made when circumstances demand it, since 

are essential for maintaining the vibrant dynamism 

legal system . • J18 

growing, living 

And, on the question, of whether 

n ..... "., .... will not create 

policy considerations in the law unlawful 

Van J answered: 

'Potential legal un(~ert.ainjfv and the traditional judicial reluctance to indulge in 

any form the cotnmirmi,ty desire and to 

see justice . done. If policy considerations are with the necessary 

insight and restraint, must have an eminently salutary on legal de-

veloplne"t, on the one hand, and on the a/justice, on the other .• 319 

314 Van He,~rdlenljNe(~thl.mg op cit 127 

liS Ibid. 

316 Ibid. 

317 1994 (2) SA 464 (W). 

318 1994 (2) SA 464 474 - 476. 

319 Ibid. 
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O. H. Dean, who was one first to legally "rlrl,. ... "" the issue of cQmparative 

un1certallt1ty on how to 

the producer's U£Jr'f1UIll or does one the question: 'Does one 

consumer by providing with the opportunity given greater informa-
,320 question 'H~;Ull:5U'" that the issue of comparative advertising aelPeIlas 

on policy considerations to determine which interests should be decisive. 

It exemplifies that j\; ... ll ..... :u boni mores COIlcelPt is too vague 

can not, in itself, provide a rational yardstick for delimitation of the to 

the area corltlu~Unll.!; 111lteflests 321 For reason, courts ('1P1IJPI,'W'''''('1 a 

to in a nr,,,n£\rt, balancing 

9.1.4 Competition Principle 

it would the principle was recogIlIS(:a with the 

situation of comparative ,,,,,,"' .... ,,, in mind. Called 'competition principle',322 

is based on asslumIPt1c~n that the the crucial legal norm 

must with retierelt1Ce to this Ill,"II.II,,,,.323 It is of primary irn'nn,-t"." .. ". 

to that there is a strong between public competition policy and law 

of unlawful competition,324 the competitive 

.m, ... nT1to:tn.'p in deternnining this legal norm. 

nec:essarv to prevent the eXt)10lltatltOn of the public 

naiUOlnal economy.32S 

320 Ibid. 

321 Van HeerdenINeethling op cit 127. 

m Ibid 128, Van der Westhuizen v Scholtz 1992 (4) SA 886 (0). 

32l Ibid 117. 

of comparisons are 

that COlnpleutlon is 

to nr ..... mnh" the growth 

324 Van HeerdenlNeethling op cit 13; see in general Brooks: 'Unfair Competition and the Mainte
nance and Promotion of Competition Act 1979' in Neethling J( ed) Onregmatige Meded
inginglUnfaw/ul Competition (1990) 125. 

m De Jager/Smith op cit 25; Taylor and Horne (Pty) Ltd v Dentall (Pty) Ltd 1991 (1) SA (412) (A) 
421 422 the court stated: 'It has often been said that competition is the life blood of commerce. It 
is that availability of the same, or products from more than one source that results in the 
public a reasonable therefore.' 
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Van Dijkhorst J in Atlas Organic Fertilizers (Pty) Ltd v Pikkewyn (Pty) 

Ltd'26 'the of a free system competition', 

Page J Silver Crystal Trading (Pty) Ltd v Namibia Diamond Corporation (Ply) 

Ltd,m is "U\'''''''''', when that: 

'It is not 1'<tU."'UTl of the courts to healthy competition which, in a free 

enterprise can only redound to the benefit 

Van Dijkhorst J also adopts a competitive approach the ell"KnOWn Dallas 

'Onemusl bear in mind that commercial enterprise tI",>"",,>.< and that, 

when competition becomes keen. competitors new and more 

attractive methods of presenting their to the public. Consequent upon the 

new and altered methods of advertising a change may have taken in the 

attitude community to new and altered standards Af ,~~.,A"A' which have 

delve/,)ned These new and altered standards must be aC(:eDted the 

courts once it is apparent that have been ac(~epfedby the co~nmj~nlly. 0330 

He went on: 

The blatant copying of words and characters made popular by Lorimar may 

shock the sense affair play members community. but is it that the 

courts can declare it contra bonos mores? Would undue restriction upon imita

tion not unduly inhibit a free market and the advertising necessary to 

about full and adequate competition . .331 

In terms of this principle, competitors who the best and performance 

the DooreSt must be victorious in competitive 332 while who 

326 

321 1983 SA 884 (D) 88B. 

32& Ibid. 

329 Lorimar Productions Inc v Clothing Manufacturers (Ply) Ltd; Lorimor Productions Inc v 
.LUI' ,,,,,., I"ro'fuc.ttol~s Inc v Dallas Restaurant supra 1154. OK Hyperama 

330 Ibid. 

331 Ibid. 

332 Van HeerdenINeethling op cit 127; NeethlimvP()tgiieterN'issl~r op cit 300. 
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defeat?33 Van LX..,.., ..... ..,.. to the con-

sumer as a in the market, who ultimately ae(~la(~S which competitor's 

performance is state that: 

The 

'It is clear that advertisemenl competition is merely a form of performance 

merit competition, since its purpose is to direct the attention of potential cus

fomers to the performance and to persuade them of its merits or excellence.33S It 

therefore enables the customer to make a proper comparison of the advertised 

net'mrrna,nee and other similar performances: it stands to reason that he can 

only make such a comparison if he is acquainted with all the competing per

f()rmn,ne~'.~, ,)36 

principle' was expressly applied in Van dey 

.;)cnuuz m J held 

sumer must 

the con

in the determination of wr~Onf!:tulnes:s. The judgment ex-

emplifies the policy consideration of attaching more weight to the 

nt",,.,,.,,'t,,, in and to in healthy advertising 

competition. 

The case advertising by certain ph!lmlaC,ists it was alleged, contra

M~[!lliinB~Qill~Ul:~~!!!!l~u.;~m, The court refused to accept 

that the 

~~!!§.!l!!K.!:::&~, and especially the 

discounts on ..... ",,,,,,,., .... tuu", medicines to the public, is not 

U ~ 

competition, and found 

phllmlaCllsts advertising 

contra bonos mores as 

tion ......... 1'" .... It prevents the competitor, who the fairest performance, 

""'",,"',,,...\« victory in the competitive 338 Furthermore, Hattingh J ,held 

333 Van HeerdenINeethling op cit 127. 

334 Ibid 133. 

335 Ibid 134. 

336 Ibid. 

337 1992 (4) SA 886 

338 At 874. 
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that the prohibition is also in conflict with the principle of competition and 

trade, as healthy· in the public int,,,,,.,,.,,t 339 

Kelene:n J followed this approach In Co v Dakarno Co-operative Van 

Ltd.,340 found that, as as "V1:'UU'v~ is actuated by advancement of 

advertisers' own ec()nClmIC interests, it is a motive for and cannot 

to the detriment competitor.34I 

As long as a competitor has a competitive aa,'antage, an interest in 

tively to the public, as as the is in the consum-

ers' interest, principle' mandates that these should 

9.2 Germany 

Germany is exceptional in its of public consumer 

ests when determining the wrongfulness of a competitive act.342 In the National So-

the courts interest of the and the at 

large, However, concrete mterests and problems of the consumer were not 

out from O'''''IClpr~1 C,)nSlae!ratlons of nat.lon;al interest. This is HU""tH'''''U by the 

activities 

view aU 

r"rl""",,,., Board, an administrative body founded in 1933 to re-

to pulblic:ation: the Board maintained such 

over all advertising that dissemination of infonnation to the consumer was 

held that /"{un1"l~lrntIV" advertis-prevented.343 the 1930s, the Kelcns£erlC 

was a violation of the geller;iu clause, even when information provided was 

339 Ibid; see in for the Gennan law Wenzel: 'Wett~lewlerh!;liIl13enml'l~n und Infonnationsinte-
resse' (1968) GR 626. 

340 1997 (2) SA 725 (C); see also Payen Components SA Lid v Bovic Gaskels CC 19942 SA 464 
474; Aetiology Today CC I/o Somerset Scho()ls v Van 1992 (I) SA 807 819 

where the court referred to the lawfulness of competition on 

341 1997 (2) SA 725 

342 Roth NJW89 1467 1410, 

343 ."IS""'!!!,1;;! Grenzen derwirtschoftlichen Werbung(1967) 12 16. Perhaps the example of 
this strict regulation was the policy of prohibiting all types of (:orrlpal'atj'fe advertis-
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true.344 This changed after World War II with the addition of section 13 to the law 

unlawful competition which the right un-

der sections 3 and 1 of the to specified consumer organisations. Since then, 

the of the consumer and public have been explicitly aU 

sions, and the German Bundesgerichtshof has enlarged the number of exceptions to 

the prohibition of comparative advertising. The underlying is 

that additional commercial information serves consumers' interests, which is a cru-

comparative ad1verttS(~mlents.34S 

The is based on the recognition of the link. between public competition law 

and the law of unlawful competition.346 Therefore. the German concept is 

based on the assumption that it is imperative to consider the competitive effects of 

conduct in the weighing-up of involved intlere.sts. As, it is submitted, the transpar-

ency of a market is a prerequisite for effective competition, the additional informa

tion from advertising is a criterion in the 

determination of wrongfulness in German law.347 The German law therefore adopts 

a position that the law of unlawful inter alia protects the individual and 

consumers' interest in information, and public interest in market transparency. 

9.3 Conclusion 

The examination of South 

systems are flexible and 

and German sources illustrates that both 

into account intere:sts other than of the conlpel1-

tors, namely public and consumer interests. Both use an open approach, 

and the a policy as to which interests 

should be and receive priority. The German approach shows that consumer 

344 The first decision of the Reichsgericht against comparative advertising appeared to be based on 
the that it would mislead the public. Judgement of March 1, 1927, 116 RGZ 227. 

346 Ibid. 

347 Ibid. 

'V~:rglleictlemle Werbung nnd Markttransparenz' op cit 296. 
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infonnation and enhanced market transparency is an important argument in sup

the legality of comparative "'r1"~rt'''' 

From this examination of the South African authorities, it is concluded that, in the 

the 'competition principle', as ill Van der Wo'.,tI,·",",,,,., V Scho!tz,348 con-

sumer and public interests in 'n1","1"f1"''''t .... ,., and competition will receive 

priority over the competitor's interest in Dr()tec;ttrUI his goodwill, outside of 

illegal activity. This T'lt'1'nl'11'1IP serves to nt'P.VP1C1T informational ef-

feet of comparative advertising from curtailment or elimination by rules that place 

more ..... ul', ... "." on the prclte(;tlon of reference brand co:mp!etltors.349 

348 Supra. 

349 We will see later that the ASA policy reflects a goodwill-orientated weighting being 
detrimental to the 'competition principle" 
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10 Comparative Advertising and Trade Mark Law 

10.1 South Africa 

Following on the examination of instrumental mechanisms, the author analyses 

how structural or doctrinal shortcomings affect the regulation of comparative 

tising in South Africa, and how South Africa's different mechanisms approach 

comparative advertising. 

This Chapter starts by enquiring how the South African trade mark law copes with 

direct comparative advertising. The main about comparative advertising 

and trade mark law focuses on 'use' in the trade mark sense of the word. South Af-

trade mark law adopts an substantially more to 

the protection of the distinguishing function of a trade mark, and the current 

~~::!...!..=~~covers the form of trade mark intrln,gernelltthat occurs the case 

10.1.1 Section 34 Trade Marks Act of 1993 

The leading case is Abbott Laboratories and Others v UAP Crop Care (Ply) Lid 

and Others,.350 In case the applicant was proprietor of the re.fJ~lstereC1 

mark 'Promalin', and the respondents were the distributors of 'Pedan' products in 

South Africa. 'Promalin' are competing products used in the 

aDl)le··fillrmllna sector. The respondent produced a brochure in which 'Perlan' and 

'Promalin' were compared, and indicated that 'Perlan' was the better product It 

was stated that: 'In trials Perlan has never been outperformed by Promalin,.351 The 

applicants sought an interdict of the 'Pro

malin' trade mark in terms of section 34(1 )(a). 

350 1999 (3) SA 624 (F). 

lSI At 628 (C). 
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The respondents on that they made it clear that <Abbott' and 

'Promalin' were the registered trade mark of applicant, and that the mark had 

with to goods to which This <U~""ll"'ll' 

was based on a principle established under the ~=~=~=>.....:.;~ that the use, 

with ret,erence to genuine goods, could never amount to a 

ment.352 

mark 

Cleaver J did not accept this argument as the facts in this case were different, and 

case was oecaoe:a which the 

'badge of origin' function but not the distinguishing function of the trade mark was 

nr,.,h'l'tp·,rt 353 Cleaver J found that to ;)u .... w"' .... in "'''14'''U'''ll1''~ an 

right under section 34(l)(a) an applicant mast establish the following in ''"'''I''''''' 

the trade mark ref;!:istc~re~j: 

(a) use is unauthorised; 

(b) use is in the course 

a 

(c) use is '''U~'''u'U to the goods or services the marks 

are re~:istlered, 

(d) use of the • "1'.'''''''' mark or a so res:errlOlllniZ it, is 

likely to deceive or cause confusion.354 

In case (d) was and Cl caver J supported the position that 

34(l)(a) encompasses comparative advertising, and that: 

'Section 34(/)(0) of the J 993 Act ett,?clillelv incorporates all the provisions of s 

44(1)(a) and (b) of the 1963 Act, but ilshould be noted that there is no longer 

r .. f,~r"j""'" to the 'use of a mark as a trade mark' and 'otherwise than a trade 

352 This was set out in Protective Mining & IndllStrial Equipment Systems (Pty) Ltd (far-
merly (Pty) v Audialens (CapeJ(Pty) Ltd 1987 (2) SA 961 (A). Grosskopf JA 
' ... I have no doubt that, in view of the historical background, the intention of the legislature was that 
the 'use as a trade mark' in s 44(1 )(a) oflhe Act should be interpreted to exclude use in 
respect of so-called This means that in a case like the present, the seller of goods is 
not infringing the manufacturer's trade mark for thesirnple reason that the seller's conduct is not 
covered by s 44(1 )(0). The lawfulness ofthe seller's conduct consequently does not depend on any 
implied authority by the trade mark proprietor as on behalf of the appellant.' 992 B-C. 

m Abbott Laboratories and Others v UAP Crop Care (PIj:) Ltd and Others 634 (E). 

354 AI 636 
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.... » 

mark' and. most importantly, the 1993 Act contains no provision in s 34(I)(a) 

that the use of the offending mark must 'he likely to cause injury or prejudice '. 

It seems clear from the aforegoing that s 34(1)(a) afthe 1993 Act has greatly 

increased the ambit of trade mark infringement . • )SS 

on the argument Jacob J, in the case British 

Sugar pic v James Robertson & Son Ltd,356 concluded that comparative advertising 

is J to follow of two 

nificant differences between the British and the South African current trade mark 

law.351 Firstly, the in "",'Tt ....... 1 0(6), a special 

provision explicitly permitting comparative advertising and secondly, the British 

~""""'""""""'"""''''-!..=''''-'-'''''-'' implemented the !lli~~ which that the function of 

'In particular to guarantee the trade mark as an indication a/ori

gin '. Cleaver J thus found that 

'the point of departure for interpreting the South African "'-'-"""-"~~~'-"-'.t. 

is accordingly not the same as that for interpreting the British 
,)58 

Ron Wheeldon criticises this conclusion: 

'This judgment, in stating that the UK law can no longer be used as a compass 

to the interpretation of ours, serves only to multiply those uncertainties and, in 

direct conflict with the Constitution of South Africa, muzzles the right 

dom of commercial speech. It must be incorrect. With South 

from its isolation and rejoining the world as a whole it is diffiCUlt to believe that 

the legislature - while stating its intention to harmonise South African trade 

mark law in accordance with the EC Directive actually sets about taking 

lSS At 63 I (8); Cleaver J referred to Dean 'Intellectual Property and Comparative Advertising' 
(1996) op cit 28; Job 'The Infringement of Trade Mark Right' in Visser (00) The New Law of 
Trade Marks op cit : Woker 'Comparative Advertising - A in Attitude' op 
cit 239. 

JS6 [1996] RPC 281. 

m Abbott Laboratories and Others v UAP Crop Care (Ply) LId and Others 635 (A-I). 

m Abbott Laboratories and Others v UAP Care (Pry) Ltd and Others 635 (C). 
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South Africa, for 

most important 

time in her post 1820 history, out 

nl1r'tm".r,~ ,359 

· '"' v 

with her 

However, Cleaver J use ofthe applicants' mark had met all the 

above requirements, and ""r·n .. ,rr .... ,,,,r. that comparative !li1'llPrt'''''no within 

purview of section 34(1)(a) of the ~~~~~~!LL~,360 judgment was re-

cently confirmed by Dijkhorst J Abdulhay M Mayet Group (Pty) v. 

Rennassa Insurance Co Limited and another.361 

10.2 Conclusion 

To summarise, Cleaver J emphasises the different ways of interpreting 'use ofa 

mark'. The African ..=.:='--"'-'=-"""-''''''''-''''--'''-'::.::.::::. protection 

to distinguishing function of a trade 

AU,"" .. " .... " the 'use of a mark to mOlcalte origin', but also the 'use of a mark to 

tinguish mark related • and comparative advertising there-

fore 

shortcomings 

34(1)(0). This approach is in line with on 

South African trade legislation as an instrumental mecha-

to comparative 

However, comparative advertisements must not use identical trade marks for refer-

ence, as will often on a play on or innuendo. Where this is 

the case, and 'use of the trade mark is not relation to identIcal goods, but in re-

359 Wheeldon' Is our trade mark law now out 

Laboratories and Others v UAP 

361 1999 (4) SA 1039 (T). 

with the EC?' op cit 26. 

Care (Pry) Ltd and Others 637 (D). 
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to similar goods, secltlOn 34(1)(b) comes into play,362 and reference con-

stitutes an infringement in terms of section 34(I)(b) under similar COllsllcteraWlms as 

for 34(1)(0).363 

362 WebsterJPage op cit give the following example: 'CHEAP soap, it is the OMO of soaps'. 

363 See in detail WebsterlPage op cit 21-38. 
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11 Comparative Advertising 
and The Law of Unlawful 

This Chapter LV,",U''',,,, on Ulhpth.",,. c()mJ)ar<lU 

light of unlawful competition laws. 

11.1 South Africa 

is per se in 

The advancement of a competitor's interest in am~ntllOn to his goods or 

services via comparative "/1",,1'1',,, must 

pie'. Under this principle, comparative advertising must be considered, per se, as 

being lawful, irrespective of an re

ferred to and their interest in un'" .. "" 

However, South Africa's strong reliance on mark law 

means one has difficulty in finding previous law cases de~llllllg 

advertising and unlawful competition law. Post Ne'WSl1ap,ers 

Printing and Publishing Co LtJ64 was decided in favour comparative $Ir1'JPrltN_ 

ing, but, at the time, the law of unlawful competition was not 

then, the interpretation of the law has changed to an extent 

been overtaken by subsequent events and decisions?65 

Therefore, this dissertation presents ''''~50''''''U'V'''' by ""nn,,,,, ...... :<Jv.", 

the South Mrican law unlawful competition should the ... r,\hl,",WI 

of these authors, have as yet, followed 

proaches are examined in the light of this principle. 

364 1970 (1) SA 454 (W). 

365 Van Heerden/Neethling op cit 303. 
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H.1.1 O. H. Dean's Approach 

After 'beat the bendz' advertising became a contro· 

versial issue. O. H. Dean was, in 1990, one of the first legal authors to "'1""' .... >~ 

crucial at that was, whether the principles 

the law of unlawful competition per se disallow comparative advertising7 Dean 

suggested that the crucial to bani mores, it came to 

comparative advertising, should be the Code of the He based his on 

the that the ASA Code, at that precluded comparative advertising in its 

l'>"'ll"'l"U forms, 

'It is submitted that both the ethical standards of the advertising and marketing 

community and the interpretation of the bani mores in Ihe field of marketing of 

by the and the courts have determined that the gen-

eral forms of comparative advertising constitute misconduct on a part of an ad

vertiser. That so, in comparative advertising is contra bonos 

moras and, provided that abovementioned conditions for the delict 

are met, constitutes unlawful competition under common law .• 366 

ac(;Or,ctUllg to comparative is per se The 

its current version liberalises its attitude towards comparative advertising, the 

" ... ' ..... m 7 the now states that 'advertisements in which factual com-

parisons are made between nrfln11'rl.'i: and/or services are permitted. '367 

One could, therefore, argue that in terms approach, comparative !:IrnJPrt1(,_ 

ing must now lawful. Nevertheless, Dean concluded that ,"VJlUpaU;"u 

rentlalllS unlawful in Africa. He to 

'Although the ASA Code is somewhat neR,'atilJe to the whole question 

parative the current version of the Code takes a somewhat 'more 

benign view of the malter than the earlier version . • l6lI 

366 Dean 'CClmTllamtive Advertising as Unlawful Competition' op cit 47. 

367 Introduction of section 7 of the 

368 Dean 'Intellectual and Co:mp:aral:ive Advertising' op cit 28. 
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based bis "'V'H"',"'~'" on the ...... ,va •• " prohibition of comparative adver-

in the as it would be 'incongruous that these two ex-

un,'"""'",,,' of principle should appear to be moving in opposite ,369 To 

principles, 

'Given the very tentative and sanction of comparative advertising in 

the ASA Code in contrast to the unequivocal and unconditional prohibition of 

comparative in the Trade Marks Act. 1993. it is submitted that as a 

general the boni mores are adverse to the practice of comparative 

advertising and that there is a strong risk that comparative will be 

found to be contra bonos mores and could thl"rl'?t.i>re give rise to a claim 

unJ.'lwt,ul c,omJ7etition on the part host product, .370 

ac(;or,clmllI to the to determine wrongfulness in 

the case of comparative advertising, supported by the prohibition in the Trade 

to the conclusion a reference to a COlmpetl1tor in the 

case comparative VP'TI~llnuisperse ro 

not even refer to a ''''iE,''''''' trade mark are unlawful. 

11.1.1.1 Examination of Dean's Approach 

the Code cannot project's perspe:cWve 

mores, as it is entirely deltennirled the 

reference 

""",,,err'll codes are 

associations tend to dampen competition.371 

boni 

and 

\"VIl!UI.l\"t go beyond statutory and common requirements.312 In vU"IJI'v' 

8 it is noted that the law unlawful competition also protects public and consumer 

that, in case 

aligned with industry intierel!lts.373 

369 Ibid. 

310 Ibid. 

l71 Hru1l1e:wvnfllilarton op cit 16. 

311 Rntltl .. ,,,,,n 

comparati ve these mt,erests are not 

6. 

m Woker Adl,ertisif1!t7 Law op cit 18j KlVll1p,llVn Global Perspectives on Advertising Self Regulation 
(1992) 14. 
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It has also been noted that the common law of unlawful competition and the trade 

mark law serve different purposes. The Trade Marks Act. 1993 disallows direct 

comparative advertising, but does not forbid implied comparisons. The author 

therefore cannot see any reason why these two expressions of principle have to be 

aligned, as suggested by Dean. The Trade Marks Act, 1993 aims exclusively at the 

protection of the proprietor of a trade mark, while the law of unlawful competition 

must also regard consumer interest and, as emphasised by Van Dijkhorst J, must 

take regard of the importance of a free market and strong competition.374 

It is important to note that, in Barclays Bank pic v ABS Advanta,375 Laddie J re

jected the suggestion that the courts should look to statutory or industry agreed 

codes of conduct to determine whether advertising was honest. 

It clearly cannot be the law for interested industries to determine how far the stan

dards are to extend.376 Dean's approach is not only incorrect it also highlights a 

shortcoming in the South African law of unlawful competition. Reference to the 

business ethics of the community for the determination of the boni mores, was 

based on the assumption of a convergence of interests between consumers and 

competitors.377 The public and consumers are thought to be indirectly protected by 

maintaining high standards of market morals. This approach can only be satisfac

tory as long as the interests of the competitor and the consumer are not ih conflict. 

If the business ethics of the community are indicative of the boni mores in the case 

of comparative advertising, consumer and public interests are insufficiently consid

ered. It would appear that Dean recognises the shortcoming of his approach. At the 

end of the article he raises the question: 'Does one protect the host producer's 

374 Atlas Organic Fertilizers (Ply) Ltd v Pikkewyn Ghwano (Ply) Ltd supra. 

375 [1996] RPC 307. 

376 Cornish 'Unfair Competition and the Consumer in England' (1974) ILe 87. 

317 Ibid 89. 
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goodwill or does one benefit the consumer by providing him with the opportunity of 

being given a"'~'nU>r information? .378 

There are strong indications that Dean's approach to comparative advertising can~ 

not be the law in a final conclusion, it is to ana-

lyse the general approach CmIDtl1es like the United Kingdom and uernlJ:my 

the issue. 

11.2 United Kingdom 

The United Kingdom not a distinct branch of unfair competition 

on 

379 

In the UK unfair COI1:lpetth<m is split into some recognisable legal actions 

('torts'), developed under "'''''''''''11' theories. These include actions for u ..... ".'''' ..... 

'. faisehood,38o actions for and actions for injurious falsehood or 

and slande~&2 or defamation. Consequently, comparative advertising can 

prohibited if it one branches of 

law.383 

11.3 Germany 

Germany relies on advertising 

leading advertising and .. V.HI'· .... 

unlauteren Wettbewerb (UWG). 

comparative advertising, 

318 Ibid. 

authorises private litigation to 

through the =~~=~~ 

most important provision for the regulation 

319 Ohly 'Die vergleichende Werbung im britischen Recht' (1993) GR Int 730 731. 

380 The case Vodafone Group PIc v Personal Communications Services Ltd was based on an 
action for malicious falsehood and intinn!~errlent ofits trade mark Vodafone. 

FSR 8 C.A. Mar. 19,1993), available via LEXIS 

382 Ohly 'Die vergleichende Werbung im britischen Recht' op cit 731; UlmerlWesterholf Das Recht 
des unlauteren Wettbewerbs in den der Europaeischen Wirtschajisgemeinschaji, 
Vereilligtes Koenigreich von Grossbrilannien und NOl'dirland (1981), 

383 The dissertation will analyse these different torts in Chapter 12. 
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Any person who, in the course of business purpos.f!S of competition, 

commits acts contrary to honest practices, may be enjoined from continuing 

such acts and held for damages. 

term German unlawful COlnD!~tltllon law, a 

term which connotes the honest or moral practices of businessmen. It is considered 

an restriction like the South African boni mores concept 

have developed an extensive case law while 'honest practi(:es' 

precedents are applied a manner reminiscent of common law practice. Under the 

UW G are a number of categories umbrella of secltlOn 

similar to forms of unlawful competition South Africa.384 

11.3.1 Section 1 Of The UWG 

prac-

Unfair comparative advertising previously constituted a particular cat:egc:>ry under 

.... ",.IV'A! 1 of the the courts a restrictive regime compara-

tive of the Even superiority like 

'probably the best in the world' were banned in Germany,386 the headline 

'We offer more' in a newspaper advertisement was held unlawful on 

grounds that r"~lfI .. ,"" would relate this to two competitors. 

In Hellegolcf87 
U"' .... ,HU~IU of 1931, the ReJlchlsgencllt held that comparative 

tising would normally be contrary to honest business practices. The decision was 

on two arguments. Firstly, no trader need as a competitor's pro-

motional tooL nobody his own case. 

In Dse:auem ...... , •• , .. v .. ,'", the court reciogruse~a four ex<:eplt1OIlS to rule: 

384 BaumbachlHefermehl op cit § I 562; Preisvergleich RG GR 27, 486; HellegoldRG GR 31, 
1299; Konfektionsware RG GR 473, Lindes Verkaufthelfer RG GR 39 982 986; Kondensablei-
ler RG GR 40 50 53; l'or.dertmlaflenRG GR 42 364. 

lS5 On con1nalrati1Je 3<lvertlsllll!: in German law before the Directive see generally - Die kriti-
sierende vergleichende (1991); BaumbachIHefermehl: op cit § 1 para 

386 Beller op cit 933. 

387 RG GR 31 1299. 
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I 

• they referred to difi:erelrlt mlemoos 

manufacture or of distribution to 

products ('Systemvergleich ,).388 

Secondly, comparative was considered if it was the only 

way to inform consumers a technological advance (,Fortschrittsver-
389 

Thirdly, a trader was allowed to answer when a customer explicitly asked 

for a comparison 390 

Fourthly, comparative advertising was pennitted in 

(' Abwehrvergleich '). 

case of self-defence 

1961 the law had reached stage where comparative advertising was not con-

if the 

did not 

a reasonable cause and if the 

of what was necessary to reach this aim.391 

both the HUltlde$g(~rICl1tsl1Ot and the courts "'I-'IJll"'U the reasonable 

cause exception in a rather ",,,,C!I?,,·tu,,,. way, so that comparisons were still, prima fa-

regarded as unfair until The Bundesgerichtshof distinguishes between 

claims ('differentiative comparative advertising'), claims of equivalence 

comparative and personal (such as 'A is 

while B is a 

'comparati ve advertising' to 

ments were categorised as cases 

Hund1esg;erichtsh()f restricted the tenn 

comparative "t1'J",rt,,,,,,_ 

unfair aO'vaIllrag!e a competitor's good-

388 Droste 'Das Verbot der bez;ugrlellrnen<len Werbung und ihre Ausnahmefalle' (1951) GR 140 142. 

389 BnJ'lni?rrri?riitBOH GR 58 343 344. 

390 Buc'hge-mel'nsc,/taji RO MuW 1927/28 Backhilfsmiuel BOH GR 67 308310. 

391 Tauchkiihler BOH GR 70 422 
Preisvergleich BOH GR 89688689. 

Vm·.~t1tz-relll/erf"1"~ BOH GR 86 618 Generikum-

392 Peschel: Die anlehnende vercf!/ei'chende Werbung im deutschen 
113 123. 

393 Bioaquivalenz-WerbungBGHZ 107136138. 

107 
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will 

tion, 

a "ot"''''" .... , that is 

as 'misappropriation 

to the fonn competi-

advertising value' .394 

Whereas cutter'en1tlatlve comparisons were sometimes considered associative 

COrnpalrISI)nS were usually prohibited.395 Bundesgerichtshof regarded aU at-

tempts to eXltHO'It a competitor's reputation critically. The court therefore disal-

lowed to all()lD<~r mark or nr<1jaUl~t even these 

have provided consumers necessary mtl[}mlatlon. 

The Bioiiquivalenz-Werbunl96 
Uv"''''''vu is remarkable in this was con

cerned with claims of therapeutic drug advertisements. Although the 

generic in question could be freely distributed because patent protection for 

the brand prClducts had elapsed, claims 

Ch(~mlcal''''''''''''''''''as an unfair eX)'iolltatlon of the brand "" .. , ......... " u<1' ......... 'vu.
397 

11.3.2 The Implementation of The .... '~"'rll .. ' .. on Comparative 

The wide assortment of rules on advertising in countries 

created a a unifonn proposal on comparative advertising, to align policies 

within the Community. For or disparaging one 

finds nearly unanimous condemnation in the European Union.398 liberation of 

been discussed Euro-

pean for some 15 years.399 believed that argu-

ments (!",. ..... n,rTl free-flow of consumer information and lower barriers to 

market entry must be balanced of deceptive or mllHealdlDlg ad·. 

vertising. In 1976 the Commission presented a 

394 BaumbachIHefermehl: op cit § I para 541 ff. 

395 Peschel: op cit 129. 

396 BOHZ 107 136139. 

397 Peschel op cit 129. 

398 Ibid. 

399 See in Henning-Bodewig Das Recht der wel'bur,,,, in Europa (1995). 
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tive on Misleading and Unfair Advertising400 that contained, inter alia, a provision 

on comparative advertising.401 However, in subsequent years it became clear that 

no agreement could be reached on the question of unfair advertising. After several 

years of discussion, the European Commission finally agreed to liberalise their 

rules on the issue.402 The rejection of the draft and subsequent negotiations led to 

the presentation of a further draft Directive in 1991, which was finally adopted in 

1997. 

The new Directive has been in operation since March 2000, and courts in Europe 

are already considering the Directive's impact in their decisions.403 

In February 1998, while there was still considerable debate, about the liberalisation 

of comparative advertising, on the Directive and on means for implementation,404 

the Bundesgerichtshof handed down a surprising decision. This judgment Test

preis-Angebot ('test price ojfer,)405 marked a complete turnaround to its previous 

. jurisprudence on comparative advertising.406 The Bundesgerichtshof used the first 

case it had to decide after the Directive came into force, to announce that it would 

apply the Directive immediately, even before the legislature had acted. The court 

pointed out that after the end of the implementation period it would be obliged by 

general principles of the European Community law to construe section I of the 

UWG in the light of the Directive. Before this date there was no such obligation, 

but, while no specific statutory provision to the contrary existed it was better to in

terpret section 1 of the UWG in conformity with European law, rather than continue 

with cases in conflict with the Directive. 

400 OJ 1978 C 70/4. 

401 Ibid, article 4. 

402 'Comparative advertising: Red in tooth and claw' op cit 79. 

403 Preisvergleichsliste II BGH GR 99 69; Vergleichen Sie GR In! 99 453; McDonald's Burger King 
OlG Miinchen NJW-RR 99 1423. 

404 Henning-Bodewig 'Vergleichende Werbung - Liberalisierung des deutschen Rechts?' (1999) GR 
1m 385394. 

405 BGH GR 98 824. 

406 NN 'Reklame gewinnt mehr Spielraum' (1998) 
http://www.welt.de/archiv/1998/05/25/0525wi07.htm. 
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The case itself involved an advertisement by a distributor of racquets 

cOlmpare:d two of While recommending racquets .... 1.:1''' .. .-

uted by the defendant, the advertisement to the production method by 

his by saying: 'We do not to cheap COlnD(::>Sllre rackets 

(graphite fibre A07 The i::SUltlae:sgtmCmSDOl aecaae:a that this advertisement 

within the of the as it competitors that 

and sold racquets. the fact that court cornpl,etel 

changed its jurisprudence on comparative advertising, by finding that form of 

aQ\'ertISlI1U! was not per se unlawful, it that the advertisement in question was 

not under 3a, as the statement the of composite 

racquets was a denigration within the meaning of article 3a(I)(e) of the T\i.·p,.,.ti",,, 

Unfortunately, court did not on of the =-"=.......,."'. 

sequent decisions adopted this approach 

, applied.408 

emphasise that the ~~~ 

In the case Sie, 409 

mid-selling system. The defendant sent 

claiming that the products sold by 

through a pyra

to potential sales representatives, 

................. were high-quality jewel-

lery, and inviting recipients of these letters to compare the jewellery sold by 

oeltenowlt with ..... '''I",..t'' offered the a competitor. 

Bundesgerichtshof considered this letter de-

fendant cornpaired 'goods meeting the same needs or intended for the same pur-

pose' as required article 3a(1)(b). The was also verifiable 

everyone who reCIE:lVe:o the had the opportunity to obtain the plaintiff's cata-

logue. Finally. the letter ... "",t""·" denigrated the plaintiff nor took of . 

reputation. 

407 Ibid. 

408 t'retsVE!YJ!/.r:ICIi!slIste J[ BOH GR 99 69; Yer'2feiichfm Sie supra; McDonald's supra. 
409 
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11.3.3 The Implementation Of Section 2 UWG 

tlu.ndl~sgen!chtsl:l()t. with its 1""'5U1',",UL in the Testpreis-Angebot ('test price 

offer'tlD case, had already considered the of the was a de-

bate as to whether it is still UI,;\,;ClSlSl:II 

However, German l"'I5'''''tlUl 

to implement the =="-'-'" 

that it was necessary to 

411 

implemented 2 which has in operation since September 2000. 

The wording of section 2 is very to the article of the Di-

How the of the will be, mainly on an 

interpretation of the restrictive clauses inter alia, the denigration clause 3a{1)(e), 

became 2(2) Nr.S and the exploitation clause which 

became section 2(2) Nr.4 UWG. 

The Goodwill Clauses Of The 

11.3.4.1 Denigration Clause 

Section 2(2) Nr.S which .,.H' ..... ~ .. "" a rpol''''1'I"."," on 'dll;cn:clltm2 or nl'tli01'l'It-

advertising', reads: 

Comparative advertising is contrary 10 honest practices in the sense of section 

J UWG. when the comparison discredits or the trade marks, trade 

names, other dis,tin,rui"~hin!{Y marks of a competitor. 

It is questioned whether prohibition of section 2(2) Nr.S makes any 

sense, in the orthe underlying policy ........ " .... to 

ine that an advertisement will meet the extensive requirements of sec

tion 2(2) Nr'! UWG section 2(2) Nr.2 thereby a cornpe:tttc,r, 

a way which is not aligned with the purpose of 

are similar to those in the of the 

410 Supra. 

requirements 

the com-

411 Henning-Bodewig 'Vergleichende Werbung Liberalisierung des deutschen Rechts?' op cit 394. 
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parison has to or services meeting the same needs or ml;'i:nt:'lea 

the same purpose' to 'objectively compare one or more mr:rrel'IUI 

relevant, "P,'111,(1nJ'P which 

may include price. ' 

It is important to note the courts draw the line between 

crediting' comparative aal"ertlSI~m;ems.412 

One decision which .... v •• " .. ,'''' ........ the denigration clause was that of the Bundes-

gerichtshof in Testpreis-Angebot ('test price ojJer').413 The court su~me:sted that any 

advertisement, which 

tory.414 Such an intpl'T,r ... :t!>h!nn 

to render nugatory 

that a competitor's product is 

denigration clause me:ret,ore 

of liberalising cOIlnparati 

is U,,",JlllF;.'''-

However, recognised, in a subsequent ... "",,,,.Vll, Vel'f!IEUCllfen 

Sie,415 that every differentiative comparative advertisement necessarily claims a ri-

val product is either an quality or overpriced. It that 

the denigration clause only apply when the denigration goes much than nec-

essary to inform consumers.416 this could well lead to a more satlstllct;Jry ap

proach. 

In this interpretation, COllOpara advertising would have to 

denigration is oot 

legal COIlrlpartso:o. 

only a side effect of an ,,1"111"''''111 perfectly 

412 Tilmann op cit 190. 

m Supra. 

it only apply in , .. ,,,.<1 .. ',,u.;) a comptay,lson is 

414 Menke 'Die vergleichende in Deutschland nach der Richtlinie 97/55fEG und der BGH-
Entscheidung Testpreis-Angebot' WRP 98811816. 

m GR In! 99 453 455. 

416 See in general Tilmann op cit 790; Tritell 'Regulation of Misleading and LOmn,araltIVeAdvertis· 
ing by the European (1992) via Westlaw INT·TP Database 797, 
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e;Xl1re,,~s"'d in a manner that is denigrating. though not so ext;,p-P-l'!raled as to make 

the advertisement IOC'KlYirU in objectivity, or misleading. 417 

This will probably case (0 where the language of the advertisement is not 

acceptable,418 (ii) when an acceptable uses that have 

an emotional impact that 

ate to the probati ve 

the competitor's product, and is not proportion-

nh''''''~''''''comparison is and (iii) 

a particular product is parodied.419 

further case has emerg;ea, it is difficult to predict the u .. "' .. u,_~ of com-

European Court 

prel the Directive, particularly the scope of the restrictive clauses based on article 

3a(1)(e) and 3a(l)(c), it is to assume that the ECJ will the provi-

sions in a manner with the underlying policy of con-

sumer choice, and German courts will give effect to these rulings in their decisions. 

11.3.4.2 Exploitation 

Section 2(2) Nr.4 a restriction on comparisons that 

vantage of the rellutlltlcm of a trade mark. trade name or 

marks of a (the so-called 'exploitation 

tion 2(2) Nr.4 is potentially of limited scope, and it is not 

unfair ad

distinguishing 

Sec

to give the ar-

tide content. It is difficult to see when a pennissible "'''1'''''<',-".",,, ad"ertiselrnellt 

one that relates to verifiable, relevant and representative 

services, and compares a manner that is objective 

said to take unfair competitor's reputation. 

There are only two ,,,. ..... <1'''11'' section 2(2) Nr.4 

of the goods or 

be 

sense the 

light of the ==.!..!..:C rationale of assisting rational consumer choice. 

417 Ohly/Spence op cit 81. 

418 For example, an advertisement which claims that: 'Drink A is t\vice as !1'''!%*! sweet as drink 
B'. 

419 Ibid 82. 
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• 
Firstly, ~,i\,LI\J'U NrA should an otherwise com-

panson IS eXI,re.ssed a way that umleCI~SS2Lrl advantage of a competitor's 

goodwilL42I 

(AIPPI) has suggested that the use of logos and picture marks in a COJnpiilm;on can 

take unfair 

A second situation 

tual comparison is 

choice is 

material In 

equivalence of some 

competitor's goodwilL422 

section 2(2) NrA operative is when a 

between two WHf"',","""" in a context in which consumer 

the clause 

objective, verifiable 

prohibit claims concerning 

and luxury goOds:423 for example, an associative com-

parative advertisement the advertiser generic ... ", ... tun,,. is 

chemically identical with a particular branded pel1iune. In case the eXI)iOlltatlon 

clause may be advertiser in exploiting the rPT'''''''._ 

nUT ..... "",. of the advertisement is because tion of a well-known 

would not be to consumers that the two products could perform the same 

rur:lcnon; it would be because the advertiser to appropriate the ca-

chet of luxury goods without paying the premium that with a luxury 

age requires. This might 

particular luxury brand. 

to unfairly appropriate reputation a 

question, whether it was necessary to make the clause a mandatory 

condition for allowing advertising, remains valid. It is probably fair to 

assume that the ECl will the clause as restrictively as with 

policy of the Directive in mind. 

harmonisation will only come 

reason, it will be exciting to follow 

420 Ibid. 

421 }llh'/Sroen(~'" op cit 83. 

422 Hermml!-Bodewill 'Vergleichende \AI,,, .... "', .. 

423 Ohly/Spence op cit 84. 

the ECJ interprets the !:!.!!~!.!£. For this 

development of cornpl:ltrati \' in 

Liberalisierung des deutschen Rechts1' op cit 393. 
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the A number pre:ce<lents clustering around open-textured provisions such 

as <denigration' or 'unfair will help create a common understanding 

among European judges and lawyers. 

11.4 Conclusion 

This \JA<UUIU,lLIUll of the South African approach to cOlnp~lfative adver-

tising indicates that the law of unlawful competition has a where 

must as lawful competition. 

South African law reaches this position through reference to the 'competition 

Uermlmy reaches point the of the 

theUWG. 
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12 Comparative Advertising and the Special Forms 
of Unlawful Competition Law 

Following on general approach of the different countries towards comparative 

advertising, it is worthwhile to examine whether the South African law unlawful 

its forms, and British law of torts prohibit cotnPlU'atwe 

advertising. and whether they function as supplementary criteria to ascertain the 

limits of goodwill. 

Like Dean, Van Reerden and Neethling basically regard comparative advertising as 

per se unlawful in South Africa, but more emphasis on the various Ilfouncls 

for justification. According to Van Reerden and Neethling, the various forms of 

unlawful competition, including (i) mi~>rel)rel;entation, (ii) dislpar.!lgemeltlt (iii) 

ing off and (iv) leaning on,424 disallow different forms of comparative advertising. 

12.1 Misrepresentation or Injurious Falsehood 

1'1I""Pt'Tl'Itllnn is limited to comparative claims are not .u .... .., .......... !>, that is 

advertisements in terms of the criteria mentioned in (e.g. and 

'objective'). It is likely comparative meeting will 

not faU foul of misrepresentation or injurious falsehood. Nevertheless, it is still nec

essary to this of unlawful law to see if these (' .. it" ... !> 

really safeguard and do not conflict with the law in this respect. 

12.1.1 South Africa 

In Dun and Bradstreet (Ply) Ltd v SA Merchants Combined Credit Bureau (Cape) 

(Pty) Lt~25 Corbett J 'the publication by the rival trader of injurious 

falsehoods concerning his competitor's business' as a form of unlawful 

424 A synonym for the fonn of unlawful competition is the 'misappropriation of the advertising 
value'. 

425 1968 (I) SA 209 (C). 
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competition.426 Therefore, untrue relating to a un-

business, goods or services will undoubtedly be unlawful corno(~ti-

tion.427 

mlSrepn!SenwLti(]in is unlawful because as it is conflict with the bani mores 

yardstick or 'competition principle', the cus

tomers making a proper comparison between performances.428 Van Heerden 

and Neethling 'it will very seldOln be to prove absolute truth 

or falseness of a comparison ',429 if UU,,.".lUU.,,, and confusing 

disadvantages of his of the true state of affairs, for example, by omitting 

own per'iormalnc4e, or the amranltag<es they state 

that those advertisers who compare their products or services with competi-

cannot be 431 These ...... ,1.1U'" 

convey misleading information by using non-representative product-test methods, 

often unimportant product 432 

It is true that, if a comparative advertiser associates his inferior product a 

the reputation of the cornpf:Ut()r's perfonnance.433 

opinion 

ances.434 

host's 'n .. ,I"f" ....... ',,,,,.p 

426 1968 (I) SA 209 216. 

association between the two "'1".1'£\ ...... _ 

427 Van HeerdenlNeethling op cit 283; These instances may also be described as 'deception or mis-
leading the public as to a rival's , BaumbachIHefermehl Wettbewerbsrecht § I para 
372. 

428 Van HeerdenlNecthling op cit 150. 

429 Van HeerdenlNeethling op cit 305. 

430 De Jager/Smith op cit 72. 

431 Ibid. 

432 BoddewynlMarton op cit 63; Van HeerdenINeethling op cit BaumbachlHefermehlop cit § i 
para 514. 

4JJ Van HeerdenlNeethling op cit 203 concerning the dilution of an value, a concept 
which has not yet been recognized the courts. 

434 Neethling off and Misappropriation of Advertising Value of Trade Names, Trade Marks 
and Service Marks' (1993) 5 SA Mere U 306309. 
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However, when a comparison meets the requirements relating to mlSleaolng 

stipulated the or the facts or criteria com-

like must be compared with like. urthermclre, it parison must be fairly chosen 

is submitted that consumers bec:orrte more sophisticated and lou)wlleolgea,l)le 

recent years,435 they advertising more l:I"";VU"<lll}, than any 

other advertisement. "'''''U,,"'.UU''''''' days, aware of are 

to all kinds of advertisements. can be found in the British case: Vodafone 

v Orange.436 The not contain all the facts for a cOlmpletiely 

comparison, but it was not nor was it significantly misleading to those mem-

of the public likely to it. Accordingly Jacobs J held: 

'The public are used to the ways of advertisers and expect a certain amount of 

hyperbole. In particular the public are used to advertisers the 

points of a product and olhers . .4l7 

as the claims are l<l"'Ll.t(~n}' true compares 

author can see no reason why comparative be 

considered a 'misrepresentation'. 

This point of view is supported the remarks of Van Schalkwyk J Gibbs 

(Ply) Ltd v Colgate Palmolive (Pty) Ltd.438 when he stated, in respect of 

misrepresentation in claims: 

'A merchant might have faith in a home-remedy which he to 

market in competition with an established brand at afraction of the 

latter. 1/ the has the attributes claimed for it, then the cOIl!1pe.tititm 

remains fair ruinous to the competitor. q; however, it tran-

spires that the has none of the attributes claimed, then 

who are being induced to the cheaper commodity. are misled and the 

ruination of the is, in a fundamental sense, unfair ... 1 do not intend 

to convey that every minor misstatement would be actionable at the suit 

435 Federation Internalionale de Football v Bartlett 1994 (4) SA 722 (T). 

436 [1997] FSR 34. 
431 FSR3439. 
438 1988 (2) SA 350 (W). 
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competitor who is aggrieved thereby. To do so would be an invitation to trade 

rivals to extend the arena of their competition into the courts of law. Where, 

however, a misstatement of fact .relates 10 a jimdamental or intrinsic quality of 

the wares to be Sold, thereby providing the advertiser with a competitive advan

tage, a plaintiff should not be non-suited merely because the deception was in

nocent . .439 

And again Van Schalkwyk J: 

'II cannot be the law that it constitutes unfa .... ful competition merely for a seller 

to express opinions in advertising material which he does not honestly hold. ,440 

It can be concluded that Van Heerden and Neethling treat comparative advertising 

differently from other advertising claims. The requirement of absolute truthfulness 

and objectivity is not a true reflection of the law, and the criteria in the Code and 

the Directive, in particular, are instrumental in preventing misrepresentations. 

12.1.2 United Kingdom 

If a comparative advertisement contains incorrect information about a competitor's 

goods, then the tort of injurious falsehood may apply. This tort can be brought 

against any type of false claim; there is no limitation on the claim being made in the 

course of trade, nor does the tort require .the existence of competitive relations be

tween the plaintiff and the defendant.441 The distinction between 'injurious false

hood' and 'passing off' is to be found in the following statement by Professor 

Fleming: 

'While it is injuriousfalsehoodfor a defendant to claim that your goods are his, 

it is passing off for him to claim that his goods are yours. ,442 

It will, however, be very difficult to base a claim against comparative advertising 

on injurious falsehood. There are three requirements, (0 that there has been a false-

439 1988 (2) SA 350 359. 

440 Ibid. 

441 For example: Kaye v Robertson [1991] FSR 62. 

442 MarkesinisfDeakin op cit 647. 
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hood, (ii) that it was made maliciously,443 and (iii) that the .., .. I .. U.H 

requirements for falsehood, . the courts de-

veloped the so-called 'one meaning' rule. A statement complained of must 

in 'ordinary and can one interpretation, the 

fact that the statement could reasonably be interpreted by a substantial number of 

readers a way which would is insufficient.445 the 

plaintiff onus to that maliciously.446 is es-

tablished where it can be proved that the defendant either knew that, or was reck-

about whether, the statement was 447 The requirement is 

plaintiff must show 'special damage' ,448 which is a requirement generally difficult 

to meet. From this exposition of eqtllrements of injurious falsehood, and from 

an examination of the recent British A irways v Ryanair 449 case, the action is 

lively narrow scope in 

against comparative 

'-''',5''<' .. law of torts, and it is not an pu",.tl\,P weapon 

12.2 Disparagement 

12.2.1 South Africa 

According to Van H;;"~"''';U and Neethling sparag,ement is a 

unlawful competition in South Africa, and that disparagement should be understood 

in the widest sense the word and not be equated with 'ae:tarnatlon 

disparagement as: 

443 Serville v Constance 1 WLR 487 490. 

444 Royal Baking Powder Co. 11 Crossley & Co. (1901) 18 RPC 9599. 

44$ Vodafone Group Pic 11 Orange Personal Communications Services Ltd [1991] FSR 34. 

446 Vodafone Group Pic 11 Orange Personal Communications Services Ltd was based on an action 
for malicious falsehood and infringement of its registered trade mark Vodafone. 

447 Mc Donald's Hamburgers Ltd 11 (UK) Lid [1986] FSR 45 61. 

448 Bestobell Paints Ltd 11 FSR 421 430. 

449 [2001] ETMR 24, where Jacob J refused to base a claim upon injurious falsehood. 
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allE~fla/'ion COlfee/'m",," a cmnpe!titG'r"s Det'lor.mOI'lCe which has the effict of 

away the public or part of the public the Del'formOI'lCe must be 

considered as a disparagement of the performance. -'ISO 

It is comparati ve 

this special form of unlawful competition. The only 

tlse:me:nts can fall foul of 

differentiative COltnparati 

ing and Publishing 

advertising is Post Ne'WSI)aperS 

case, to date, on 

v World Print-

Nicolas J supports 

which vv., .... , ...... ," 

view that statements which mere comparisons or 

ag(~ment are not with ap-

proval to ....,ui5 .. ~'" prec:ed1ent White v Mellin4S2 where maxim 'corn-

parison - yes, but 

statement must 

u ...... " ... " .. - no' was 453 It was held that the 

goods of the plaintiff, while claims in relation to 

the defendant's own goods are not actionable. courts argue that the general 

public is claims, and that too of compara-

tive advertisements could confer an official 'seal product found 

to be superior a quality' that could, pur-

poses.454 In this case House of Lords dismissed an by a baby 

food manufacturer a)<.,11U;" a trader who had aulA .. , .... ct'.t'!.""...., to the manufac-

turer's products v.auu.,,!> that trader's own were considerably more 

nutritious.455 reproduction of a chemical comparison test suggesting that 

the defendant's colours were equal to or better than those the plaintiff was con-

sidered, in Hubbuck v Wilkinson,456 to be mere puffing the defendant's goods. 

In Post Newspapers 

tor and publisher of the 

v World Printing and Publishing 

sought an interim interdict 

451 1970 (1) SA 454 (W). 

452 [1895] AC 154 (HL). 

45J 1970 (I) SA 454 456. 

454 White v Mellin 

455 Ibid. 

456 [1895] All ER 244. 

op cit 283. 

AC 154 165,per Lord Herschel! LC. 
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and publisher World' from cm;ul,mnlg to advertising agents a market re

view that unfavourably compared the with 'The World'. Both nevyspapers 

aim at same compete in 

The application for was on 1"{'II"'''''11'" grounds: 

• 

• 

The 

relative merits 

maliciously 

prietors 

The 

review and accompanying documentation misrepresented the 

the rival newspapers; these representations were false and 

they were calculated to cause patrimonial loss to 

'Post' newspaper and were, the:retore an injurious falsehood. 

marketing 

of the prClpnetolrs of 'The World', ururell.ablle: 

were, to the knowleCll!e 

effect of A"~'A""'6 

vertising 'Post'; and this conduct amounted to unfair competition. 

The court found that applicant had failed to that any statements re-

ports were false, and the applicant had not made out a case. The court held: 

'To the extent that the statements complained a comparison 

of 'The World' and 'Post', they were not actionable. There are, however, [..J 
statements which amount to a disparagement 'Post' as an advertising me-

dium. (.J statements were shown to be untrue, the appli-

cant would be entitled to relief 457 

The court defined the rule, that 

'it is commonly acc'elJt,~d that an advertiser frequently paints what he has to of

fer in glowing and eXlHl",erated colours, and with ex/l'aVI1Il'Qlrltlv laudatory 

phraseology . .. U8 

In terms of this case, dttterent.iative comparative advertising only be unlawful 

if statements dis,paraJl:e a COlmllletitor 459 In the ....... 'w ... ~ .. , refer-

ences, terms of the reqluu'errten·ts Code and the ==:..:;..;::., will therefore by 

lawfuL 

457 1970 (I) SA 454 459, 

45t 1970 (l) SA 454 459; see also Fichardt Gibbs (Pty) Ltd v Colgate Palmolive 
(2) SA 350 (W) 359. 
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12.2.1.1 Van Reerden and Neethling's Approach 

Van Reerden and Neethling disagree with this decision.46o To promote their ap

proach, the authors criticise the 'blind reliance' on English and American prece

dents in Post Newspapers (Pty) Ltd v World Printing and Publishing Co Ltd,46 I 

while remarking that the case 'had been overtaken by subsequent events and deci

sions' as it preceded the development in case law of the boni mores as a criterion 

for detennining the unlawfulness of competition.462 These authors come to the con

clusion, by obtaining guidance from German decisions,463 that differentiative com

parative advertising should be regarded as per se unlawful, but can be justified on a 

broad basis.464 

Gennany fonnerly adopted an approach where the law only allows comparative ad

vertising if the advertiser is able to invoke a sufficient or reasonable cause for using 

it, if the advertisement was restricted to true and objective information, and did not 

go beyond what was necessary.46S Van Heerden and Neethling's approach is based 

on concern about unsubstantiated comparative advertising claims which cannot be 

proven true, but also cannot be proven false. In adopting the former German ap

proach they cope with this situation. The 'justification' construction changes the 

onus of proof from the plaintiff, which was the case in Post Newspapers (Pty) Ltd v 

World Printing and Publishing Co Ltct66 to the comparative advertiser, as, accord

ing to Van Heerden and Neethling, it would be 'very unfair to place the burden of 

proving the falseness of the comparisons on the prejudiced competitor'. 

459 Van HeerdenINeethling:op cit 302. 

460 Ibid 302. 

461 Supra. 

462 Van HeerdenlNeethling op cit 303. 

463 Ibid 304. 

464 Ibid 303. 

465 BaumbachiHefermehi op cit § 1 para 577; BetonZllsatzmittel BGH GR 62 65, where the ground of 
justification with 'reasonable cause' was emphasised. 

466 Supra. 
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Van Heerden and Neethling hold that comparisons can be justified either by private 

<1elten.ce, ""'J""')"'y or public u",.un,,,, a comparison, when 

an advertiser launches a comparative counter-attack l1u'p,..1tpl1 at a competitor to cor-

'Private defence' 

rect a falsely advertisement.467 

Secondly, successful reliance on. 'necessity' merely requires that advertiser was 

unable to display or put forward merit of his own without 

directly infringing goodwill of a competitor. 468 These authors give the follow-

ing "' ........... ",'" for a cornmuatlVe ao,'enlse:melnr .l~'''''''''''''''' by nec:eSSlty: 

';:;UIJPo.re that A and B both place dry-cell batteries on the market: A l.A.I'l),o..m 

batteries and B Duracell batteries. As a result or the other technical 

defect the life-span o/these batteries is very limited further that B 

overcomes the problem through research and markets an improved Duracell 

battery, Perhaps B can now bring the merit a/this technical improvement to the 

attention 0/ the public only by comparing his new DuracelJ with the or

thodox battery. It will probably not be sufficient merely to out 

the difference between his old and his new battery, since the merit 0/ a per

/ormance is always relative as a result 0/ the dynamic character 0/ competition 

- that is, it is co-determined by reference to the merits 0/ other similar per

t{}rma,nc~'s. A69 

example relates to the typical Gennan ground 

UWG, the so-caned 'Fortschrittsvergleich'. A 

justification in 1 

which the com-

parison of products or ""',..,ll'l"f·" is a prospective client expressly 

requests infonnation, which can only adequately by to a cOInpl~ti-

tor.470 is an adoption of the Gennan 'Auskunftsvergleich', 

According to Van Heerden and Neethling, comparative advertising can also be jus-

tified by public interest, it enables the consumer to make a 

461 Van HeerdenINeethling op cit 330. 

468 Ibid 331. 

469 Ibid 332. 

470 Ibid 333. 
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""pl'''fF·f.'n the performances 

lowing uir,ements, it in principle, 

comparison meets 

by public interest: 

• The comparison must be true, and the claims made must be capable 

stantiation.471 

The public must have an interest in intC)mJled; therefore 

must a relevant, Hl"'l1UU1~,lUl manner of the 

ences n"l""u~'n 472 This is the case when 

comparison mOllcales an improvement, an innovation, a difference or an 

economic of performance. 

The comparison must not go further than requires; 

comparison must not disparage the competitor's peJrio,rm,an<:e in an unneces

sary way, 

12.2.1.2 Summary 

court, in Post NeWSf)ajOel'S clearly regards true comparative 

advertising as not """AV""''''''''', The concept advocated Van Heerden and Neeth-

ling must becriticise<i, 'as it is based on the maxim the per se unlawfulness, 

which cannot be the 'competition priltlcil)le'. Furthermore, 

advocated reliance on ..... " .. u'a.. principles is outdated, as German llU<11U,",':'

...... ' ..... JJl6 its own justifi-~erlch1tsh()t has 

doctrine obsolete. 

advertising claims in terms of 

reterenc(!s in these terms will 

fication in the public interest, 

of this dissertation is to comparative 

requirements of the and the Directive, and 

",,,,,,,mn.u meet the for justi-

must therefore be regarded as lawful. It is con-

that the Post Newspapers case is 

claims, in terms of the aOllve:-menl[1011ea requirements, would not 

true 

411 For instance, claims concerning the taste of similar food products cannot be objectively judged. 

412 Van HeerdenINeethling op cit 305. 

413 Supra. 
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12.2.2 United Kingdom 

Ul:Sp~lraJ~erneltU should not 'defamation', British is 

different torts and Qlspal'ag,ement is in the British legal as dif-

comparative 'Uhl",rt,,, may only fall foul of the 

Defamation two 

libel, referring to publications are in permanent form or are broad-

cast on stage or screen or over ",.r,.,,,,,.,,,' and 

• slander, referring to pUIOW~at.IOI1LS in transient form. 

To establish an action for deltarrlatlon. a comparative advertisement would have to 

'"'V' .... 'l .. a statement, which to • harm the reputation of the competitor so 

as to lower him or her in the estimation of the community or to defer third parties 

associating or Uto<IU','J< with him or her' .474 Defamation can 

cOlnp,mil~s as well as to 

repl11tat.ion, but not need prove are 

trading 

statements 

a tendency to lower 

defendant then bears the burden defences to defamation, for eXllIl11)le, the 

statements were statements omnJOin r(~gaJrdirlg a matter of interest (the 

fence of 'fair comment'),476 or that the statements were statements fact and were 

true (the defence of 'justification,).477 

However, there are limitations on this tort. First, to be defamatory, a statement must 

constitute a 'personal imputation upon the competitor, either upon their 1'11,"1"/:'1'1,.,. 

or upon the mode in which their business is carried on '.478 "'Tnr .. ,v to 

goods 

majority 

not to an for detaml'ltlon. :SC~COIlaIY 

statements such as 'A is better "., than B' so 

474 Milmo/Rogers Gatley on Libel and Slander (1998) 23. 

475 South Helton Coal Co v N-E News [1894}1 133. 

a 

476 Lunney/Oliphant Tort Law 
AC345. 

London Artists v Littler [1969] 2 QB 375, 4'1.*""'':'''"1' V Foot [1952] 

417 Lunney/Oliphant op cit 607, MarkesinisiDeakin Tort Law (\998) 624, County Coun-
cil v Times Newspapaers Ltd I All ER 1011, 1018, Spring v Gu,7rdian Assurance pIc 
(1994]3 All ER 129, Sutherland v (l92S] AC 47. 

478 V Benn (1911) 27 TLR 346 Me CozenS-Hardy. 
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ously an expression of opinion within the scope of fair comment, that no action will 

brought.479 

dissertation is limited to comparative adl/ertise:memts meeting the criteria 

the comparative will be if staltemlenl:S, 

underlying are true. In the light of these limitations on the application 

defamation is a 

under British law. 

Passing orr 

Africa 

limited weapon comparati ve 

underlying rationale special fonn of unlawful competition known as 

1J""<'''UJ.l'. off', is that no company should be allowed to its goods as 

another.480 The of passing is that the general public is 

into believing that a particular entrepreneur's v ... ,uu'",,,, is that of another, or 

is a business of 'passing off is to 

be found in the leading Mrican decision Capital Estate and General 

ap"ri,>~ (Pty) Ltd v I-In,rin"." Inns Inc,481 where Rabie J states: 

'The wrong known as off consists in a repres,e.m(:mo'n by one person 

that his business (or merchandise. as the case may is that of another, or that 

it is associated with that of another. and, in order to determine whether a rep-

resentation amounts to one enquires whether there is a reasonable 

likelihood that members may be COfl'llIS~!a into hp/ipvino that the 

business one is. or is connected wit II. that of another. Aill 

479 Milmo/Rogers op cit 30. 

480 Woker Advertising Law op cit 105. 

481 1977 SA 916 (A). 

482 1977 (2) SA 916 929; see Ltd 1997 (2) SA 725 (C) 732-
He~!Cn-Nlll (Ply) Ltd tla Confectioners v United Tobacco Co Ltd tlo Willards 

1992 (4) SA 118 122C -D; Reckitt & Colman SA (Ply) Ltdv S CJohnson & Son SA 
Ltd 1993 (2) SA 307 315A- C; Beecham Group pic v Southern Transvaal Pharmaceuti-

Bureau (Ply) 1993 (1) SA 546 (A) 554 (H-l). 
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To prove a case as off, a plaintiff must show (i) that the products or ser-

the plaintiff supplies to the public enjoy a particular 'goodwill', in that they 

are in the to be distinctively with the plaintiff, Oi) a 

misrepresentation which, it is reasonably will damage that goodwill, 

(classically that the defendant or are those of 

the (iii) actual damage to plaintiffs goodwill. 

The second requirement is not easy to establish, and Van Deventer J found in Un-

ion Wine Ltd v E Snell and Co LlctS3 that of an Ul11"'l';I."''''''''Y 

is lawful unless confusion is proved. The exploitation of a market established by 

a particular has never in as unlawful 

competition. In the words of Russel J in Dunhill v Bartlett and Bickley:484 

are clear. Apart from monopo-The principles which govern passing 

lies conferred by patents, and nrn·/p't':lrif}11 afforded it 

is open to anyone to adopt the ideas or devices of his neighbour and apply them 

to his own provided he clearly distinguishes his goods from those of his 

neighbour. What amounts to clear distinction depends upon the facts of each 

case. ' 

Therefore, it is relatively rare that comparative will rise to 

off', Differentiative comparative advertising usually cannot amount to passing off, 

as the is trying to his product from and 

to the consumer that no connection between 

Thus, no of confusion as to products or originate. 

can only to off when 

is the likelihood of confusion around the origin of the product. This can only occur 

under special as associative COlrnpara 

out the different origins of their pel'tOJrllUmc:es.485 An "'''' ....... ,..''' 

48) 1990 (2) SA 180 (D), 

484 [1922] RPC 426 438, 

4SS Woker Advertising Law op cit 109. 
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the Harvest Corporation (Ply) Ltd v Irvin and Johnson Ltd case.486 com

pany, Sea Harvest the words cut' to describe their hake 

products several years. The company lrvin and Johnson decided to use the same 

words to describe their kingklip products.487 The court found that advertisers may 

not a monopoly over £I1"<:rrlntn words used in campaigns, and that it 

not become unfair to use these words Uo.4U:.1:' another first ,,,au,,,-,.,. that 

were appropriate and extensive use of this ......... ' .. ,,,,,, the 

author proposes a hypothetical "A,;uUI~'''' of an aSSOClam t'f'I.nn'~rnl'lvl" advertise-

ment. Irvin Johnson claimed in an advertisement: Prime 

ter alternative to Sea Harvest', would have been significantly of 

confusion than in case. 

Be this as it may, if associative comparative advertisers point out the different ori-

nrr,np.-", no of sponsorship can occur. only chance that """".,,"'''''-

tive comparative advertisement can amount to 'passing off' is when an advertiser 

to cmnp.etitors In a ",v~,uu~,u':o:. way. 

A good example how cOInp<'l!atlVe ,,.-i,,,,,11"1,,, 

found in the British McDonalds v Burger 

mark Mac'in to """"OJ'>''' 

can give rise to is 

case. McDonald's uses the trade 

uses the mark 

'Whopper'. An advertisement, placed by Burger included a reference to the 

product the form of a pun. They used phrase 'Not Just 

Mac' in an advertisement their Whopper. Whitford J, assisted surveyevi-

concluded that a majority those at whom advertisement was ".r'>t'tp'" 

would assume that the 'Big Mac' was available at Burger King as well. On this ba-

Burger King was found to 'passed their product as produced by 

McDonald's. 

486 1985 SA 355 (C). 

481 At 361. 

4811 At 355. 

489 [1986] FSR 45; see also Kimberley-Clark Ltd, V, Fort 
J, unreported. 
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In general, an associative comparative advertiser uses statements like 'is similar to' 

or is 'as good as' to make the public aware that his product is a substitute for a spe

cific need for which the host product is wen-known. This is not confusing, and 

generally associative comparative advertising will not be 'passing off.490 

12.3.2 United Kingdom 

To prove a case of 'passing Off491 in the United Kingdom, a plaintiff must show (i) 

that the products or services enjoy 'particular' goodwill,492 and are recognised to be 

distinctively associated with the plaintiff, (ii) a misrepresentation493 which, it is 

foreseen, will damage that goodwill, (classically the misrepresentation that the de

fendant's goods or services are those of the plaintiff), and (iii) actual damage494 to 

the plaintiffs goodwill. We have seen in McDonalds v Burger King495 that com

parative advertising can be 'passing off. The position does seems to be similar to 

the South African law of unlawful competition, namely that the plaintiff will in the 

case of comparative advertising usually not succeed with an action based on 'pass

ing off. 

12.4 Misappropriation of the Advertising Value 

12.4.1 South Africa 

A major argument levelled against associative comparative advertising is its ability 

to exploit the advertising value of the competitors' trade mark. Concepts of' leaning 

490 Ibid. 

49\ Groves op cit 673, Spalding v Gamage [1915] 32 RPC 273, Erven Warnink BVv John Townend 
and Sons (Hull) [1979] AC 73l. 

492 Groves op cit 703, Warwick Tyre Company Ltd v New Motor and General Rubber Co Ltd [191OJ 
1 Ch 248, Erven Warnink B V v John Townend and Sons (Hull) Ltd op cit, Star Industrial Co Lim
ited v Yap Kwee Kor [1975J FSR 256. 

493 Groves op cit 680, Reddaway v Banham [1896] AC 199, Cadbury Schweppes Ply Ltd v The Pub 
Squash Co Ltd [1981] RPC 429. 

494 Groves op cit 715, Taittinger v Allber [1992] FSR 641. 

495 Supra. 
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on,;496 'misappropriation of the advertising va!ue,;497 and 'dilution',498 aU have a 

very similar meaning in this respect. Contrary to 'passing off, which is concerned 

with protecting the origin function of a trade mark, these concepts are all based on 

the recognition of the advertising value of trade marks as rationale for common law 

protection. Rutherford illustrates the basis of protection: 

'The grealer the advertising value of a trade mark. the greater the risk of mis

appropriation. Any unauthorised use of the trade mark by other traders will 

lead to the gradual consumer disassociation of the trade markjrom the proprie

tor's product. The more the trade mark is used in relation to the products of 

others, the less likely it is to focus attention on the proprietor's product. The 

reputation and unique identity of the trade mark will become blurred. The sell

ing power becomes eroded and the trade mark becomes diluted. .499 

However, South African courts have always refused to grant common law protec

tion of advertising value. Van Heerden and Neethling criticise this approach and 

consider associative comparative advertising as per se wrongful. They suggest that 

the common law should protect the advertising value of trade marks and term the 

wrongful act 'leaning on' ('aanleuning' or 'aanhaking,).50o According to these au

thors the associative advertiser attempts to draw customers, not through the merit of 

its own performance, but through the merit of the competitor's performance,501 and 

makes an 'attempt to capitalise upon the competitor's advertising device,.so2 They 

explain the wrongful conduct as follows: 

496 Van HeerdenlNeethling op cit 203 suggest this expression for this form of commercial conduct. 

497 Rutherford 'Misappropriation of the Advertising Value of Trade Marks, Trade Names and Ser
vice Marks' in Neethling (ed) Onregmatige Competition 56. 

498 Salmon op cit 657; Schechter op cit 813. 

499 Rutherford 'Misappropriation of the Advertising Value of Trade Marks, Trade Names and Ser
vice Marks' op cit 56. 

soo Van HeerdenlNeethling op cit 203; Mostert 'The Parasitic Use ofthe Commercial Magnetism of 
a Trade Mark on Competing Goods' (1986) 11 EPIR 342. 

SOl Ibid. 

S02 Van HeerdenlNeethling op cit 202; Callmann Unfair Competition (voI3A) 21 :95 '[Ilt is arguably 
inequitable to allow a defendant, in competition with the plaintiff, to capitalise upon the plaintiffs 
own advertising device. It seems only fair that the defendant should be required to bring this prod
uct to the attention ofthe public by means of his own effort, expense and ingenuity'. 
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through com

nfl,'f"n}" advertising - in an overt and concealed manner mis'am7rOrJril7tes the 

'Open leaning on takes where an entrepreneur -

nn"p:r1I_~Ir.tP' value which for example the trade mark of a rival has in regard to 

his own product, so that it may serve as a springboard or prestress ('voorspan ') 

own similar performance: in so the perpelra-

tor diverts the positive association which the trade mark 

the proprietor's product to his own product . .s03 

in relation to 

The concept of dilution is basically same. Salmon describes this concept 

'/Cm"'''I1J'l1ti"p advertising] usurps a quantum of the power that the 

mark Dre'VlOl!lsIV pO:i'se:rse.::t: because the desirable images are now 

shared, the selling power evoke no longer accrues to the original 

trade mark .• sos 

According to Salmon the comparative diverts the tmages 

the trade mark to a competitor's products.506 The consumer's response to that trade 

is no that by the trade owner.507 The 

owner control over its when the mark is viewed both in its uu'.,u ... ", ... 

context and in an unintended context. This exploits advertising as a par-

mark will consumers' minds not only the owner's pr<ldIICtl., 

but of others as well.so8 

Van .. ,"'''', .. ,''' .. eelthillng state that, even if perpetrator's performance has 

the same or better qualify ',S09 comparative advertising is unlawful, as 

'factual interference with the goodwill of the is probable . .s1O ap-

is not consequent, is an attempt to eXitenLSl\re common law nr,up,'_ 

SO) Van He,era!entNel~tlll op cit 202. 

504 Salmon op cit 657; Rutherford op cit 56; Schechter op cit 813. 

50S Salmon op cit 650. 

506 Salmon op cit 657; Schechter op cit 813. 

501 Ibid. 

5011 Ibid. 

SOlI Van He,erdlenfNec~thlling op cit 203. 

SIO Ibid. 
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tion, np£lrlrHY in mind same authors de1tennirLe advertising cOlnpl~tltllon as 

follows: 

'As as advertising has the effect the customer 

with a of the advertiser's own performance, it remains the nature of 

np~'U>rmmrtrp rn,nnp/IIII'n and is accordingly 

South African courts have always relUlCta]nt to grant protectIon of the 

value. One reason this reluctance to recognise value as a ground 

for protection is that merely serves the interests 

community, of the consumer and the public.m As the 

==-"-"''''"'-''-'''-''''''' in section 34(1)(c) only provides protection dilution 

_",,,,nn," trade legislation provide a clear signal on where to draw 

terms of intellectual protection. 

Ne'verthe:less, Van Heerden and """ ...... uE, state that 

'the fact that there is no legal nrp.r:P{,""FIl the protection of the advertising 

value of trade marks, etc in our law does not detract from the merit of a need 

for such protection '. m 

Van Deventer J in Union Wine Ltd v E Snell and Co to decide whlethc~r 

in the absence of ·pa.SSHlg off, and T""''''''1''''''' a likelihood UI;.i''''I;.i~IU'''''' or confusion, 

proprietor of an unregistered trade name, mark or service mark which has 

value, should against the misappropriation of advertis-

ing 

The case involved two competitors the wine market: Bellingham JO!lallllmioerg€:r 

is a well-known and popular South white wine. The wine had been adver-

many years and the best 

511 Ibid 314; emphasis of the author. 

m Woker Advertising Law op cit 13 L 

513 Van HeerdenINeethling op cit 203. 

in its price bracke:t. The re-

514 1990 SA l89 (C); see also Moroka Swallows Football Club Ltd v The Birds Football Club 
1987 (2) SA 511 531. 
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spondent a wine applicant ap~ 

plied for an interdict on the ground of unlawful competition in order to prohibit the 

res:pondi~nt from name J0I1(:lrUwme:rgc:::r, 

Van Deventer J summarised the issues in to the merits by questioning: 

Has 

use by 

name Johannisberger per se ",ff,"",,,t,,,11 goodwill in consequence of its 

applicant? 

• Is the applicant to suffer ..... """,, .. , of such [!O()ovvm in {'l\''''pnn.,. ...... ·p 

the respondent's conduct? 

• If questions are to be affirmatively, the re-

spondent's conduct constitute unlawful competition? 

The found that the name Johannisberger had acquired a reputation or 

will in connection with the applicant's wine,SIS and that the applicant was likely to 

customers as a of 516 He decided 

that conduct complained of could neither be classified under a recognised form 

of unlawful competition as 'passing nor could it branded as ... , .... "' ••• -

ally unlawful in the form of unfair competition. Van Deventer J came to the conclu-

'However great a reputation and goodwill it [the name Johannisberger} may 

have built up and however much money and energy may have been expended to 

achieve its share of the market, an unregistered trade mark or name has no 

statutory or judicial protection and it may be appropriated by pro

vided they do not mislead the public by passing off or compete unlawfully in 

some other The principle offree and active competition in the mar-

kef is public in South Africa and monopolies are refl'arlieti with 

My conclusion is that in the absence of dishonesty, per se 

cannot serve as a criterion unlawfulness.f. .. } To the extent that the public 

515 Van Deventer J emphasises the fact that as a result of 'considerable effort and expenditure' in the 
promotion ofthe wine for more than thirty years, the name acquired a reputation, which has at
tached to the applicant's Union Wine Ltd v E Snell and Co Ltd 1990 (2) SA 189 198. 

Sl6 'Others will the respondent's wine in the beliefthat it is either a similar or a sufficientily 
similar wine for purpose, that is a wine falling within the same 'taste snectnlm' 
ifil is offered as a cheaper wine.', Union Wine Ltd v E Snell and Co Lid 
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policy and the interests may he relevant in (his case, J do not think 

that the respondent's use of the name ·./n,lll1nni .• ,r,PY'rYpr could be' seen to be con

tra bonos mores or against .S!7 

W oker states the 

'legal principles are at present inadequate to deal with the problem, notwith-

standing the fact that the conduct involved serious Dilution in 

South Africa is a new concept and is, obviously uncharted terri-

tory. ,$18 

12.4~2 United Kingdom 

Taking unfair advantage of a competitor's reputation common law is 

only if it operates a mlsrelpresenttatlon 

ing and there is no special tort that as a "",,,,u,",u 

or distinguishing common 

Conclusion 

Chapter deats with the analysis of comparative in terms ofthe four 

crucial of unlawful competition, to ascertain the extent to which of 

cornp~lratlve advertising can be unlawful. It is concluded that ofthis au

thor, namely that comparative advertising is an advertising technique within the 

'competition principle' and that it must, per se, be re~(ar(lea as 

valid. 

The examination showed that the South and 

will not 

and associative comparative advertising will only 

foul 

advertising under the criteria of the 

form of unlawful competition law. 

m Union Wine Ltd v E Snell and Co Ltd 1990 (2) SA 189 203. 
SI8 op cit 137. 
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Comparisons can give to P""''''''''5 off, with assoclamle cl:>mlpanatrll'e advertis-

a higher probability falling foul of this this will probably 

aa"ertiseimeillt is not designed. 

\,..,u:m;;l;::pu; based on the an advertising value are de lata not an 

concept in South and the United Kingdom, so that associative 

advertising will not fall foul of this form of unlawful competition law. 

. ....... 
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13 Comparative Advertising and 
the of Self-Regulation 

13.1 Basic Principles . 

The comparative In relies 

strumental mechanism of selt-n~gUlatlIOn adr;niniste:red 

on the in

British 

the !!lli~illQlli.Y~~QLrub{.ffi!M!l&1E£lli;s;!, ........... <1 .. ,'£1 

by the International of (ICC), forms of the South M-

rican lays down standards of conduct. is re-

viewed annually and amendments, which may by any are 

to the majority vote of all members.s 
19 The ASA determines and 

nrr""'''r\'~'' in line 520 

The examination of this that it has structural 

shortcomings, can have the 

rather restrictive. 52 I implemented, either through 

UU'JU".ll a res1tnctive typically open

textured regula-

of cOI1Clpa:rati've minimum required 

''''~''.U.'H}U on advertising by 

that provision at the protection of goodwill, 

particular, goes 

petition. 

than the requirements of the common law unlawful com-

the political following bendz' " ...... ..", .. p;,;u. the South 

can advertising industry in 1994 agreed no! to stigmatise comparative advertising. 

The Code now positively states 

S!9 De Jager/Smith op cit 3. 

520 Ibid 8. 

m Cranston op cit supra Chapter 7. 

sec:non 7. 1 that r:nt1nn<lT'<ltl is per-
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mitted.522 on advertising, are, however, still so drastic that 

Woker asks 'whether there is any change at all . .523 Quite recently, ASA 

pleme:nted several procedural and material to ASA 

Code with the South African Constitution,524 but the restrictive policy on compara-

tive has not, as been Prof advisor to 

the Association of Advertising Agencies (AAA) (in of previewing and c1ear-

ing stated, reply to ~U',,;:'lJIVU on 

current developments the field of advertising: 

'There are new developments and the debate on advertising is 

heating up again. I think that it would be revisited by many of the members (as 

well as the ASA and the Freedom of Commercial 

12 months . • S2S 

within the next 

There are, however, no Constitutional Court cases on the issue, and there was thus 

no need ASA to '"'U<1U1'; .... the Judin, to 

ASA, recently stated that he believes that restrictions on comparative advertis

ing will eventually Constitutional who will these 

restrictions unconstitutionaL 526 

as as its 

into three components and 

u .. " ..... "u""" on the on 

is COjnc(~meCl. can 

author considers the relevant .... la·u;:,~,;:, in tum, 

principle of goodwill. 

S22 Section 7.1. of the Code reads: 'Advertisements in which factual comparisons are made between 
nroducts: and/or services are permitted provided that:' 

S23 Woker Advertising Law op cit 193. 

524 See inter alia the parody clause 8.2 of the ASA Code. 

525 This 
1999). 

was expressed by Prof. Delport in resllOn:se to a fax from the author (September 

SUi Judin 'Bright prospects and hidden pitfalls for profession' op cit. 
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13.2 Clauses Referring to Common and Statutory Law Require
ments 

The Code contains clauses that refer to common law and statutory law require

ments, that is, requirements with which every advertisement has to comply. This 

should safeguard that compliance with the provisions of the Code precludes a 

breach of other legal duties. 

The Code refers, in clause 7.1.1, to the Trade Marks Act, 1993 and states: 

All/egal requirements are adhered to, Attention is drawn to the provisions of 

the Trade Marks Act 194 of 1993;' 

Comparisons may therefore not directly identify the product or service being com

pared. It is however possible to make an implied comparative reference to a com

petitor without using a trade mark,527 as analysed in Chapter 6 ofthis dissertation. 

13.3 Clauses Referring to Misleading Advertising 

There are also clauses dealing with misleading advertising, and all clauses relating 

to the substantiation of comparative claims must be grouped here. Only claims that 

are objective and substantiated <::an be considered true and provide objective infor

mation. Clause 4 and Guideline 6 of the ASA Code set extensive requirements for 

research regarding comparative claims. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the focus of this 

dissertation is limited to claims in tenns of these requirements. 

13.4 Clauses Referring to Goodwill 

A substantial conflict of interest occurs when comparative advertising meets the 

above-mentioned criteria of the Code (to compare 'like with like'; claims should 

e.g. be 'objective'and 'relevant') capable of assisting rational consumer choice and 

stimulating competition in the public interest, but against the interests of the refer

ence brand competitors. 

527 De Jager/Smith op cit 71. 
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Such 

only 

",,,,,,,,,c; the area of recognisable illegality, and can 

clauses to goodwill 528 The 

prohibits advertising that either OlSpal1lgii!S a competitor's goods or services, or ex

his goodwill. 529 mt:nnl~enlents are prohibited 

7.1.5 and 7.1.6 of the These clauses implement principles of the law 

unlawful competition in The interpretation depth of entorcement 

is basically a political question, policy u ... ~''''u .... " on the central QUlestllon of 

how to balance various interests in the field. open-textured provisions 

low the to implement a .. ",c'tn,~t"'i> thought to with its mem-

bers' int,p",p·"t" 

Disparagement 

A critical could .... 1"1,.,c:u.J.~'- a competitor, thereby infringing his goodwill. 

7.1.6 deals with takes 

governed by Section II Clause 6' . ..,'-,.u,,'u 6 ofthe stipulates: 

6.1 Advertisements should not attack or discredit other products. adver

tisers or advertisements directly or implication. 

6.2 Advertisers shall not disparage the products and/or services of other 

advertisers directly or by innuendo. 

6.3 highlighting a weakness in an industry or product will 

not necessarily be as when the is 

factual and in interest. 

6.4 In complaints under this Clause. the ASA shall take cog-

nisanee of what it considers to be the intention advertiser. 

as 

The ASA reveals its interpretation of the disparagement clauses 

Campaign case. 530 to ruling, a Clls:paJ:ag,em,ent 

the Fat Cat 

'when the 

clauses 
... ""'3U.<;\1 hereunder. 

8.1 and 9.1 to the protection ~rI~."'rti"i"''''goodwill must be 

529 Clause 7.1.5 and 8.1 refer to goodwill. Clause 8.1 is a clarification of 
clause 7.1.5, but the protection in this clause goes even further, and also protects a cam-

in its entirety. Clause 9.1 also aims at the protection of the advertising value and must be 
in conjunction with clauses 7.1.5 and 8.1. 

530 The case dealt with the 'Yellow Fat Cat' campaign of the Rainbow Pages, a new entrant in the 
market of telephone directories. The was found to be disparaging towards the Yellow 
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product of the competitor is treated in a Wlry which advertisers would find 

jectionable were their own products involved,/31 or when there is a possibility of 

loss of repute or or 'when an advertisement blackens another 

advertiser or is wilfully destructive . • 532 It is difficult, assuming a construe-

of the to these any content, as both clauses are based on an 

infringement goodwill and competitive act usually on a competi-

tor's goodwiU,533 which is within 

when statm'g: 

nature of competition. Woker is succinct 

'There is thel'efnJre an anomaly within the Code and it must be ques-

tioned whether any of comparative advertising will 

be allowed. the ASA's altitude to inteiference with good

will. ,')4 

Due to the restrictive interpretation of the disparagement clause, nearly all differen-

comparative clearly fall foul of this It must be that 

the ASA should not compare true, unfavourable comparisons with disparagement 

cases.m It is difficult to uU~'I'>U;'''' an a<11{ertlSE:ml~nt In a 1''' ..... ..,0' .. ' is made 

that (i) disparages a competitor in a way that is disproportionate to the goal of as-

..... ,'vu .... consumer tbat is the of the but (ii) 

relates to material, relevant, verifiable and representative features of goods or 

a way that is not is objective and compares with 

.. It is submitted that ambit of goodwill protection through the is not in line 

with the nl .. :onC'" of the South African law of unlawful competition. In the of 

Rainbow conceded that most people familiar with advertising would think 
oftne Yellow Pages when there was a reference to yellow. The ASA Review Committee felt that 
the ofthe 'Flattening the Fat Cat' was to discredit the Yellow 

campaign had to be withdrawn. A decision on whether or not a statement dis-
par:ilglIlg requires an evaluation of the offending and Reasons No 10 Au-
gust 1997. 

531 Ibid. 

m Ibid. 

53J Ollly/Spence op cit 25. 

S34 Woker Advertising Law op cit 123. 

m This is the position adopted the ASA in the UK and seems to be the position of the ECl. 
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the 'competition principle', as in Van der Westhuizen v consumer and 

public interests in information and will .... {" .. "" .. 

over the competitor's interest in protecting his goodwill outside of misleading and 

'passing off' cases. 

In the light of the ASA's interpretation of the <1lspal"ag,cm,cnt clauses, it becomes 

obvious, why Jacob J in Vodafone Group Pic v 

Services Ltd. 537 made the following rel1nar'KS: 

t'2lr.r;onal Communications 

'Statutory or industry agreed codes of conduct are not a helpful guide as to 

whether an advertisement is honest for 10(6). 

13.4.2 Advertising Goodwill 

An associative comparative advertisement could 11 ... ,,<1.!!;"" on the advertising good-

will of the competitor to. with advertising. 

goodwill protection and reads: 'no goodwill takes place 

as governed by Section II Clause . To it is necessary 

or symbol, for the advertiser to first show goodwill is 

andlor the campaign or advertising property. Once established that goodwill is 

vested in the trade mark, symbol, ""''''''1''115,11 or leg 

of inquiry is to determine whether the lIi1'VPTtU:I:na takes advantage of such goodwilL 

Section 8.1 of the Code stipulates: 

Advertisements may not take aa~'anlafi!e of the advertising goodwill relating to 

the trade name or a symbol of the product or service of another, or advertising 

goodwill relating to ',s advertising campaign or advertising prop-

erty, unless the prior written of the proprietor of the advertising 

goodwill has been obtained Such shall not be considered to be a 

waiver of Ihe provisions clauses of the Code. 

The ASA has always maintained interference with another's goodwill is not an 

compamtive advertisement usu-

536 Supra. 

m [1991] FSR 34. 
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infringes clauses 7.1.5 8.1, as it 'exploits the nnvP1'f/.<:.II'IU value of the re-

ferred competitor, irrespective of whether [the comparison] is true or not ',539 The 

therefore generally comparative as 'parasitic' . 

.l::SeCallSe of the ASA's .... <!'tn"t",1'1 interpretation of the U'~'V<1Jl<1~"'llJ"'U' nearly 

The foul 

particularly its enforcement goes much further than common law requirements, 

implementing a which clearly tips the scale in brand 

cornpf:t1t()r's favour. 

United Kingdom 

As the South African Code to a based on the 

" ... ot .. "" ..... it is W{l,ftbwl1llle CotlSlClerllng the pnncllpJt:S that govern cornp2lrative adver-

in the United Kingdom,54o as there are several specific this ==-= 
:...=c.:..=~=.o which directly on comparative advertising pr~lCtlCe, 

difference in the ==~~~~~!.e. approach, and its tiitl· ...... nt underlying 

puu",:.",,,, of assisting rational l.>e(~Ol1i1eS obvious in clause 'the in-

terests of vigorous competition and public information' are empll!lSISlea. British 

cases comparative <>n.,u>rti"i,,,n are in this n"'~"'T11 n" of 

, in particular in "'''',u"~;,, 21.1 20.1, is interpreted through this policy 

"'UL'''UJ'~l<llUV.ll. Rulings by the on 'denigration' and of 

are liberal, and show that restrictions on comparative advertising, based 

on goodwill concept, do not wide acceptance in the 541 

Sl8 Woker AdvertiSing Law op cit 123; the 
dealt with by the ASA. See the 

South African Breweries (SAB) Vivo African Breweries' 'The Beer, The Taste, 
the Time' , that it was an unfair imitation of the Castle Lager slogan 'The taste that stood 
the test oftime' and that it took ofthe goodwill acquired by the Castle campaign; 

and Reasons No 3 Jan/Feb 

539 Woker Advertising Law op cit 94. 

S40 Woker Advertising Law op cit 197; British Codes of Advertising and Sales Promotion. All rulings 
of the British ASA can be accessed at lli!l~~~~QrgJ!K, 

541 Ohly/Spencer op cit 79. 
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The British approach to comparative is considered the most liberal pol-

m and, as a the United Kingdom has not had to make major 

changes in their policy on comparative to it with the European 

13.5.1 Summary 

We can see that the British ==~~!..!..!::~=:" like the African 

not disparagement or the exploitation of goodwill. However. erucial dif-

ferenee seems to be that such disparagement or exploitation of goodwill must be by 

unfair means. Furthermore, it is submitted that the British ASA has a different un-

derstanding these It means that comparative under 

the British is true and substantiated, but is nevertheless dispar-

or amounts to exploitation of goodwill, it is not unfair and will be 

542 This ensures that the self-regulatfon policy consumer and 

public mtf~rests in competitive and effective advertising regulation. 

13.6 Conclusion 

ASA have stated that their on comparative are aligned 

European baSic underpinning the South African 

those of the it appears, recent observation 

the South African approach differs substantially the European approach. 

It is difficult to interpret open-textured provisions, as 'dtspElral~et1tler,Lt' or <ex-

ploitation of an advertising value" and the interpretation of these provisions is a 

consideration. It to look beyond the confines of the 

South principles for a more meaningful 

method of applying the The examination of the Directive is seminal in this 

The of the Gennan 2 

way of understanding the provisions focussing on 'exploitation' and 'denigration'. 

542 The British ASA cases can be accessed un~lerJnm"l!:!J~!:&l!!!.&l:g"y!.,. 
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reflects a proportional assumption about the "'''ll'.lJlUU./;::. of interests to assist rational 

consumer and to a framework to comparative 

advertising. 

The ASA applies crucial provisions with a understanding as to 'an in

tnrlge:melrlt of goodwill', approach to comparative <uh,prt", .. ,," 

comes from the different levels for the protection of goodwilL The underlying poli-

in and South and reflect assumptions 

about the weighting of interests. This because the ASA' is merely concerned 

about the credibility of and it many cases, intf~rested 

that how the standards extend.543 

Although shown some advances in the consumers' favour in recent 

years, notably in its of of comparative ad-

the the 'disparagement clause' and extensive 

protection of advertising are so onerous that in the Code ap-

pears irrelevant.s44 The ASA that an with goodwill is un-

acceptable, probably knowing, full well, that a comparative advertisement must, by 

with another's goodwill. It is obvious under clause 8.1 of the 

that such an extensive protection of advertising goodwill would not enjoy protec

tion under formal law. 

In common law, it always been an principle that goodwill by 

normal and healthy competition in the market place is not wrongful.S45 Neverthe-

the ASA, its to a 

most amounts to the of a new exclusive right. The change in is 

considered to be a face-lift without material effects. The ASA set up a web of 

l";!,;"''''UVU''. which only appear to 

advertising, possibly to prevent pressure 

543 Boddewyn op cit 6. 

S44 Woker Advertising Law op cit 199. 

S4S This is the 'competition principle'. 
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advertising. Seen from a consumer's viewpoint and a public policy of competition, 

the ASA's approach is unsatisfactory. 

The vague terms in the Code allow ample room interpretation so that, through 

the 'exploitation clause', the 

without significantly changing the 

interpretation of the 

ASA is able to adopt a more liberal 

Code. 

It seems unlikely that the ASA will 

external 

is required to alter 

advertising, to prevent 

eX~lml)le. a 

tailed, and to enhance competition in 

S46 Jeena op cit 173 who states: 'I 
Rights will not have a 
industry would sellr .. regulati(ln 

IlllllU'J'V ""'" .... I'> .... its policy,S46 and pressure 

COlml)ctIUc>n Commission, 

"'1>'., ..... ,.'" comparative 

'-HJ''''''·"", from being cur-

"', ..... ,"")';"'" under the new Constitution or Bill of 
because too many big players in the 
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14 Conclusion 

author has 

parative 

comparative advertising legal implications. 

is found to desirable. provided it meets requirements. 

The requirements are basically that; 

.. comparative advertising should not be misleading, 

it should compare 'like with • and 

• should objectively material, relevant, and rep,res,entatnfe 

features, and claims must be verifiable. 

14.1 Findings 

14.1.1 Self-Regulation 

The Code, the Code of Advertising and the ni.· .. "!,.",,. aU stipulate the 

uremeltlts. t'wrthc~ml0ne, it is that """"''''",,.,,I'I\,#> advertis-

ing meeting criteria will not infringe a competitor's goodwill, asswning a 

understanding of the goodwill COrICe~)t. 

It is found that South Africa's approach to advertising is determined through a 

and the trade mark South trade mark legislation 

,the strong reliance on a self-regulatory are considered major stwnbling 

blocks to any form of cornp2trative self-regulatory sys-

tern adopts a policy disallows comparative advertising, in its common 

through its interpretation goodwill clauses. 

will, no doubt, in as it is ,." .. <"f,r" .. and less 

expensive than government regulation, and =l.ilU~'C courts are overburdened with 

serious matters.S47 this of the 

regulatory system mdllcaltes that the industry cannot, on its own, ensure that adver-
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tising is effectively regulated. The structure of the South African market, illiteracy 

among black consumers, and strong brand loyalty arising from South Africa's ear

lier isolation, underlines that some form of government regulation of the advertising 

process is warranted to provide consumers with sufficient information.548 

14.1.2 Trade Mark Law 

The tmde. mark law disallows direct comparative advertising, and provides exten

sive protection to the distinguishing function of trade marks. 

14.1.3 Law of Unlawful Competition 

The law of unlawful competition is, to the contrary, no stumbling block to com

parative advertising. The common law of unlawful competition is flexible enough 

to cope with the issue of effective advertising regulation. It is a dynamic branch of 

the law, and capable of keeping up with modem developments. 

14.2 Necessary Measures 

A more competitive, and consumer-orientated, approach to advertising regulation 

requires two measures: 

14.2.1 The Competition Commission to Endorse Comparative Advertising 

The Code and rulings based on the Code fall within the ambit of the Competition 

Act, 1998. 

The author strongly recommends the Competition Commission should recognise 

comparative advertising's potential and scrutinise the ASA policy of advertising 

regulation. The ASA policy on comparative advertising must be reconciled with the 

approach adopted by the Competition Commission. From the examination of the 

FTC policy, encouragement to introduce comparative advertising is clearly needed. 

547 Woker Advertising Law op cit 12. 

S48 Pitofsky op cit 669. 
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The author n'''' .. ''',.,,.. .. ''' the Competition Commission should agree on a 

standard to en(lOr!;e c,ompal:atI to prevent the curtailment the 

formational a standard should 

in sp,eCIIlC "''''.''-''''u'''_''' 79.1 of the ~~!!.lli;m..tl~~~. 

should be supervised by the Competition 

Commission to ensure not go beyond the minimum standard 

required by these provisions should be interpreted in a 

controlled manner. This provides a system for interpreting 

sions, and how to balance .... t"" .. ~."t" in the underlying policy of assisting rational 

consumer choice and on the market. This ensures that 

interests receive aU';;\.ju,ati;; IJuvU'J that ASA does not act to the l1etnm,ent of 

consumers. 

The Competition CoJtl1.ITlission should seriously consider requesting the to 

change its administrative so that consumers are sufficiently reJ)re:serltecl, 

and should that the more transparent. 

14.2.2 Amendment the Trade Marks Act 

Secondly, the ~=::...:.:=~~=-~= should amended, with a provision similar 

to section 10(6) of the Trade Marks Act. 1994, to overcome the uncondi* 

tional prohibition of direct advertising. 

In accordance with the u ......... f'>" dissertation, R Wheeldon considers: 

'The original draft of the Bill made it clear that brand comparative advertising 

was lawful. In view grave doubts created by this judgment and its inevi

tably far consequences, it is the legislature to make its will 

known by amending this Act intelligently to ensure that it can only be inter-

preted as in harmony with the EC Directive. ,549 

One crucial auc~stllon cannot 

549 See Wheeldon 'Is our trade mark law now out of step with the EC?' op cit 26. 
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To quote Abrie du Plessis: 

'In the end this may be a political issue. Most marketers believe the issue is 

dead, with some of the like Hunt Lascaris trying to revive 

it. The problem is how to get it back on agenda .• 
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15 Abstract 

Comparative advertising is a special form of advertising strategy as another 

competitor is identified in ""'UIJ''''U'J'. n,",,""""" features. Various forms exist, as there 

are direct or implied true or misleading comparisons; and that 

are positive ('associative') or ('differentiative') towards the competitor. 

Comparative ~£hf .. rtl"'lrIO 

interest 

erence, 

"JU'''''''''''>.1 situation in intellectual property 
,h1'tpf',,,..nt groups must be balanced. 

different groups can have !J0.,0.1I'''' 

tive advertising. 
protect the various 'nt, ... ",,,t,, £htt .. r,~nt ways and to different degrees. 

South Africa's advertising regulation is based on a mixture 
as there is the system of the common law of unlawful competition 

and the Trade law has the potential to playa vital 

the regulation of comparative advertising, as can be seen from the examination 

the Federal policy in the United States. 

South on system of self-regulation, and on ."1',.".,-." .... 

through trade mark law, with insufficient representation of public and consumer 
terests. 

COInp~U'atlve advertising 

Trade of direct cornDBlflS!lns 
nrn,t"."'tc the reference 

South African is not "UJ".u~"" 
or British position" but the examination of South 

sources in the field of unlawful competition law .u~." .. " ... 

systems are """".v""" have a more libeml approach towards comparative adver-
tising. 
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Two measures are required a more competitive and ap-
to regulation of comparative advertising. The self-regulation policy must 

be improved, while the trade law should be amended to allow comparative 
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19 Appendix I 
Advertising Code (South Africa) 

Comparisons 

7.1.2 only facts capable of substantiation are used; 

7.1.3 one or more material, relevant, objectively, determinable and verifi

able claims are made; 

7.1. 7 tlte facts or criteria used are fairly chosen (si!>ni;ficlmt. relevant. and 

representative; basis of comparison must be the same; compare like 

with 

7.1.8 the contextual implications be strictly limited to the facts; 

7.1.9 Where claims are based on substantiated research. the express con

sent and accuracy and scope of such claims be oblained from the 

relevant research body; Ihe advertiser accepts responsibility for the 

accuracy of research and claims. 

7.2 It should be noted thai reference 10 claims above shall be deemed to 

include all visuals and aural representations. 

7.3 Group comparisons and comparisons which identify competitors by 

implication are ac(~ep'taj'Jle subject to the criteria contained in this 

clause. 

7.4 The guiding principle in all comparis011s shall be that products 

7.5 

and/or services should be nrllm,')le.don their own merits and not on 

the demerits ol<:on:rpe,ritil'1e D.roafucts. 

In C0l7Sl£lerln{! matters raised under this clause. cO!rvzisal1ce will be 

taken of the intention of the advertiser. 

Disparagement 

6.1 Advertisements should not attack or discredit other products. adver

tisers or advertisements directly or by implication. 

6.2 Advertisers shall not disparage the products and/or services of other 

advertisers by innuendo. 
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6.3 Comparisons highlighting a weakness in al1 industry or product will 

not necessarily be regarded as disparaging when the information is 

factual and in the public interest. 

6.4 In considering complaints under this Clause, the ASA shall take 

cognisance of what it considers to be the intention 0/ the advertiser. 

7.1.6 no disparagement Section II Clause 6; 

Mis]eading Advertising 

7.1.4 the claims are not mi..,fp",t/;".O' 

Clause 4.2; 

co,",rusing as governed by Section II 

Exploitation of Advertising Goodwill 

7.1.5 no infj·inJ!.~em'ent 

Section II Clause 8. 

Otlllf!rllS/fifl! goodwill 

8.1 Advertisements may not take adlvan'ta!!.re of the I1tftlprti .• ;~f<> goodwill 

relating to the trade name or a symbol of the product or service 

another, or advertising goodwill relating to another party's adver

tising campaign or advertising property, unless the prior written 

permission of the proprietor of the advertising goodwill has been 

obtained Such permission shall not be considered (0 be a waiver of 

the provisions 0/ other clauses of the Code. 

8.1 Parodies. the intention of which to amuse and which are 

not likely to affect adversely the advertising goodwill of another ad

vertiser to a material extent, will not be regarded as falling within 

the prohibition a/paragraph 8.1. above. 

9. J An advertiser should not copy an existing advertisement, local or in~ 

(emational, or any part thereof in a manner that is recognisable or 

clearly evokes the exisling concept and which may result in the likely 

los$ 0/ potential advertising value. This will apply notwithstanding 

the fact that there is no likelihood of confusion. 
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20 Appendix II 
Advertising Code (United Kingdom) 

Comparisons 

J 9. J Comparisons can be explicit or implied and can relate to advertis

ers' own products or to those of their competitors, they are permit-

ted in the interests of vigorous "", ... n,?litinnand public information. 

I 9.2 Comparisons should be clear and fair. The elements if any com pari-

Denigration 

son should not be selected in a way that 

tificial advantage. 

the advertisers an ar-

20. J Advertisers should not unfairly attack or discredit other businesses 

or their products. 

20.2 The only ac(;el),rafJle use another business' broken or 

products in advertisements is in the illustration of comparative test, 

and the source, nature and results of these should be clear. 

Exploitation of Goodwin 

21.1 Advertisers should not make unfair use of the goodwill attached to 

. the trade mark, name. brand, or the advertising campaign of any 

other business. JSO 

SSO A full set of the British Codes of Advertising and Sales Promotion is available free from The 
Committee of Advertising Practice website at the ASA Code can 
be accessed at J.llJtn1t:i:l.~[J!!!.!h!;rr.gJlK. 
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21 Appendix III 
Directive on Comparative Advertising 

Directive 941450lEEC is hereby amended as follows: 

I. The title shall be replaced by the following: 

'Council Directive of 10 .>el'.llel'Tw.~r 1984 concerning misleading and com

nn,~ntil"" advertising '; 

2. Article J shall he rp"/I'1('pr/ the following: 

1 

The purpose of this Directive is to protecl consumers, persons on a 

trade or business a and the interests of the pub-

lic in general misleading advertising and the consequences 

thereof and to lay down the conditions under which comparative advertising is 

permitted; 

3. The following point shall be inserted in Article 2: 

'2a. ·comlJ'ar •• tille adv~·rti,.i",>' means any advertising which explicitly or by im-

plication identifies a competitor or goods or services offered by a competitor; , 

4. The following Article shall be added: 

Article 3a 

I. <.;omlJ'ar,CltnJe a.1VertlSlnlZ shall. as far as the comparison is concerned, be 

permitted when the following conditions are met: 

(a) it is not misleading aCl?ordil1!I!'IO Articles 2 (2), 3 and 

(b) it compares or services mp,(>u",O' the same needs or intended 

for the same purpose; 

(c) it objectively compares one or more material, relevant, verifiable 

and representative features goods and services. which may 

include price; 

(d) it does not create CO"1USIOfl in the between the adver-

tiser and a competitor or between the advertiser's trade marks, trade 
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names, other di~;til1!!!uish,in!! marks, 

competitor; 

or services and those of a 

(e) it does not discredit or denigrate the trade marks, trade names, 

other distinguishing marks. goods. services. activities, or circum

stances of a competitor: 

(f) for products with designation origin, it relates in each case to 

(h) 

Dr'llttucts with the 

it does nol take unfair advantage revutal!ion of a trade mark. 

trade name or other distinguishing marks of a competitor or of the 

designation of origin of competing products; 

it does not present 

or services 

or services as imitations or 

a protected trade mark or trade name. 
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